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FOREWORD
,,_ . , .
The prelimSnarydraft of th_s handbookwas preparedby InterTechnology/Solar
Corporatfonfor the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter under ContractDEN 3-33.
This draft was subsequentlyreorganized,revised,and expandedat the Center.
In addition,an evaluationenvolvingexpansionand criticalanalysisof the
tablesand other portions of the handbookwas performedby ClevelandState
Universityunder NASA CooperativeAgreementNCC 3-16. G. C. Chang and
M. H. Ellini of ClevelandState Universityparticipatedin the verification,
reviewand analysischeck of criticalportionsof the handbook. The final
editingwas then conductedby NASA Lewis ResearchCenter personnel.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Array Structure Design Handbook for Stand Alone Photovoltaic
Applications is a self-contained reference manual written for nonstructural
engineers. The handbook is written in the format of an engineering guide
and contains information sufficient to enable engineers unfamiliar with
photovoltaic systems to design low-cost array structures for a variety of
terrestrial photovoltaic applications.
The scope of the handbook is described below:
A. Array Size
The handbook is written to facilitate design of photovoltaic arrays of up to
10 kilowatt peak output power (kWp). The design principles incorporated in
this handbook, however, may be used to design and construct dedicated
triangular frame arrays larger than i0 kWp, if so desired.
B. Structural Types
The handbook covers dedicated and portable triangular framing and
pole-mounted systems. (See Figures 11, 12, ano 13.)
C. Structural Materials
The major structural materials covered in this handbook are: structural
steel (A-36), aluminum (6060-T6), and cola-formed steel. Users should
consult Section 4.6.
D. Structural Section Sizes
All designs discussed in this handbook are for standard U.S. section sizes.
The dimensions of the standard American sections are given in English units
only.
E. Location of Application
The directions given in this handbook can be applied anywhere in the world.
For applications outside the United States, however, additional data may
have to be secured from other sources, particularly for site specific wind
loads, frost penetration data, and local building codes.
F. Module Type
The instructions given in this handbook can be applied to any commercially
available solar cell module.
G. Units Used
The primary system of units used throughout the handbook is the
International System of units (SI Units). For the most part, English Units
were used initially in developing the material for the handbook, then
subsequently converted to SI Units for presentation in the handbook. In
order to enhance communication and utility of the handbook, English Units
are also given either parenthetically following the SI Units (text and
figures) or as separate columns (in the tables). An exception was made,
however, for some of the tables and figures and the references which were
extracted directly from reference sources. In these cases, the units
utilized in the source publications are retained.
H. Terminology Used
In order to clarify terminology used throughout the handbook which is unique
to photovoltaic arrays the user should become familiar with several
important terms and definitions. These are as follows:
Solar Cell: The basic photovoltaic device which generates electricity when
exposed to sunlight.
Module: The smallest complete, environmentally protected assembly of solar
cells and other components (including electrical connectors) designed to
generate d.c. power when under unconcentrated terrestrial sunlight.
Array: A mechanically integrated assembly of modules together with support
structure (including foundations) and other components, as required, to form
a free-standing field-installed unit that produces dc power.
I. Handbook Format
This handbook is divided into four primary sections as follows:
2.0 KEY TO THE MANUAL
3.0 CHARACTERISTICSOF PHOTOVOLTAICARRAYSTRUCTURES
4.0 ARRAYSTRUCTUREDESIGN
5.0 ARRAY/STRUCTURALDESIGNEXAMPLEPROBLEMS
The KEY TO THE MANUAL(Section 2.0) gives the engineer a step-by-step
methodology on how to use the handbook to design a complete structural array
system.
Section 3.0 discusses the characteristics of array structures, including
module characteristics, array structural characteristics, electrical and
mechanical interfaces, safety considerations, and array layout and
structural arrangements.
Section 4.0 explains the design factors for photovoltaic array systems,
including: general design philosophy; building codes; loading and
environmental factors; types of generic structures covered; the basic design
methodology used; materials selection; design of triangular framing and
pole-mounted structural systems, including design procedures, material
properties and specifications, design figures, and design tables;
installation and maintenance; and costing.
Section 5.0 includes several array/structural design examples making use of
the material presented in Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0.
Also included in the handbook are a GLOSSARY(Section 6.0) which includes a
list of definitions and conversions; REFERENCES(Section 7.0) which include
additional design sources, lists of manufacturers, and extracts from
auxiliary design references; and APPENDICES(Section 8.0) which contain
other relevant auxiliary information.
2.0 KEY TO THE MANUAL
This handbook will prove to be an easy-to-use reference source for the
architect or engineer who follows the step-by-step procedure given below for
designing a structural system for photovoltaic arrays. The procedure
consists of eleven basic steps illustrated in the flow diagram in Figure 1
and as described in detail below. The order of the steps listed below may
vary slightly for applications outside the scope of the handbook. As one
example, when generic structural systems in addition to the triangular frame
or pole-mounted system are being considered, Step 3 would generally be
finalized after Steps 4 and 5.
A. Step 1--Gather Preliminary Data
(a) With reference to the array site, compile the following information:
(1) Latitude
(2) Longitude
(3) Yearly weather conditions, particularly wind, rain and humidity,
snow, hail, ice, temperature ranges and pollution levels.
(4) Size, shape and topography of field on which the array is to be
placed
(5) Shading from nearby structures or trees
(6) Location of existing underground electrical and water lines
(7) Soil sample (optional)
(b) Determine the array size. It is outside the scope of this handbook to
discuss photovoltaic system design or array sizing techniques, therefore,
other sources will need to be consulted in order to specify the specific
voltage, current and power requirements and optimum tilt angle for the array.
(c) Consult Section 4.1 for the philosophy of structural design.
B. Step 2--Consult the Zoning and Building Codes
Turn to Section 4.2 for reference on zoning and building codes. There are
no codes written expressly for photovoltaic arrays, but codes for other
structures may be applied.
C. Step 3--Select a Generic Structure
Go to Section 3.3 for the basic support requirements for the module. Then,
turn to Section 4.5 to select a generic structure which could be either a
dedicated or portable triangular framing system, or a pole-mounted system.
Section 4.5 contains the basic design theory for triangular frame structures.
D. Step 4--Choose the Module Type
Choose a module type and determine the number of modules and their
arrangement in series and parallel groupings. Turn to Sections 3.1 and 3.2
J i. Gather Preliminary Data JI
J 2. Consult Zoning and Building Codes
I I
3. Select Generic Structure JII
j 4. Choose Module i
I
I
5. DetermineArray Layout i
I
I
6. CalculateDesign Loads
I
J 7. Select Structural Materials i
I
J 8. Calculate Member Sizes and Connection Details I
i
I
.J 9. Choose ElectricalConnectionSystem i
I
I
10. Draw up Installationand MaintenancePlan for the Array J
I
I
J II. PerformCost Analysis J
Figure 1. DesignProcedureFlow Diagram
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for a discussion on module mechanical and electrical and thermal
characteristics. Section 7.3.4 lists current manufacturers of modules in
the United States. Sections 3.1.3 and 4.4 should be consulted to make sure
that the module chosen for the array is constructed of suitable materials to
survive the environment without extensive degradation.
E. Step 5--Determine the Array Layout
After the module type has been chosen determine the dimensions of the array
and decide on the number of tiers, span width, and number of rows of
structure required. Turn to Section 3.5 for a discussion of the array layout
and structural arrangements.
F. Step 6--Calculate the Design Loads for the Array Structure
Turn to Section 4.3 to determine the load factors pertinent to array
structures.
G. Step 7--Select Suitable Construction Material
Turn to Sections 4.4 and 4.6 for discussions on environmental effects on
structural materials and descriptions and characteristics of structural
steel, aluminum, cold-formed steel, and wood. Then turn to Sections
4.7.1.2, 4.7.1.3, 4.7.1.4, and 4.7.1.5 which cover design, fabrication, and
construction specifications for structural steel, aluminum, cold-formed
steel, and foundations.
H. Step 8--Calculate Member Sizes and Connection Details
(a) Turn to Section 3.3 to determine the mechanical support requirements
for the array.
(b) Turn to Section 3.4 to determine the alternative mechanical connection
systems for connecting the module to the array structure.
(c) Turn to Section 4.7.1.1 and follow the procedure listed to determine
member sizes, foundation, and connection details for triangular framing
systems.
(d) Turn to Section 4.7.2.1 and follow the procedure listed to determine
the size of pole, foundation, member sizes, and connection details for
pole-mounted systems.
I. Step 9--Choose an Electrical Connection System
Refer to Section 3.4 to choose a basic electrical connection system. It is
outside the scope of this handbook to discuss electrical connection details
such as wire or duct size. The basic system, however, may be chosen after
reading the section cited.
J. Step lO--Draw up Installation and Maintenance Plan for the Array
Section 4.8 presents the methodology for writing an installation and
maintenance plan, including procurement of all material, necessary
equipment, and plans for maintenance.
K. Step 11--Perform a Cost Analysis
Section 4.9 presents the principles for performing a cost analysis,
including primary cost factors and sources of information.
3.0 CHARACTERISTICSOF PHOTOVOLTAICARRAYSTRUCTURES
The characteristics of photovoltaic arrays which are of interest to the
designer of an array structure are the module mechanicaland electrical
characteristics, module thermal characteristics, module/array structural
support requirements, module installation and removal factors, and the array
layout and structural arrangement.
3.1 Module Mechanical and Electrical Characteristics
A photovoltaic module is a rectangular system consisting of solar cells, a
substrate on which the cells are mounted, a superstrate covering the cells
for protection, and a frame in which the cells, substrate and superstrate
are mounted. Figure 2 illustrates a typical photovoltaic solar cell
module. Currently there are about twenty companies around the world which
manufacture photovoltaic modules.
A sampling of U.S. manufacturers of photovoltaic modules is given in Section
7.3.4. From the standpoint of array structural design, there are six major
module characteristics to be considered: efficiency and output, size,
materials, weight, provisions fQr mechanical connections and provisions for
electrical connections.
3.1.1 Efficiency and Output
The module efficiency may be defined as the output power of the module
divided by the insolation_level (input power), where the maximumterrestrial
insolation level is i kW/m2. Module efficiency may range from a low of
about 6 percent to a high of about 16 percent. These efficiencies
correspond to peak power densities of 60 Wp/m2 to 160 Wp/m2,
respectively. Most currently manufactured modules have an efficiency and
peak power density within the lower two-thirds of these ranges.
Many of the modules presently on the market are sized to trickle charge 12 V
batteries. Typically, 14 V to 16 V charging voltage and 0.3 A to 0.6 A
charging current are required for battery trickle charging. Since the
module current output (as opposed to voltage output) is a direct function of
the insolation, the module must have a peak current higher than these values
so that it will produce an average current equal to these values.
Therefore, correct module (or array) size depends, in large measure, on the
amount of insolation available at the site of application.
Modules are also manufactured with different output voltage and current
combinations for the same module output power depending upon how the cells
in the module are interconnected (i.e., series and parallel connections).
For example, one manufacturer offers a 26 Wp48 cell module in the following
types: 21.3 Vm, 5.32 Vm, 3.55 Vm, 2.66 Vm, and 1.77 Vm, where Vmis the
voltage at maximumpower.
BACKVIEW
CELLS
SUPERSTRATE (COVERING OVER CELLS)
FRONTVIEW
Figure2. TypicalModule
3.1.2 Size
Modules currently manufactured vary in size from 0.30 m by 0.15 m (1.0 ft by
0.5 ft) to 1.2 m by 1.2 m (4 ft by 4 ft). Commonsizes are 0.30 m by 0.30 m
(i ft by 1 ft), 0.30 m by 0.61 m (1 ft by 2 ft), and 0.61 m by 0.61 m (2 ft
by 2 ft), 0.23 m by 1.2 m (0.75 ft by 4 ft), and 0.38 m by 1.2 m (1.25 ft by
4 ft). For a module efficiency of 10 percent, these sizes correspond to
module peak output powers of 9.1 W, 18.3 W, 37.2 W, 27.6 W, and 45.6 W,
respectively. It should also be noted that some manufacturers may
custom-manufacture modules of practically any size.
3.1.3 Materials
Table I shows the types of materials commonly used for the cells, substrate,
superstrate and frame. Particular attention should be paid to the substrate
material when selecting a module since degradation of the superstrate by the
environment may lead to drastically reduced cell performance. Section 4.4
discusses environmental factors associated with this problem.
3.1.4 Weight
The typical module weight varies from 15 kg/m2 to 40 kg/m2 (3 Ib/ft2
to 8 Ib/ft2), i.e., 150 N/m2 to 400 N/m2, depending on the module
construction materials.
3.1.5 Provisions for Mechanical Connections
The most popular provision for mechanical connection of the module to the
array structure is a flange with four holes or slots for bolt connections
(Figure 2). The bolt connection is usually the simplest and most
inexpensive installation method.
Other provisions include flanges or narrow edges without holes for use in
clip or clamp mounting.
3.1.6 Provisions for Electrical Connections
Modules differ significantly from one manufacturer to another and with
manufacturer types in terms of provisions for electrical connections, as
shown in Figure 3. These provisions may be divided into three groups:
terminals (Figure 3B), connectors (Figure 3E), and pigtails (Figure 3C).
A. Terminals
The module has two metal terminals to which the positive and negative
connecting wires are attached by soldering or by a screw and/or nut
connection.
B. Connectors
The module has a connector to which a mating connector is attached for the
output.
TABLE I. MODULECONSTRUCTIONMATERIALS
Section Materials
Substrate Glass
Fiberglass
Polyester
StainlessSteel
Aluminum
Superstrate Glass
SiliconeRubber
SiliconeResins
Plastics
Frame* Lexan
Stainless Steel
Aluminum
Cells Silicon (Si) [Most Common]
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
CadmiumSulfide (CdS)
If substrate does not serve as frame
C
PIGTAILEADS
A JUNCTIONBOX
B SCREWORSOLDERTERMINALS
COVEREDBYRUBBERBOOTS
E ENVIRONMENTALCONNECTORS
MOUNTEDONBRACKET
D TERMINALBOXMOLDEDINTOBASE
Figure 3. Module ElectricalConnections
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C. Pigtails
The module has a positive and a negative output lead.
There are various schemes used to protect the electrical connections from
the environment. The most cemmonare the junction box (Figures 3A and 3D)
and the rubber boot (Figure 3B). Figure 3A illustrates a metal junction box
attached to the frame while Figure 3D shows a plastic junction box molded
into the base of the module. In extreme environments the junction box
should be chosen over the rubber boot as an electrical connection protection.
Any modules with externally exposed metallic conductors require grounding.
Grounding methods are discussed in Section 3.4.2.
3.2 Module Thermal Properties
The two major problems involving module thermal properties are thermal
expansion and module operating temperature.
3.2.1 Module Operating Temperature
Since flat-plate photovoltaic modules are not actively cooled (i.e., with
forced water or air flow), the cell temperature may rise under normal
operating conditions to a temperature considerably higher than the ambient
temperature. Depending on the superstrate's ana substrate's conduction and
convection properties, the cell temperature may run 15o C to 40o C
(59o F to 104o F) above the ambient temperature. For example, a thick
unfinned plastic substrate will cause the cell temperature to rise much
higher than a thin aluminum finned substrate.
Because of the temperature rise, the module will suffer a voltage loss of
approximately 2.2 mV/°C (1.22 mV/°F) rise in cell temperature. As an
illustration, a hypothetical series-connected 30 cell 12 V, 0.5 A module
rated at a cell temperature of 28o C (82.4 ° F) operates at a cell
temperature 25o C (77o F) above the ambient temperature. Thus, for an
ambient temperature of 28o C (82.4 o F), the module will suffer a voltage
loss of
30 cells x 2.2 mV x 25o C = 1.7 V
°c cell
which is equivalent to a power loss of 0.85 W, or 14 percent. Conversely,
if the ambient temperature falls below the rated temperature of the module,
an increase in power will result. Although this is usually welcomed, it is
occasionally detrimental. Certain inverters used to convert the dc
photovoltaic output to ac require the output voltageto be no higher than a
specified voltage. Therefore, choice of a particular module for a specific
application should take into account the ambient temperature range at the
site of application, the heat transfer characteristics of the module, and
the requirements of the electrical system for the application.
The method of mechanically fastening the module in the array may either
decrease or significantly increase the cell operating temperature. For a
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Figure 4, Module Thermal Characteristics
nonconcentrating photovoltaic array, it is uneconomical to have an active
source of cooling such as forced air or water flow. The main source of
cooling in most nonconcentrating photovoltaic panels is convection to the
surrounding air. Therefore, any interference by the array support structure
with the convection currents surrounding the module will affect the cell
operating temperature. An example of a system where the support structure
interferes with the module cooling is a structural system which uses a piece
of wood or other material completely covering the back of the module to
support the module. This could occur if the moaules are placed directly on
an already existing structure such as a slanted roof. The effect on cell
temperature is shown in tests conducted by JPL and shown in Figure 4. The
wind velocity is zero, but otherwise standard operating conditions are
present. Line A represents the module with both sides open to the air,
while Line B represents the module with only the front side open to the
air. The module with the wood backing runs about 40o C (104o F) higher
than the module with both sides unobstructed.
In the case of a module which has a transparent substrate and superstrate, a
"greenhouse" effect may be created when the back is covered which will also
significantly increase the cell temperature.
Therefore, the ideal array structure for minimizing the cell temperature
will keep contact with the front and back surfaces of the module to a
minimum. If contact must be made across the back surface, it should be made
only across a small portion of the surface and with a highly conductive
material, such as aluminum, which is itself open to the air on its own back
surface.
3.2.2 Thermal Expansion
The design of the supporting structure of the array should take into account
the dimensional change of the modules with temperature change. Material
expands with change in temperature according to the equation:
= _ (T1 - To) L
where
linear deformation (m) resulting from temperature change to
T1 (%) from To (%) (°C- 1a coefficient of thermal expansion )
L original length of material (m)
To temperature (°C) at which material length is L
Figure 5 shows the range in values of a for materials used in module and
array construction.
Generally, module thermal expansion has not been a problem with users of
arrays of sizes up to i0 kWp. However, practically all the systems have
been in use for only a few years. A potential problem exists with
differential thermal expansion; the module may expand and contract at a
different rate than the support structure. Depending on the strength of the
module mounting structure and mechanical connector, the connector could
break or the module mounting structure could crack, allowing the module to
13
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become disconnected from the support structure. In extreme environments or
over a period of extended use, this differential expansion problem could
become significant. Connection methods for taking this into account are
given in Section 3.4.1.
Another potential problem exists with the module itself. Over a long period
of time repeated temperature cycling may weaken the internal mechanism of
the module causing delamination of the cells from the substrate. This may
cause the cell operating temperature to increase to the point where the cell
is damaged. In addition, cracking of the cells and/or fatigue of the
cell-to-cell interconnects could result in open-circuiting of the module,
particularly when there is a mismatching of thermal expansion
characteristics of module materials. For these reasons, regular maintenance
checks should be conducted on the modules.
3.3 Module/Array Mechanical Support Requirements
The two subjects covered in this section are module standards and module
support requirements.
3.3.1 Module Standards
Private companies and governmental agencies have recommended that the
uniform live load requirement for photovoltaic modules be a minimum of
approximately 2400 N/m2 (50 Ib/ft 2) normal to the structure and that
modules be capable of unimpaired operation under conditions of sustained
twist of the mounting plane which causes deviation of approximately 2.1 cm/m
(1/4 in./ft) from a true flat surface. The sales brochures of manufacturers
of photovoltaic modules reveal that most of them are conforming to the
recommended requirements. Fortunately this simplifies the design problems
for the engineer concerned with designing the structure to support the
modules. In reality the modules will rarely be exposed to pressures of 2400
N/m2 (50 Ib/ft2). No United States building code would require the
structure supporting the modules to sustain a 2400 N/m2 (50 Ib/ft 2) load
except at extreme heights above the ground with an inclination greater than
30° from the horizontal. Nor would a well conceived structural support ever
sustain distortions of 2.1 cm/m (1/4 in./ft)_ In most applications, a
design load of approximately 960 to 1440 N/mL (20 to 30 Ib/ft L) normal
to the surface would be adequate.
3.3.2 Basic Support Requirements
To understand the basic support requirements for photovoltaic modules, it is
important to understand the function performed by each part of the array
structure. Three basic definitions describe the functions covered in this
handbook:
Beam: A structural member loaded along directions other than its axis.
Column: A structural member loaded along its axis.
Diaphragm: A planar structural element that ties together structural
members joined at right angles or joined in parallel. The diaphragm
prevents the structural members from rotating around the connection points.
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The support requirements (illustrated in Figure 6) may be divided into
module planar, module nonplanar, and foundation supports.
A. Module Planar Supports
First, the module is attached to structural members running along the top
and the bottom edges of the module. These members are beams since they
resist forces perpendicular to their axes at the connection points between
the module and the members. A minimum of four connections of the modules to
the beams are required; two on the upper beam and two on the lower beam.
The module itself prevents the upper and lower beams from rotating around
the connections, and is therefore a diaphragm. This increases the
structural integrity of the array.
Secondly, additional structural elements are needed to span the distance
between the beams. Since these new structural elements are subjected to
axial loads at the connection points they are columns. For a two-tier
structure, these new structural elements are subjected to both axial and
perpendicular loading. They are beam-columns. These structural elements
are designated as member AC' in Figure 6 for the two-tier structure, and as
member AC in Figure 11 for the one-tier structure.
B. Module Non-Planar Supports
Structural elements are required to support the planar structure described
in A above at a specified angle from the horizontal. These elements are
columns and each element is designated as member BC in Figures 6 and 11.
For the pole-mounted system, as shown by Figure 12, the functions of member
BC are provided by the center beam and the angle adjustment member.
C. Foundation Supports
For nonportable systems, points A and B along the structure must be
supported in the ground to prevent the structure from moving or
overturning. Concrete foundations are used at these points.
For portable systems, points A and B along the structure may either be
supported by heavy weights (sandbags, etc.), or the structure itself may be
tied down securely to the ground.
The theoretical analysis of the basic elements described above is given in
Section 4.5.2.
3.4 Module Installation and Removal
This section discusses the major mechanical and electricalconsiderations
involved in module installation and removal from the array structure.
3.4.1 Mechanical Considerations
The main methods for attachment of the module to the array structure are
welding, nailing, clipping, clamping, and bolting.
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Welding is not a recommendeamethod for attachment to the array structure.
There are two major problems. First, welding will produce a permanent
connection. This will result in a major cutting operation each time a
defective module must be removed from the structure. Second, the module
frame and the array structure must be the same material. This restricts the
potential materials to be used for the array structure, and so may increase
the array cost. Also, it is very expensive and difficult to use the proper
welding techniques in a field environment due to the potential heat damage.
Nailing is an optional attachment method. It is inexpensive, but there are
two requirements for its use. First the moaule must have a suitable flange
which will allow a nail to be driven through without Cracking or other
faults. Secondly, the structure must be wood. Damageto the delicate
internal mechanism of the module may result from repeated blows on the
module flange. From the removal point of view, there are two major
problems. First, depending on the number of nails and their placement on
the flange, removal of a module from the array may be a time-consuming
task. Secondly, once the module is removed from the array structure, the
existing holes in the structure may not be used because the moaule may work
itself free under wind or snow loading. In addition several module
installations and removals at the same location in the array may result in a
permanently weakened structure.
Clipping and clamping are advantageous connection systems in terms of ease
and expense of installing and removing modules. With special tools it is a
simple process to clip or clamp the module to the array. The major problem
with clipping and clamping systems is that they are the least reliable of
the connection systems discussed in this section. Most clips and clamps
provide a strong pressure attachment to the array parallel to the clip or
clamp force. However, the only resistance to motion in the perpendicular
direction is provided by friction. Because of this the structural system
loses lateral support, and some structural pieces may have to be enlargea to
account for possible load shift due to slip.
Bolting is the recommended method for mechanically attaching the module to
the array structure. First, bolting provides a solid structural attachment
in both the lateral and perpendicular directions. Second, bolts allow easy
installation or removal of the modules. Third, they can be repaired or
replaced easily, and are available essentially anywhere. Fourth, most
module manufacturers provide bolt holes or slots in the flanges of their
modules for attaching the module to the array structure. In addition to
regular bolts, the designer may use the option of "torqueing" or
"self-locking" bolts. Although more expensive than regular bolts they have
an important advantage. They provide an interference fit to the structure
without use of lockwashers or starwashers such that the bolts will not work
themselves loose, yet permit snugging so as to allow for planar shift
between the module and structure to accommodate thermal expansion mismatch
due to different structural materials. The major disadvantage in using
"torqueing" or "self-locking" bolts is that access must be available to both
the top and bottom of the bolt for module installation and removal.
Several considerations are important when determining the mechanical
connection type. The first is array structure penetration. It is necessary
to provide penetrations into the array structure to allow the modules to be
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attached. Field drilling may be very expensive due to requirements for
electrical power and labor costs. For these reasons, it is usually
advisable to have the penetrations completed in a shop before being shippea
to the site. However, tolerances must be closely controlled for incorrect
placement of the penetrations may result in expensive field drillings to
enlarge the holes. The second consideration is materials. If the array
structure is steel, and the module frame is aluminum, the potential for an
electrochemical reaction exists. In this case it is necessary to separate
the two metals with a separator at all points of contact. The separating
material may be a plastic, elastomer, or stainless steel. Because there is
a potential for creeping and breakage in the plastic and elastomer
separators, their use in certain environments may not be advisable.
3.4.2 Electrical Considerations
This section covers different generic consiaerations. Although it is beyond
the scope of this handbook to describe detailea electrical schemes, a basic
electrical connection system may be chosen for the array from this
discussion.
Though photovoltaic systems are not explicitly mentioned in the National
Electric Code (see Section 4.2) the various parts making up the photovoltaic
system are covered. The following chapters of the code apply to a
photovoltaic installation:
Chapter 1--General
Chapter 2--Wiring Design and Protection
Chapter 3--Wiring Methods and Materials
Chapter 4--Equipment for General Use
Chapter 6--Special Equipment
Chapter 7--Special Conditions
Chapter 9--Tables
In some installations used for research, development, or testing, the
authority having jurisdiction for enforcement of the code may vary specific
requirements in the code. Also, alternate methods may be permitted where it
is assured that effective safety and maintenance procedures are maintained.
A. Electrical Connection
There are five major electrical connection designs covereo:
Receptacle-plug (Figure 7A)
Junction box (Figure 7B)
Wireway-flexible conduit (Figure 7C)
Insulated cord-junction box-plug (Figure 7D)
Wireway-receptacle-plug (Figure 7E)
(a) Receptacle-Plug
The module is provided with a weatherproof plug and receptacle.
Multi-conductor rubber cord shall run from a centrally located panelboard to
each module and be connected with the plug and receptacle. The rubber
cords, receptacles and plugs shall be designed for outdoor use. The rubber
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cord shall be strapped, supported and arranged to prevent sagging. The
rubber cord shall be installed and attached to the array structure to
preyent damage to the wire. A separate ground wire, connected to each
module frame, junction boxes, panelboards and the array structure, shall be
installed to insure that ground continuity is maintained.
Conduit raceways shall be used for panelboard feeder circuits and any
underground wiring. Junction boxes shall be installed where necessary.
(b) Junction Box
The module or panel are delivered to the site with factory installed
junction boxes. After the moQules or panels are attached to the supporting
structure, the junction box coverplate is removed and a junction box
extension is attached to the module junction box. Conduits run between and
are attached to the junction box extension, all along the back of the
array. Modules can be removed from the front of the array by disconnecting
the splice in the junction box, and removing the four screw connections
between the junction box and the junction box extension without disturbing
the conduits.
Splices between branch circuit wiring and module or panel are made inside
the junction box and box extension with approved type electrical wire nuts.
The raceways shall be rigid galvanized or flexible conduit or electrical
metallic tubing. Junction box extensions, in order that this system not be
overly expensive, should be plastic or some other inexpensive nonmetallic
material. All conduits are strapped to the array support structure.
(c) Wireway-Flexible Conduit
The modules are delivered to the site with factory installed junction
boxes. Liquid tight flexible metal conduit shall connect to the junction
boxes with weatherproof connectors on the module end and connect to a 10 cm
by 10 cm (4 in. by 4 in.) weatherproof wireway on the other end.
(d) Insulated Cord-Junction Box-Plug
The modules or panels are delivered to the site with factory installed
weatherproof receptacles and plugs. For safety, the receptacles and plugs
shall have no exposed contacts when separated. The rubber cord shall be as
short as possible, but with a drip loop and shall be connected to the bottom
of a junction box with a weatherproof connector.
The raceways shall be rigid galvanized or flexible conduit or electrical
metallic tubing and shall be run along the back of the array and be fastened
to the supporting structure. Each raceway shall terminate in a weatherproof
junction box with a gasketed cover. Removal of a single module or panel
from the front of the array shall not disturb the conduits and junction
boxes which are located on the back of the array structure. All raceways
and junction boxes shall be installed in the field.
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(e) Wireway-Receptacle-Plug
The modules are delivered to the site with a weatherproof receptacle and
plug. A grounded rubber cord and plug shall connect to each module
receptacle and shall connect to the bottom of a wireway with a weatherproof
connector.
The raceway shall be a 10 cm by I0 cm (4 in. by 4 in.) weatherproof wireway
with a screw cover. The wireway shall run from the centrally located
panelboards, along the back of the array and shall be attached to the array
structure. Splices shall be made in the wireway. Multi-conductor rubber
cord with a weatherproof plug shall connect to the module.
B. Safety Considerations
Recommendations by several organizations including NASAand the National
Fire Protection Association, regarding general safety practices include the
following three factors:
(a) Voltage Maximum
It is recommended that the voltage of any integral group which may have
electrical maintenance work performed on it be no greater than 50 V.
(b) Grounding
It is recommended that all modules having metallic substrates, supports, or
frames be provided with an external grounding termination meeting the
following requirements: (i) Solder attachment shall not be allowed; (2) The
ground circuit shall not be made through a connector interface; (3) A
terminal shall be provided which accepts a ground wire equal or larger in
gage than accepted by the module output terminals; (4) Grounding circuit
shall not be provided by a Vendor-installed pigtail; (5) If output
terminations are provided in a J-Box, the ground termination should also be
located internal to the J-Box with suitable gland or compression type
penetrations provided; (6) The ground terminal shall not be used for any
other purpose (i.e., module assembly or installation). All exposed metallic
or conducting surfaces shall demonstrate electrical continuity to the
external grounding connection; and (7) the array structure itself should not
be used for grounding.
The suggested method of grounding the array is shown in Figure 7F. Here,
each module is attached by a clamp or similar device to a small loop coming
from the main ground line. The advantage of this system is that when a
module is removed, only the removed module ground is defeated, not the
entire system ground. This problem is illustrated in the grounding system
of Figure 7G, where removal of one module will result in the system ground
being defeated. Such a system is not recommended. See also Article 250 of
the NECfor more details on grounding.
(c) Lightning Protection
A lightning rod(s) should be erected in accordance with the specifications
given in Article 280 of the NEC.
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3.5 Array Layout
3.5.1 Factors Affecting Packing Efficiency
Module packing efficiency, the efficiency with which the area available for
the photovoltaic array contains photovoltaic modules, must be considered
during the design phase of the photovoltaic system. Shading of one row
(planar element) of modules by another row, and space considerations are the
major considerations when arranging the modules. Other limitations are
transportation capability (limited by truck size), maintenance
accessibility, and accessibility to sunlight.
Shading of the cells within the array will cause power loss for the
following four reasons:
• The amount of radiation each cell receives is reduced so that the cell
output is correspondingly reduced.
• In a series string, the shaded cells may block the current flow of the
illuminated cells.
• In a parallel string, the shaded cell may shunt part of the generated
current of the illuminated cells.
• Shaded cells may become reverse-biased by the voltage developed across
them.
For these reasons, shading of the array should De kept to a minimum. One
method of doing this is to space the rows in the North-South direction so
that the modules will either never be shaded, or shaded for only short
periods in the early morning and late afternoon. Although there is no
established rule-of-thumb in this area, one approach is to choose the
spacing between rows such that there will be no shading of the rows after
0900 hours on December 22 for sites located in the Northern Hemisphere
(after 0900 hours on June 22 for sites located in the Southern Hemisphere).
This approach will result in negligible shading of the array through the
year. If site space limitations are tight, and the user is willing to
accept greater array losses due to shading longer in the morning and earlier
in the afternoon the spacing could be _etermined for a later time, or for a
different time of the year. In addition, the array should be oriented so
that it faces due south for Northern Hemisphere sites and due north for
Southern Hemisphere sites.
Basic parameters needed to determine row spacing are the sun's altitude
(SALT) and the sun's azimuth (SAZM) angles for the day of the year and time
of day that the designer has established as the criterion for no shading.
These parameters, which describe the position of the sun in the sky with
respect to the site location are illustrated in Figure 8A.
SALT and SAZMmay be determined for any instant in time when the latitude
(I) and hour angle (h) for the site, and the declination angle (d) of the
sun are known. The latitude is the location of the site north or south of
the equator and is expressed in degrees North Latitude (positive) or degrees
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South Latitude (negative). The hour angle expresses the time of day at the
site in solar time. The hour angle is zero at solar noon, i.e., when the
sun is at its zenith, and each hour of departure from solar noon is
360°/24 or 15o. Hour angles from 0° to 180o before solar noon are
negative, while hour angles from 0° to 180o after solar noon are
positive. The declination angle is the angular position of the sun north
(positive) or south (negative) of the equator. These parameters are shown
in Figure 8B.
The declination angle varies with time of year and slightly from year to
year for the same calendar day. For purposes of this handbook, however, the
declination angle for any given day is considered constant and the value
from one year to the next is considered the same for the same calendar day.
When the latitude and longitude for the site are known, use the equations
and Tables IIA and liB below to calculate the following:
Hour Angle for the Site
h : 15 (t - 12 + TZN . ET) - Long (1)
where
h hour angle of the site relative to solar noon
t local clock time (hours after midnight) chosen to avoid array
shading in the morning
TZN time zone number for the site (see Table liB)
ET equation of time (see Table IIA)
Long longitude of site (West is positive; East is negative)
h' : cos-1 (-tan Lat)(tan d) (2)
where
h' hour angle of the site relative to solar noon at sunrise
Lat latitude of the site (North is positive; South is negative)
d declination angle of the sun (see Table IIA)
If _h I > lh'l, then the time chosen to avoid shading occurs before sunrise
at the site.
Sunrise Time at the Site
!
h Long (3)SRT = 12 -_- ET - TZN +--i-5--
where
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TABLE IIA. THE SUN'S DECLINATIONANDEQUATIONOF TIME_
[d is the declination angle of the Sun; ET is the Equation of Time.]
bay 1 8 15 22
d, ET, d, ET, d, ET, d, ET,
Month deg hr deg hr deg hr deg hr
January -22.99 -0.061 -22.21 -0.113 -21.08 -0.158 -19.63 -0.194
February -17.04 -0.189 -14.92 -0.237 -12.60 -0.236 -10.12 -0.226
March - 7.51 -0.206 - 4.81 -0.181 - 2.06 -0.149 - 0.71 -0.115
April 4.62 -0.065 7.28 -0.031 9.83 -0.001 12.26 0.025
May 15.13 0.049 17.14 0.059 18.91 0.062 20.42 0.057
June 22.08 0.038 22.86 0.018 23.32 -0.006 23.44 -0.031
July 23.10 -0.063 22.45 -0.083 21.50 -0.098 20.24 -0.106
August 17.97 -0.104 16.09 -0.093 13.99 -0.074 11.72 -0.047
September 8.22 0.001 5.62 0.039 2.96 0.080 0.25 0.122
October -3.26 0.172 -5.95 0.207 -8.58 0.237 -11.11 0.259
November -14.50 0.273 -16.62 0.270 -18.53 0.256 -20.17 0.231
December -21.83 0.182 -22.74 0.134 -23.28 0.081 -23.44 0.023
* Taken from The Ephemeris 1981, U.S. Navy.
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Table lIB. TIME ZONE NUMBERS FOR THE WORLD FOR STANDARDTIME
TIME
ZONE STANDARD
NUMBER MERIDIAN
-12 180°. E.
-ii 165° E.
-i0 150° E.
-9 135° E.
-8 120° E.
-7 1050 E.
-6 90° E.
-5 75° E.
-4 60° E.
-3 45° E.
-2 30° E.
-i 15° E.
0 (Greenwich) O°
+i 15° W.
+2 30° W.
+3 453 W.
+4 (Atlantic) 60 W.
+5 (Eastern) 75° W.
+6 £Central) 90° W.
+7 (Mountain) 105° W.
+8 (Pacific) 120° W.
+9 (Yukon) 135° U.
+lO (Alaska-Hawaii) 150° W.
+ll (Bering) 165° W.
+12 180° W.
NOTE: I. Negative (-) TZN is the number of hours later than Greenwich
Standard Time; Positive (+) TZN is the number of hours earlier
than Greenwich Standard Time.
2. The Standard Meridians given are the approximate centers of the
time zones.
3. ( ) Indicate names given to some of the Standard Time Zones.
3O
SRT sunrise time at the site (clock time)*
Altitude Angle of the Sun
SALT : sin -I (cos Lat cos h cos d + sin Lat sin d) (4)
where
SALT altitude angle of the sun with respect to a horizontal plane
which passes through the site location
Azimuth Angle of the Sun
SAZM= sin -I (cos d sin h/cos SALT) (5)
where
SAZM azimuth angle of the sun with respect to solar South (west.of
South positive; east of South negative)
The following equations and Figure 8C may be used to determine the spacing
between the rows:**
Y x sin (a+_) (6)SPACEI - sin ( a )
SPACE2 X x sin (a +_) x 1
- sln (a') sin (_) x cot(SALT) x sin(a) (7)
a = ISAZM+ CAZMI
a = arctan [ tan (SALT) ]
cos(a)
where
SPACEI distance required between the front supports of a row and the
row directly behind it in order to ensure that the shadow
will be below the array row
*In many localities_ clocks are advanced one hour beyona Standard Time
in summer. In the U.S., such time is referred to as "Daylight Savings
Time". In such cases, add I hour to SRT.
**From "Optimized Spacing between Rows of Solar Collectors," p. 3-15, in the
Proceedings of the 1977 Annual Meeting of the American Section of ISES,
Orlando, Florida, 1977.
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SPACE2 distance between the front supports of a row and the row
directly behind it in order to ensure that the shadow will be
to the left (morning) or right (afternoon) of the row
a projected altitude angle of the sun on a plane perpendicular
to the rows
angle between the sun rays projected on the horizontal plane
and aplane perpendicular to the rows
tilt angle of the array (known as e in Figure 13)
SALT solar altitude at the site for the date and time chosen
(calculate using Equation (4) above, or obtain data from NOAA
or other sources)
SAZM solar azimuth at the site for the date and time chosen
(calculate using Equation (5) above, or obtain aata from NOAA
or other sources)
CAZM collector azimuth (positive when measured west of solar south
for both North and South Latitudes)
X width of row between left-most and right-most support points
Y height of row (measured along the plane of the row)
To determine the spacing, use the following steps:
Step I. Solve for SPACEI in Equation (6)
Step 2. Solve for SPACE2 in Equation (7)
Step 3. Since either SPACE1 or SPACE2 guarantees no shading for the date and
hour selected, the smaller of these values is the recommended
spacing between the rows.
Another method that may be utilized to reduce shading (reduce row spacing)
is to step the rows, i.e., step the array rows by a fixed delta increment in
height. For Northern Hemisphere sites, increase row heights in the south to
north direction and for Southern Hemisphere sites, increase row heights in
the north to south direction.
3.5.2 Structural Arrangements
The following principles should be used in layout of the array structure:
A. As far as practical, modules should be supported in one plane (row) to
minimize the structure and foundation costs.
B. Structural column members should be, as far as practical, maximized in
number in the design in comparison to beams. This is because members are
more efficiently used when loaded axially than when loaded nonaxially.
C. Where practical, use long supporting beams supported at four or more
locations (three span minimum). This creates a statically indeterminate
beam which will result in smaller moments than a comparable simple span or
two-span beam.
D. Field connections, such as beam splicing, back-to-back connection of
channels to form beams, welding of clips, plates or fittings to beams, etc.,
should be avoided whenever possible, i.e, do as much as possible in the shop.
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E. To ensure simple maintenance procedures, the design should stress
simplicity in structural arrangement.
4.0 ARRAYSTRUCTUREDESIGN
Normally, array structure design is performed by a professional structural
engineer. This handbook, and in particular, this section has been written
to limit the need for a structural engineer in designing array structures
for a selected range of array sizes in either of two selected structural
systems. It is however necessary, for the user of this handbook to have a
rudimentary knowledge of statics and material strengths so that the intent
and limitations of the handbook are understood.
4.1 Philosophy of Structural Design
Structural design can be reduced to a two-part process, the first being
analysis and the other being design. Analysis is the process of applying
the laws of physics and the resolutions of environmental loads to a
conceptual model of the structural system being considered. Design is the
process of using the laws of engineering mechanics of deformable bodies in
order to determine the size, shape, and material of the members that will
compose the finished product. The end product will be a structure that
should satisfactorily serve its purpose over its expected life.
Fundamental to the analysis portion of structural design is the
determination of all significant loads (forces) applied to the structure.
Loads generally are separated into two broad categories: dead loads and
live loads. Dead loads are the Weights of the structural elements plus all
other materials permanently supported by the structure. For the purposes of
this handbook these materials consist of the photovoltaic modules,
electrical and mechanical hardware, conduit, and all other permanently
installed equipment that may be required for the particular array. Live
loads generally constitute all other applied loads which include service and
maintenance loads, and temporary wind, seismic (ground motion due to
earthquakes or volcanic action), snow and ice loads. However, the primary
structural manuals define the live load as not including the earthquake or
wind loads, and this more restrictive definition will be used in this
handbook.
Building codes generally dictate what are and are not to be considered live
loads. They will also specify how all loads are to be applied to the
structure. These loads as addressed by the various United States' building
codes do not directly apply to photovoltaic array structures. Therefore,
the design engineer must exercise judgment in interpreting the codes and
what loads and their magnitude to apply to the structure.
The wind load is the major design load factor in the design of a
photovoltaic structure. United States' building codes are designed to apply
to building structures which have a life expectancy in the range of between
30 and 75 years. Wind loads as found in building codes are based on a
50-year mean recurrence interval for extreme wind velocity including
gusting. Statistically this means that there is a 2 percent probability of
the design wind velocity (hence, the design wind load) being exceeded in any
one year. The design engineer should determine the anticipated useful life
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expectancy of the structure along with its acceptable risk factor (which may
differ from the risk factor of the photovoltaic module) before determining
the wind load. Determination of acceptable risk should include
consideration of both economic loss and human life loss if failure of the
structure occurs during its life. In lieu of a rigorous risk analysis, it
is recommended that a 50-year mean recurrence interval be used.
Other environmental loads consist of seismic loads and snow and ice loads.
Seismic loads are generally not significant and can usually be neglected
when designing array structures. Snow and ice loads on the other hand may
be significant, depending on the site location.
After determination of the environmental loads, the type of generic
structural system would normally be developed. Primary alternatives include
a single-pole supported system, a beam-and-post type system with either a
rigid or braced frame, or a triangular frame. This handbook limits its
scope to triangular frames and single-pole supported systems (see Section
4.5). Selection of a generic structural system contained within this
handbook can be made, due to the limitations, before the loads are
determined.
The triangular frame has special advantages over most other generic framing
systems. Its members are slanted and may be positioned at the desired angle
of inclination for optimum exposure of the modules to the sun. In addition,
it is a highly efficient structural system, and it is readily adaptable to a
variety of sites. The disadvantage of the triangular frame is that it may
consume more site area than is desirable due to the distance between its two
support points. The pole-supported system lacks the efficiency and
flexibility of the triangular frame but may be more cost-effective and
require less room, especially for smaller arrays.
Considerations should not be limited solely to structural efficiency when
selecting a generic structural system. Other considerations, some of which
are in the realm of the architect, but which should be considered in the
absence of an architect by the engineer are:
A. Aesthetics
The structural and array should conform with the motif of the surrounding
natural environment or architectural motif of the urban area and property
onto which the array is to be placed.
B. Maintenance
Consideration should be given to the following factors:
• Will maintenance loads be,placed on the structure?
• What type of upkeep and inspection will be needed during the life of the
structure?
o Is the structure designed for easy maintenance and service?
C. Material Availability
In some parts of the world, wood is non-existent and aluminum and concrete
have both been in short supply in the United States at various times.
Therefore, the engineer should inquire about the availability of material
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and structural shapes before finalizing the design. It is not uncommonto
discover after designing a structural system that certain materials or
structural shapes are not available locally or, if available, that there is
an excessive lead time required for delivery to the construction site.
D. Costs
The engineer invariably faces the question of the cost tradeoff between
material cost and labor cost. As a general rule in the United States, labor
isthe larger contributor to cost. Therefore, every attempt should be made
to limit the labor requirements at the construction site, i.e., have as much
as possible of the fabrication and construction done in the shod and not at
the site. In other areas of the world, particularly the Third World
countries where their economies are labor intensive, attempts should be made
to economize on materials in order to provioe more on-site labor. The
engineer must also keep in mind the level of skill of local labor.
There are basically two types of design approaches in terms of the safety
factor used in the United States; the working stress method and the ultimate
strength method. The working stress method is used for all the materials in
this handbook except concrete which uses the ultimate strength method. The
working stress method applies a safety factor to the allowable stress that
the material may be subjected to while applying actual loads to the
material. The ultimate strength method applies a safety factor to the loads
(by increasing the design load) while designing the material to its ultimate
stress capacity.
Finally, as discussed in Section 3.5, consideration must be given to the
array layout and structural arrangement so as to minimize land usage, yet
avoid shading of the array.
4.2 Codes
Throughout the world there are local zoning and building codes to which the
photovoltaic array designer must conform. Armed with these codes,
localities exercise police powers over owners, consultants and contractors
who design and construct buildings and other structures. This control
extends over all phases of design and construction and include land use,
design specifications, and construction methods. To ensure compliance,
field inspections are made by local officials.
As the first design step, the designer of a photovoltaic array should
consult the local zoning and building codes.
The zoning code will establish whether the anticipated land use is
permissible. Provisions of the local zoning codes, though not explicitly
addressed to photovoltaic array structures, are applicable in their design.
For example, setback requirements from property lines will affect the array
site layout. Also, many communities have planning commissions which
recommend whether or not building permits will be issued. Finally, an
environmental impact statement may have to be filed for the array.
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The building codes establish the design criteria for the structure to insure
that the structure will be safe and will be adequate to sustain the expected
loads over the expected life of the structure.
The local building code will often be adapted, in part or whole, from one of
the nationally recognized codes in the U.S. Amongthe most often used
nationally recognized codes are the following:
A. Uniform Building Code (UBC): International Conference of Building
Officials (1976 Edition). (See Section 7.6.)
B. National Building Code (NBC): American Insurance Association (1976
Edition).
C. Southern Standard Building Code (SSBC): Southern Building Code Congress
(1977 Edition).
D. Basic Building Code (BBC, also known as the BOCACode): Building
Officils and Code Administrations International, Inc. (1978 Edition).
E. National Electrical Code (NEC): National Fire Protection Association.
(Also of interest are the National Electrical Code®Handbook: National
Fire Protection Association and National Electrical Code®Reference Book:
Prentice Hall) (1978 Edition).
The UBCis the primary structural code for this handbook. Other structural
codes are secondary references. The NEC is the primary electrical code.
4.3 Load Factors
The design loads for the array structure may be divided into the following
groups: dead loads, live loads, wind loads, seismic loads, snow loads,
thermal loads and miscellaneous loads. Where there are no applicable local
codes, the following minimum requirements shall be met.
4.3.1 Dead Loads
Dead loads are those loads permanently attached to the array structure.
Examples are the weights of the modules, electrical and mechanical
connections_ conduits and other hardware, extraneous hardware and the
structure itself.
Usually the manufacturer supplies the weights of the module and electrical
and mechanical subsystems. Structural material weights for various sections
are generally available as part of their designation system. In lieu of
such explicit designations, the following material densities may be used to
compute the weight of the materials:
• Steel: 7,845 kg/m3 (490 Ib/ft3), i.e., 76,980 Nlm3
• Aluminum: 2,642 kg/m3 (165 Ib/ft3), i.e., 25,920 Nlm3
• Wood: 512 kg/m3 (32 to 35 Ib/ft3), i.e, 5,030 to
5,500 N/m3
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• Concrete (foundations only): 2,400 kg/m3 (150 Ib/ft3), i.e.,
23,570 N/m3
• Earth (foundations only): 1,760 kg/m3 (110 Ib/ft3), i.e.,
17,280 N/m3
The dead load, strictly speaking, should be applied on the structure normal
to the surface of the earth. For simplicity, this handbook permits the
application of the dead load normal to the surface of the module provided
the dead load to live load ratio is not greater than 0.4. The dead loads
computed for the electrical and mechanical hardware maw be assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the surface of the array. However, if such
hardware is so locally distributed and of such magnitude that to assume a
uniform distribution would be incorrect and cause local overloading of the
structural members, then the hardware should be added to the structural beam
weight as a linear uniform weight (weight per unit distance). The weights
of the structural beammay either be assumed to be uniformly distributed
over the surface of the array, or be added to the combined load applied to
the beams as discussed in Section 4.7.1.
4.3.2 Live Loads
Live loads are loads temporarily applied to the array structure not
including wind load, earthquake load, or dead load.
To account for maintenance and service, a minimum live load should always be
assumed and shall be 718 N/m2 (15 Ib/ft2).
4.3.3 Wind Load
Wind load is the single most important load for the design of the array
structure. It is usually several times larger than either the dead load or
any other load.
The structures in this handbook have been designed under the following Wind
Design provisions of the Uniform Building Code:
Sec. 2311. (a) General. Buildings or structures shall be designed to
withstand the minimum horizontal and uplift pressures set forth in
Table No. 23-F* and this Section allowing for wind from any direction.
The wind pressures set forth in Table No. 23-F* are minimum values and
shall be adjusted by the Building Official for areas subjected to
higher wind pressures. When the form factor, as determined by wind
tunnel tests or other recognized methods, indicates vertical or
horizontal loads of lesser or greater severity than those produced by
the loads herein specified, the structure may be designed
accordingly.
These provisions have been taken into account in the tables and figures in
this handbook so that the designer need only Find the wind pressure for the
array location. To find the wind pressure in the United States for a
50-year mean recurrence interval, the Allowable Resultant Wind Pressure Map
* Figure 9 in this handbook.
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and Wind Pressure-Height Table (Figure 9) from the UBCmay be used. The
designer first determines the allowable wind pressure for the array location
from the map. Then the table should be consultea to adjust the allowable
pressure for the height above the ground. The designer may optionally use
Sec. 2311 (h) from the UBCfor this calculation.
(h) Miscellaneous Structures. Greenhouses, lath houses and
agricultural buildings shall be designed for the horizontal
wind pressures as set forth in Table No. 23-F*, except that,
if the height zone is 10 feet or less, two-thirds of the first
line of listed values may be used. The structures shall be
designed to withstand an uplift wind pressure equal to three-
fourths of the horizontal pressure.
Another source of wind loa_ design criteria is the Timber Construction
Manual published by the American Institute of Timber Construction. Excerpts
fr_his manual are reproduced in Section 7.4 of this handbook. These
excerpts may be used when:
• The terrain requires a more precise evaluation of wina loads.
• A mean recurrence interval other than fifty years is required.
• The recommendedwind velocity is known but not the recommendedwind load.
In this case, the following formula from the Timber Construction Manual
may be used:
L = 0.00256 x v2 x (HI30) 2/x x GF
where
L wind pressure
v wind velocity in mph
H height above grade (in feet) of pressure being computed
x exponent depending upon general site exposure conditions
GF gust response which is a function of terrain
For wind load criteria outside the United States, the designer should
consult local codes and requirements. In lieu of this information, the
United States Army and Air Force Manual TM5-809-I AFM88-3 shoula be
consulted. Wind, snow and frost data from this manual are reproduced in
Section 7.5 of this handbook.
4.3.4 Seismic Load
Seismic loads are those loads induced in a structure due to ground motion
caused by earthquakes and volcanic action. Since seismic loads are relatea
to the dead load weight of the structure (loads are introduced into the
structure due to the inertia of the structure when the ground moves), anG
since these structures are relatively light, only small seismic forces are
* Figure 9 in this handbook.
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WIND.PRESSURE-MAPARF.A$
H[IGHTZON£S (poundspersquarefoot)(infeet) 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Less than 30 15 20 25 25 30 35 40
80 to 49 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
50 to 99 25 80 40 45 50 55 60
100 to 499 30 40 45 55 60 70 75
500 to 1199 35 45 55 60 70 80 90
1200 and over 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Figure 9. Allowable Resultant Wind Pressures (UBC)*
* Reproducedfromthe 1976 editionof the UniformBuildingCode, Copyright
1976, with permissionof the publisher,the internationalConferenceof
BuildingOfficials.
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introduced. By comparing seismic forces with the wind forces, the designer
can see that in almost al] cases the wind load will prevail.
The basic formula for determining seismic forces is:
V = (Z x I x K x C x S) x W
where
V total lateral seismic force
W weight per volume of modules and array structure. (Ibis
may be estimated from the values given in Section 4.3.1
if the overall array size is known.)
Z,I,K,C,S variables whose values depend on the type of structure
and its location
A simplified conservative formula for seismic load may be used which will be
satisfactory for most locations. This formula is:
V = 0.24 W
If a more accurate method is preferred, the designer should use the UBC.
This method is reproduced in Section 7.6 of this handbook.
4.3.5 Snow Loads
Snow loads are those loads on the array structure due to accumulation of
snow fall on the surface of the array. Snowdrifting onto the array is not
a situation addressed by the codes, but an analysis of code provisions for
snow loads on roofs indicates that a similar approach may be used for
photovoltaic array structures.
Snow loads on roofs are determined by the measured snow load on the ground
for a specific mean recurrence interval. For the United States for a 50
year mean recurrence interval, the map in Figure 10 from the AITC Timber
Construction Manual may be used to determine the ground snow load.
Additional material from this manual is reproduced in Section 7.7 of this
handbook for use when:
• A mean recurrence interval other _han 50 years is required.
• Figure 10 provides no ground snow data for the array location.
• The array is located next to a large projection from the ground such as
a building or natural bluff.
See also Section 7.5 of this handbook for snow load data at various
locations inside and outside the U.S.
Normally to determine the basic snow load on a roof, the ground snow load is
multiplied by a coefficient of 0.8. This coefficient can be used when an
array structure is mounted a significant distance above the ground, which is
the case for the pole-mounted structure. Triangular frames discussed in
this handbook have a basic snow load determined by using the ground snow
load without the coefficient, since these structures are to be mounted near
the ground surface.
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Figure 10. Snow Load in Pound Force per Square Foot on the
Ground, 50-year Mean Recurrence Interval
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Snow loads in excess of 718 N/m2 (15 Ib/ft 2) may be reduced if the angle
of inclination of the module is greater than 20°. The formula for the
reduced snow load is (See Section 7.7):
SR = 0.8 x S - (0.025S - O.5) x (o - 20)
where
SR reduced snow load
S snow load from ground data
o angle of inclination of module in degrees
4.3.6 Ice Loads
Ice loads are those loads that result from the accumulation of ice on the
structure. This state can occur for a variety of reasons, but the two most
commonare freezing rain, and the thawing and refreezing of fallen snow. In
general, for array structures this load is not greater than the other live
loads. Local authorities should be consulted about special provisions for
ice loads if there is a concern about such loads.
4.3.7 Thermal Loads
Thermal loads are those loads caused by the effects of temperature and
temperature change on the structure. These effects include material fatigue
and differential expansion, each of which could cause the structure to
fail. However, for the type of simple structures discussed in this
handbook, assuming good design practice is followed and the weather
conditions are not extreme, thermal loads are not a significant problem.
4.3.8 Miscellaneous Loads
Miscellaneous loads are those loads which usually do not affect the majority
of structures, but could affect structures under special conditions. These
loads are of such a unique nature that special codes are written for them:
blast proof design, tornado design, special use or industrial design, and
drifting sand design. The designers of photovoltaic arrays should ascertain
if the structure will be subjected to additional loads other than those
discussed above and design accordingly.
4.3.9 Combined Loads
Loads do not act on an array structure independently; certain loads will
combine to stress the structure. A structure designed to withstand the sum
of all the possible loads will be an oversized, uneconomical structure. The
reason for this is that all loads described in Sections 4.3.1 through 4.3.8
inclusive are maximumloads and it is improbable that all maximumloads will
occur at the same time on the array. So the design must use some method of
"weighting" the different maximumloads to determine a reasonable combined
design load.
One method is to calculate the combined load as the dead load plus the
largest of all the other loads, which is usually the wind load.
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A second method, based on load combination probabilities, is given in the
BOCACode. In this approach, the combined load (P) is determined to be the
largest of the following eight combinations:
m dead load
• dead + live loads
• dead + (wind or seismic) loads
m dead + thermal loads
m (dead + live + (wind or seismic) loads) times 0.75
• (dead + live + thermal loads) times 0.75
• (dead . (wind or seismic) + thermal loads) times 0.75
• (dead + live + (wind or seismic) + thermal loads) times 0.66
Either method may be used to determine a reasonable design combined load.
4.4 Environmental Factors
In addition to the load factors previously disclosed there are additional
environmental factors the photovoltaic array structural designer should
consider. These factors include among others: water, temperature,
pollution and soil heaving.
4.4.1 Water
Humidity is atmospheric water vapor content while rain is precipitation of
liquid water. Both can significantly affect structures.
The obvious effect humidity and rain may have on structures is oxidation
(commonly referred to as rust for ferrous metals and alloys). Oxidation
occurs for both steel and aluminum. Fortunately, aluminum's oxide coat
protects it from further oxidation. In fact, due to the protective nature
of aluminum oxide many designers will specify that the aluminum be
anodized. This is done by an anodic process in a suitable electrolyte such
as chromic acid or sulfuric acid solution. Caution should be used when
specifying anodizing aluminum since the oxide must be removed by some means
prior to soldering, brazing or welding. The designer should refer to the
American Welding Society specifications or the Aluminum Association's
specification for the proper requirements.
Steel also oxidizes, but unlike aluminum the oxide does not protect the
metal. Steel must be continually maintained by painting to prevent it from
being damaged by oxidation.
However, special alloy steels are commercially available which have better
than four times the corrosion resistance of carbon steel. The ASTM
designations for such steels are ASTMA242 and ASTMA588 and they may be
used in the steel structures found in Section 4.6.2.2 in lieu of ASTMA36
steel.
These weathering steels may be used without painting and are especially
effective where infrequent maintenance is desired. The designer should be
aware that these weathering steels are higher strength steels than the A36
steel and consequently lighter steel sections than those shown in the tables
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may be used. As an option, one might reduce the design live load by 10
percent to account for the higher strength steels. However, the loads
should not be reduced beyond 10 percent because the relationship between
strength of one steel to another is not strictly linear. In lieu of an
exact analysis and design by a professional structural engineer the sizes as
shown in the tables should be used. Weathering steel has one bad side
effect: leaching. Consequently, it shoulo be avoided where staining and
streaking is undesirable. Steel may also be galvanized where long
maintenance-free periods are desired. Galvanized steel should be touched up
in the field with a galvanizing paint after installation. Recent experience
with pricing of weathering steel, galvanized A36 steel, and aluminum
indicates that weathering steel is generally the least costly.
Wood is also severely affected by humidity and rain. In fact, a sizable
number of wood structures have collapsed due to rain and high humidity.
These structures have ranged from barn roof trusses caught in the rain
during construction to huge industrial, redwood timber cooling towers. The
cause of the collapses was the increased moisture content of the wood. Wood
is stress rated at a specified moisture content. As the moisture content of
the wood increases the allowable stress rating of the wood goes down. For
example, should the moisture content of the wood rise to 19 percent the
allowable stress decreases about 10 percent. A sizable increase in moisture
content could collapse an array structure of wood. The increase in
atmospheric moisture content either in the form of humidity or rain would
have to be of a prolonged nature to weaken a wood structure. Also, the wind
load would have to increase to the design load. Prolonged atmospheric
moisture increase would have to exist for weeks, or even months, without the
opportunity for the wood to dry out. Tropical rain forests and areas with
prolonged monsoon seasons are likely candidates to harm a wood structure.
One must note that a properly painted wood structure would not be as
susceptible to moisture content increase. Preservative pressure treatment,
however, offers no benefits in terms of preventing moisture content
increases.
Concrete is also affected by rain and humidity. Rain on concrete prior to
its setting up (hydration) can weaken the concrete since concrete's strength
is a function of its cement to water ratio. In general, excess water in a
concrete mix lowers the strength of the concrete. High humidity will not
cause adverse effects in solid concrete, but low humidity and high
temperatures can cause deleterious effects such as spalling and cracking.
4.4.2 Temperature
Change in ambient temperature which causes expansion and contraction in a
structure does induce stress (force per unit area) in the structure as does
differential settlement of the foundation of a structure; and, both should
be considered in the design of a structure. However, for the structures in
this handbook stresses due to differential settlement and thermal expansion
are insignificant. Thermal loads may become significant in structural
systems over 50 meters (164 ft) long; while differential settlement will
become significant for structures in this handbook when it approaches a
quarter inch. Additionally, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, differential
thermal expansion and contraction between the module and the structure
appear to be rather insignificant as a rule. This tends to be true in part
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because the coefficient of thermal expansion of the various materials for
structures and modules are of the same relative magnitude, and because the
modules tend to be rather small while the structural elements tend to be
rather large; so, though the modules may expand or contract relative to the
structure, the effect is not cumulative over the length of the structure due
to the segmental nature of the modules and therefore, the induced stress is
small.
Extreme cold as that experienced at the earth's poles will require special
consideration since most structural metals will becomebrittle. Welding, as
well, may require special techniques.
Foundations on tundra and permafrost are complex engineering problems and
are beyond the scope of this handbook. Tundra is the meager vegetation
between the limit of trees and that of perennial snow and ice on mountains
or about the earth's poles. Permafrost is perennially frozen ground. A
foundation built through tundra into permafrost has a significant
consequence beyond the fact that tundra is destroyed. The foundation which
may have been warmed by conduction from the photovoltaic modules through the
structure to the foundation may thaw the Permafrost. Consequently the
foundation will settle. This settlement could be severe and even involve
rotation of the foundation. A geotechnic engineer specializing in
foundations on Permafrost should be consulted when the array designer is
faced with this problem.
4.4.3 Pollution
Saltwater environments create a damaging atmosphere for metal structures.
Again, oxidation is the critical process. Aluminum should be anodized and
ASTMA36 steel should be painted. Similar precautions should be taken in
industrial environments where corrosive chemicals precipitate out of the
atmosphere onto the structure.
Pollution will also have an effect on the ability of the cells to receive
radiation. In addition to the effect of pollutants in the air permanently
reducing the radiation from the sun to the module superstrate, the pollution
will also reduce the radiation from the module superstrate to the cells in
two ways. First, chemicals from the air will adhere to the superstrate
surface, blocking sunlight to the cells. Secondly, the chemicals may cause
a change in the material or chemical configuration of the module
superstrate. While the first effect is a temporary effect which may be
removed by rain or regular cleaning, the second effect, especially for
silicone rubber superstrates, will cause a "cloudiness" in the superstrate
which will reduce the efficiency of the module. If the modules do not
receive regular cleaning, the first effect may also become permanent.
For these reasons, it is necessary to determine the type and amount of
pollution at the site before module and structural material selection are
completed. It may be necessary to increase the initial cost of the system,
by using more expensive modules and structural materials, if the site is a
highly polluted area and/or maintenance will be infrequent.
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4.4.4 Soils Heaving
Water freezing in soil causes the soil to heave. Therefore, if a foundation
is placed such that its bottom surface is located above the frost line then
the foundation will move. Movement of a foundation alone will not be too
serious for a pole-mounted structure provided that the foundation does not
rotate and the foundation returns to its original elevation in the spring
when the ground thaws. However, structures other than pole-mounted
structures are severely affected by such movement for the foundations of a
complex structure would move differentially thus causing large internal
stresses in the structure not accounted for in the design. Therefore, it is
important to locate the bearing surfaces of foundations below the maximum
local frost penetration. This is covered in more detail in Section 4.7.1.5.
4.5 Generic Structures
4.5.1 Types of Generic Structures
A generic structure is a schematic design for supporting an applied load.
There are a number of categories of generic structures suitable for
photovoltaic arrays. The structures included in this hanabook are the
dedicated (permanent) triangular frame, portable triangular frame, and
pole-mounted structure. Figure 11 illustrates the different types of
dedicated triangular framing systems covered by this handbook, including
size limits. Figure 12 illustrates the pole-mounted system. Figures 13A
and 13B show a detailed side view of the one- and two-tier dedicated
triangular structures. Figures 13C and 13D illustrate two sample types of
portable triangular structures.
The triangular framing system is currently the most popular structure for
photovoltaic arrays. It has the advantages of simplicity of design, a
minimum number of required connections, and ease of construction,
installation, and maintenance. The main disadvantage is that this system
may prove expensive depending on availability and requirements for specific
construction materials.
The portable system is useful for the armed forces and others for whom
temporary power is required. Since the "temporary" period may extend
anywhere from a few hours to a few days, the structure must be capable of
supporting itself. The type of portable system used in this handbook
utilizes the triangular framing structure without the use of the permanent
concrete supports. There are several methods available for anchoring.the
portable structure to the ground. Amongthem are: (i) attaching the ends
of the columns to small T (tee) pieces (Figure 13C) which are then pinned to
the ground or covered with weights such as sandbags; and (2) connecting
frame support points A and B together with a spreader bar (Figure 13D) and
applying weight to the spreader bar. Whendetermining the weight to be
applied to resist overturning, the amount of time the structure will be in
one place should be taken into consideration. The weight must be equal to
the uplift force calculated for the worst case condition. The uplift force
is greatest when the wind blows from behind the array, therefore the design
wind load should be increased by 25 percent (UBC Section 2311 (c)). The
beam reactions must be determined and the equations of equilibrium
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THEMAXIMUMALLOWABLED SIGNLENGTH(L)SHOULD
NOTEXCEED6.09M(20'-0_)FORSTRUCTURESONE
BAYINWIDTH,_,7
A. 1 Bay, 1 Tier
B. 1 Bay, 2 Tier
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A
D. 2 Bay, 2 Tier A
Figure 11. DedicatedTriangularFrame Systemsand Size Limits
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Figure 11. Concluded
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Figure 12. Pole-MountedSystem
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C. Type 1 Portable Structure
D. Type 2 PortableStructure
Figure13. Concluded
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resolved. The weights must be able to resist the forces described in
Section 4.5.2.
Finally, the pole-mounted system is a simple and inexpensive structure for
smaller arrays. Site work and the number of members required are reduced
considerably over the dedicated triangular frame systems. It is not
feasible for large arrays or at large distances above the ground, i.e.,
greater than 4 m (12 ft) which would require significantly larger members
and poles than covered in this handbook to resist the combined loads.
It should be noted that either the dedicated triangular frame structures or
the portable frame structures might also be roof-mounted by bolting frame
support points A and B to the roof, providing the roof is sturdy enough to
support the forces exerted on the array.
4.5.2 Design Methodology
This section discusses the design methodology used for designing triangular
frame array structures. The design methodology discussed in this section is
the basis for development of the design algorithms and tables presentea in
Section 4.7.
The following diagram and Figure 14B illustrate the array loading for the
one-tier structure: R
R
\
B
Ax _ Bx
Ay By
Having consideredthe loads appliedto the structure,and having determined
a genericstructuralsystem,the designerproceedsto the analysisof the
system and then to the selectionof materialswhose shape, size, and
mechanicalpropertiesare sufficientto resist the externallyapp]ied
loads. This requiresapplicationof Newton'sthird law which may be simply
stated as follows: The forces of action and reactionbetweencontacting
bodies at rest are equal in magnitude,oppositein directionand collinear.
This is the basis of static analysisfor planar structures. Practically
speaking,this means that the sum of forces in both the horizontaland
verticaldirectionare equal to zero and that the moment about any point on
the structuremust be equal to zero. Moment is the tendencyof a force
appliedto a structureto rotate the structureabout any axis which does not
intersectthe line of action of the force. The static analysisof a
one-tiertriangularstructureis shown above;where R = the appliedforce
and A, B, C are the boundaries of tb_ structure. The equations of
equilibrium are: _]F x = O,_Ry : O_]M z = O.
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Q = TILTANGLE
w = LOADPER LINEARFOOTON THE BEAM
L = ONE BAY WIDTH
L'= NOMINALDISTANCEBETWEENBEAMS
A. LoadingDiagramfor Two-TierStructure F/}_7;A
w B
B. LoadingDiagramfor One-TierStructure A
Figure 14. Beam Loading Diagrams
Since R is known and all of the geometry is known, the unknowns that must be
determined are Ax, Ay, Bx, Bv. These are forces at support points A
and B (the direction of action is indicated by the subscript) required to
resist the applied force R if the structure is to remain stable. Once these
forces are determined, then members AC and BC can be designed to carry the
forces; the supports (usually concrete foundations in soil) to resist the
forces at A and B must also be designed.
Resolutions of the equations of equilibrium for the one-tier structure are
as follows:
_"_M@A= 0 = L'R - L'By
By = R (1)
_-_-Fy = 0 : By + Ay - 2R cos
Ay : 2R cos e - R (2)
tan B = By/Bx
where
B internal angle at support B, (180-e)/2
Bx = By/tan B Bx = R/tan B (3)
_F x = 0 = 2R sin _ - Ax - Bx
Ax = 2R sin _ - R/tan B (4)
The following diagram and Figure 14A illustrate the array loading for the
two-tier structure:
R
e B
A
'% ,2L'
A B
y Y
Resolution of tne equations of equilibrium for the two-tier structure are as
fo I 1ows:
_M,@A : 0 = 2RL' - 2L'By
By = 2R (1)
_Fy = 0 = By + Ay - 4R cos e
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Ay : 4R cos g - 2R (2)
tan _ = By/Bx
where
B internal angle at support B
H + 1.75 L '2 '2
B = arc cos I,H : .25 L - 6 L cos g
4 HL
Bx = By/tan B Bx = 2R/tan B (3)
_]F x = 0 = 4R sin o + Ax - Bx
Ax = 4R sin g - 2R/tan B (4)
In the system chosen, the one- and two-tier structure is a frame. The
modules are attached to the beams that span the triangular frames. These
beams act as loading points on the frame.
In the one-tier structure, member AC and member BC act as columns. The
direction of the wind determines whether the member is in tension or
compression. The axial stress in the column is determined by the reaction
transmitted from the beam to the frame. As shown previously the resolution
of the equations of equilibrium results in the determination of Bx, By,
Ax, and Ay. The axial force in member BC i_IB2_x + B2"y From these forces
the actual axial stress can be computed: fa'= Fb/Ac where Fb is the
axial force and Ac is the cross sectional area of the member. The members
are designed such that Fa > fa where Fa is the allowable axial stress
(dependent on the material). Both member BC and member AC should be
designed for compression because buckling is more critical than tensile
strength. Member AC should be designed to withstand 1.25 times its actual
axial force (see UBCSection 2311(c)). This is due to the observation that
member AC is in compression when the wind blows from behind the modules and
uplift occurs.
In the two-tier structure, member BC acts as a column and member AC' acts as
a beam-column. Since member AC' is subject to both bending and axial
stresses, it must be designed in accordance with an interaction formula as
dictated by the material used. For example the interaction formula for
fa fb fa
steel reduces to_-_a +l_b_ 1 when_aa_ 0.15
where
fa actual axial stress
Fa allowable axial stress
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fb actual bending stress
Fb allowable bending stress (AISC Section 1.0.1)
The actual axial stress is found in the same manner as shown for the
one-tier structure. The actual bending stress is M/S where M is the maximum
moment developed in the member and S is the section modulus of the member.
The beams that span the triangular frames support the modules which subject
the beams to a uniform load. This situation was shown in Figure 14. For a
simple span beam the maximummoment M = WL2/8 where W is the uniform load
and L is the span length. The beam is designed such that fb < Fb (again
fb : M/S). The allowable stress in all cases may be increase_ by 25
percent since the major load is wind load (See UBCSection 2303 (d)).
The foundation is designed to resist overturning of the structure in
addition to horizontal sliding. According to the UBCSection 2311 (i) the
dead load resisting moment (MR) must be 1-1/2 times the overturning moment
(Mo) calculated from wind pressure. The dead load resisting moment is
calculated from the weight of the earth over the footings of the structure.
4.6 Structural Materials Selection
4.6.1 Basic Materials
The basic materials considered in this handbook are structural steel,
aluminum, and cold-formed steel. Wood is also considered for pole-mounted
structures. These materials were chosen because they are the most widely
used structural materials. The primary criteria for material selection
are: availability and cost, maintenance, and lifetime. The major
criterion, especially for small systems, is usually the initial cost of the
system. In the case of extreme environments, however, the other criteria
may play an important role in the selection of structural materials. Before
selecting the materials to be used the designer should review the discussion
on environmental effects on structural materials given in S_ction 4.4 of
this handbook.
A short description of the nature of the materials covered in this handbook
is given below.
A. Structural Steel
The amount of carbon present in steel affects the physical properties. It
may vary from 0 to 1-1/2 percent. Increasing the amount of carbon increases
the strength, hardness, and brittleness of steel but decreases its
ductility. Structural steels are identified by an ASTM(American Society
for Testing and Materials) designation number that specifies the steel. The
most commonly used structural steel is ASTMA36 steel, a carbon steel.
B. Aluminum
Aluminum alloy structural shapes are produced either by extruding or
rolling. Some aluminum alloys are heat treatable; others are not.
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A widely used heat-treatable wrought aluminUm alloy is 6061-T6. The number
6061 identifies the alloy composition; four digits distinguishes it is a
wrought rather than a cast alloy. The "-T" shows that the metal has been
heat treated; the final "6" indicates the type of heat treatment.
C. Cold-Formed Steel
Cold-formed steel structural members are produced from steel sheet, strip,
plate or bar stock. The forming is done in a roll former or press brake.
Thespecified minimum yield point is the primary criterion for strength
under static loading. Structural sections of cold-formed steel have not
been standardized. Somefabricators have developed their own structural
sections.
Cold working has an effect on the mechanical properties of ductile metals.
In general the yield strength of the steel is raised to a large degree by
cold working, the tensile strength to a smaller degree, and the ductility is
reduced. Since the effects of cold working are still obscure, the allowable
design stresses are based on the properties of the flat material before
forming.
D. Wood
The terms wood, lumber, and timber are often used interchangeably but they
do have distinct meanings. Wood is the substance forming the trunk and
branches of trees. Lumber is the product of the sawmill. Timber is lumber
13 cm (5 in.) thick or larger. Lumber is provided by two classes of trees:
softwood (pines, firs, spruces) and hardwood (maple, oak, sycamore).
Softwood is used in structural applications such as framing. Hardwood is
generally used in flooring, paneling and furniture.
Wood is seasoned to prepare it for construction. Seasoning the wood
involves air drying or kiln drying. The results of seasoning are reduced
moisture content and an increase in strength and resistance to decay. The
moisture content affects several mechanical and physical properties of
wood. A reduction of the moisture content increases resistance to fungi
attack and improves structural ability. The moisture content (expressed as
a percentage) is the weight of the moisture in a sample of wood divided by
the oven dry weight. Lumber decay is caused by fungi, which feed on the
cell walls. To develop the fungi require warmth, air, ana moisture. When
lumber is used where moisture is present, seasoning loses its
effectiveness. To check decay substances must be introduced into the lumber
that will poison the fungi. These substances are called wood
preservatives. The preservatives are applied in such a way that the
preservative is left impregnated in the wood. There are many methods of
application: spraying, dipping, open-tank process, and pressure. This
reference recommends pressure treatment because it is the most effective.
4.6.2 Alternate Systems and Materials
In addition to the systems and materials covered in this handbook a number
of alternate systems and materials are commercially available which may
prove cost-effective for small arrays. These include the following:
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• Space Frames
• Stock Framing Systems
• Stock Perforated and Slotted Shapes
• Plastic Shapes
• Plastic Pipe and Fittings
A further discussion of these systems and materials is given in Appendix A
of this handbook.
4.7 Structural Design
4.7.1 Structural Design of Triangular Framing Systems
This section is divided into seven parts: the structural design procedure;
the properties and specifications sections for structural steel, aluminum,
and cold-formed steel; the foundation design specifications and information
section; the triangular framing system design figures; and the triangular
framing system design tables.
4.7.1.1 Structural Design Procedures
A. Determine W: uniform load applied to beams. (See Figure 14.)
(a) Top and bottom beams
I
WTB= P x L /2
where
WTB uniform load applied to top and bottom beams
P combined load determined in Section 4.3.9
!
L height dimension of one module, i.e., distance between
beams
(b) Middle beam (for two-tier structures)
I
Wm = P x L
where
Wm uniform load applied to middle beam
B. Determine M: the maximummoment developed in the beams.
(a) Simple span and two continuous span beams: top and bottom beams
MTB= 1.25 WTBL2/8
* All sizes are nominal American shape sizes in inches. Conversions to
metric units are given in Section 6.2. Metric shape sizes may not
correspond exactly to American shape sizes.
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where
MTB maximummoment developed in top and bottom beams
L span length between support frames evenly spacea
1.25 factor for wind load reversal
(b) Three continuous span beams: top and bottom beams
MTB= 1.25 WTBL2/IO
(c) Four continuous span beams: top and bottom beams
MTB= 1.25 WTBL2x 0.1071
(d) Simple span, and two, three, and four continuous span beams: middle
beam (two-tier structure)
Mm : MTBx 2
where
Mm maximummoment developed in middle beam
C. Determine R: The maximumreaction for the top and bottom beams (See
Figures 13A and 13B)
(a) Simple span beams
RTB = WTBx L/2
(b) Two continuous span beams
RTB = WTBx L x 1.25
(c) Three continuous span beams
RTB = WTBx L x 1.10
(d) Four continuous span beams
RTB = WTBx L x 1.143
D. Determine sections to be used for top and bottom beams.
(a) Proceed to:
(1) Material, construction, shape and splicing notes at the beginning of
Section 4.7.1.2, then to Table III for structural steel
(2) Material, construction, shape and splicing notes at the beginning of
Section 4.7.1.3, then to Table IX for aluminum
(3) Material, construction, shape and splicing notes at the beginning of
Section 4.7.1.4, then to Table Xll for cold-formed steel
6O
(b) Find the member in the table which has the smallest value of Mmax
which is larger than MTB.
(c) Find the weight/length for this member from the table.
(d) Divide the weight/length by L to get weight/length 2.
(e) Correct the value for P which was calculated in Section 4.3.9.
(f) Go back to step A and recalculate all equations using the new value of
P determined above for steps A through C; determine sections to be used
for top and bottom beams by the method aescribed in step D, above.
(g) If the member determined in step (f) is the same as the one previously
determined, then this is the correct member size for the top and bottom
beams. If they are not the same, repeat step (f).
E. Determine section to be used for middle beam (two-tier structure)
(a) Notes for each material:
(i) Structural Steel
The middle beammust be a T (tee) or wide flange. It must also have
the same depth as the top and bottom beams or mounted so its top
surface is flush with the top surface of the top and bottom beams. If
the beamchosen is unequal leg angles back-to-back forming a T (tee),
the short legs should be attached to the modules. Also, if the beam is
excessively long, it will require field splicing.
(2) Aluminum
See steel notes above.
(3) Cold-Formed Steel
The middle beammust be two channels back to back. It must also have
the same depth as the top and bottom beams. If the beam is excessively
long, it will require field splicing. See Tables XVI and XVII for
schedules of different cold-formed steel shapes.
(b) Follow the procedure given in step D above, substituting Mm in place
of MTB.
F. Determine lengths: for members AC (AC' for two-tier structures) and BC
(See Figures ii and 16).
(a) For one-tier structure:
The length (L") of member AC equals the separation distance between
the foundation supports. Given the tilt angle, e, the length of member
BC is
BC : 4 2L"2 - 2L"2 cos e
(b) For two-tier structure:
The length (2L") of member AC' equals the separation distance between
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the foundation supports.,, The connection of member AC' to member BC,
however, occurs at 1.5 L from point A. For this case the length of
member BC is
BC =_6.25L ''2 6L''2
- COS O
G. Determine sections to be used for members AC (AC') and BC (See Figures
11 and 16)
(a) Proceed to:
(1) Table IV for structural steel one-tier
(2) Table V for structural steel two-tier
(3) Table X for aluminum one-tier
(4) Table XI for aluminum two-tier
(5) Table XIV for cold-formea steel one-tier
(6) Table XV for cold-formed steel two-tier
(b) Find the member in the member AC (AC') section of the table which has
the smallest value for R which is larger than RTB. This will serve
as member AC (AC'). Repeat for member BC.
Note: The sections listed in the tables are sized for the worst case
load on the interior frame(s) when using the value for RTB calculated
in step C, above, as the criterion for member selection.
H. Determine connection details:
The connection details may be developed from Figure 16 and the
following:
(a) Figures 17 to 22 for structural steel.
(b) Notes on connections at the beginning of Section 4,7.1.3 and Figure 31
for aluminum.
Note: Aluminum sections are similar to structural steel, so the
designer should refer to the structural steel connection figures.
(c) Figures 32, 33, 34, and 35 for cold-formed steel.
I. Determine bracing details:
The bracing types considered in this handbook are cross bracing (single
span structures only) and diagonal bracing. Bracing members consist of
rods (tension members) and compression members. Bracing details may be
developed from Figures 23 to 30 and Table VIII.
Note: Bracing is generally not needed for structures with low tilt
angTes (_ 15°).
J. Determine foundation required:
(a) Read the General Notes for Section 4.7.1.5
(b) Foundation for one-tier and two-tier structures:
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(1) Turn to Tables XXIII for one-tier structures and XXlV for two-tier
structures.
(2) Find the support point A and support point B rows corresponding to the
elevation angle g measured from the horizontal of the array.
(3) Find the column in these rows corresponding to the smallest value of R
which is larger than RTB. The values at the intersection of the
columns and rows are the appropriate foundation types for support point
A and support point B. In some cases there is more than one
appropriate foundation. For specifications on foundation types a, b,
and c refer to Figures 36, 37, ana 38 and Tables XX, XXI, and XXlI.
Figures 36 through 38 illustrate the different foundation types.
(4) Determine connection details for members AC (AC') and BC to the
foundation. Figure 39 is a side view of the foundation connection for
members AC (AC') and BC. Figures 40 through 47 are top views of the
foundation connections and base plates for various member shapes.
Details for the connections may be developed from these figures and
Tables VI and VII (fo r structural steel) and Tables XVIII and XIX (for
cold-formed steel). See Section 4.7.1.3. for information on aluminum
connections.
K. If more than one row of structures are used for the application,
proceed to Section 3.5.1 and follow the method given to determine row
spacing to avoid shading.
L. If a portable (as opposed to dedicated) array structures is to be
utilized for the application, proceed as follows:
(a) Determine anchoring requirements for portable structure due to wind.
(1) For one-tier structure, uplift and lateral loads at support points A
and B due to wind are:
I I
Bx = R /tan B
I I
B =R
Y
I I I
Ax = 2R sin g - R /tan B
I I I
Ay = 2R cos g - R
where all quantities with a prime refer to the portable structure and
where
g tilt angle
B internal angle at support point B between member BC and
the horizontal reference passing through support points
A and B
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I, Ix Ax lateral loads at supportpoints A and B due to wind
I I
By, Ay uplift loads at supportpoints A and B due to wind
I
R maximum reactionfor the top and bottom beams due to wind
(2) For two-tier structure,uplift and lateralloads at supportpoints A
and B due to wind are:
I I
Bx = 2R /tan B
I I
By = 2R
I I I
Ax = 4R sin e - 2R /tan B
I I I
Ay = 4R cos e - 2R
(3) DetermineW': uniformwindload appliedto top and bottom beams.
W' = wind load x L'/2
where
L' height of one module
(4) DetermineR': the maximum reactionfor the top and bottom beams due
to wind.
Single span beams
R' = W'L/2
where
L span length between supportframes
Two continuousspan beams
I I
R = W x L x 1.25
Three continuousspan beams
I I
R = W x L x 1.10
Four continuous span beams
I I
R = W x L x 1.143
(5) Determineuplift and lateralloads at B due to wind Using the equations
in step L.(a)(1) or L.(a)(2),above as appropriate.
(6) Determineuplift and lateralloads at A due to wind using the equations
in step L.(a)(1) or L.(a)(2), above as appropriate.
(7) The weight or other anchoringmechanismrequired at supportpoint B is
I I
that necessaryto resist both uplift (By) and sliding(Bx) due to wind.
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(8) The weight or other anchoring mechanism required to support point A is
A i l
that necessary to resist both uplift (y) and sliding (Ax) due to wind.
(9) Anchoring of portable structures:
• One method for anchoring portable structures is to connect support
points A and B together with spreader bars and then apply weights, such
as sand bags, to the spreader bars (Figure 13D) to provide resistance
to overturning and/or sliding due to wind. In this case, the weights
should be concentrated as nearly as possible to the support points A
and B. To determine the sections to be used for the spreader bars,
calculate the maximummoment for the spreader bars as follows:
Mm = d x um
where
Mm maximummoment for spreader bar
d distance between support point (A or B) and point where
weight is appliea to spreader bar (i.e., the moment arm)
um maximumuplift load due to wind (i.e., the greater of
I I
By and Ay)
Determine sections to be used for the spreader bars as follows; proceed
to:
Table III for structural steel
Table IV for aluminum
Table V for cold-formed steel
Find the member in the table which has the smallest value of Mmax
which is larger than the Mm calculate_ for the spreader bar.
Connection of the spreader bars to members AC (or AC') and BC should be
equivalent to frame connections at C.
• Another method for anchoring portable structures is to connect support
points A and B to T (tee) pieces or plates and then anchor them to the
ground or other structures with weights, pins, stakes, screws, or bolts
(Figure 13C). In this case, the weights, pins, stakes, screws, or
bolts used for anchoring shall be sized to resist both uplift and
sliding due to wind. Connection of the T (tee) pieces or plates to
members AC (or AC') and BC should be equivalent to those for aedicate_
structures.
Note: If portable structures are to be left in one place for a year or
more it is recommendedthat the weights or other anchoring mechanism be
sized to provide 1-1/2 times that required to resist uplift and
sliding. In addition, if the structure(s) are to be relocated to sites
outside the locality for which they were designed, they should be
reevaluated for the wind conditions for the new site.
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4.7.1.2 Properties and Specifications for Structural Steel
Design, fabrication, and construction shall conform to the AISC Manual of
Steel Construction, 8th Edition.
A. Materials
Steel shapes, plates, and rods shall be ASTMA36".
Steel pipe shall be ASTMA501.
Welds and welding symbols shall conform to AWSStandards; the required
electrode shall be AWSA5.1 or A5.5, E70XX; or AWS5.20, E70T-X as
required by AWS.
Bolts and nuts shall be ASTMA307 unless indicated otherwise.
B. Construction
All steel shall be shop painted as specifiedby the AISC. After
erection,all exposedsteel shall be touchedup as required.
C. StructuralSteel Beam SplicingDetails
The planar beam tables assume that the two, three, and four-spanbeams
are continuousover the supports,i.e., the flexuralmoments are
transferredover the supports. The longerarray structureswill reach
lengthsthat are impracticalto obtain. It will thereforebe necessary
to providemoment and shear splicesas shown in Figure17.
Splicescan be made anywhere,but practicaland structuralconsidera-
tions would dictatethe followingconsiderations:
(a) Use as few splicesas possible
(b) Plan for equal lengthsin beam piecesto be spliced
(c) Try to avoid splicesin areas of maximumflexuralstresses,i.e.,
at mid span and over supports.
The moment splices in this handbookare designedto transferthe full
moment and shear capacityof the structuralsections.
4.7.1.3 Propertiesand Specificationsfor Aluminum
Design,fabrication,and constructionshall conformto the Aluminum
Association'sAluminumConstructionManual, (Section1, Specificationsfor
AluminumStructures)and AluminumSolderingHandbook.
A. Materials
Aluminumshapes,plates,and rods shall be alloy 6061-T6.
*ASTMA242 or A588 may be substituted where high corrosion resistance is
required.
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Bolts shall be alloy 2024-T4.
Nuts shall be alloy 6061-T6. ASTMB316.
Anchor bolts and nuts shall be AST_ 479 or ASTMA307 (must be painted
after erection). ASTMB211.
Soldering shall be zinc-base of reaction type flux.
Base plates shall be ASTMA36 (must be painted), or stainless steel
ASTMA666 B, or weathering high strength low alloy steel ASTMA242.
B. Construction
Finishing is not necessary; application engineer may wish to have
aluminum anodized.
C. Structural Aluminum BeamSplicing Details
The notes and figures for steel beam splicing are applicable to
aluminum. Aluminum is soldereo where the steel is weloed.
D. Structural Aluminum Frame Connection Details
(a) One-Tier Structure
(1) Top or Bottom Beamand Support Connection
The connection diagrams are the same as those for steel. The bolt
connecting the beam to the clip angle is to be 1.27 cm (1/2 in.)
diameter for R < 29356.8 N (R < 6.6 kips) or 1.58 cm (5/8 in.) diameter
for R > 29356.8-N (R > 6.6 kip-s-). One bolt is required at end support
and two bolts are required at inner support. Whentop beam is a wide
flange, use a 1.27 cm (i12 in.) diameter bolt in place of 1.58 cm (5/8
in.) diameter bolt used in steel. A 1.27 cm (1/2 in.) bearing plate is
to be usea for this connection. Always solder when steel diagram
specified weld. This beamconnection is valia for one- or two-tier
structures.
The support connection may be soldered or bolted. It may be bolted for
the following cases only:
Bolt Rmax
diameter
cm in. N kip
1.27 1/2 12009 2.7
1.58 5/8 17792 4
1.9 3/4 26688 6
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Note: Edge distance (distance from center of bolt to edge of material)
: 2 x diameter of bolt. Distance between the center of two bolts = 2.5
x diameter of bolts.
Figure 31 illustrates the support connection when member BC is a pipe.
(2) Bracing and Bracing Connections
Bracing and bracing connections are the same as for steel, except use
0.5 cm (3/16 in.) aluminum plate in place of the 0.4 cm (1/8 in.) steel
plate for the Type 3 connection illustrated in Figure 25.
(3) Foundation Connections at A and B
These connections are the same as those for steel, except substitute
aluminum in place of the steel plates. Specify solder in place of weld.
(b) Two-tier Structure
(I) Top or Bottom Beam
This connection is the same as that for one-tier structures.
(2) Middle Beam
Whenbeam is a T (tee) section, connection is the same as for steel.
Bolt table changes are:
Number Inner span Number End of span
of Bolt Rmax of Bolt Rmax
bolts diameter bolts diameter
cm in. N kip cm in. N kip
1 1.27 1/2 6672 1.5 1 1.27 1/2 14678 3.3
1 1.58 5/8 11120 2.5 i 1.58 5/8 23129 5.2
1 1.9 3/4 16457 3.7 1 1.9 3/4 33360 7.5
2 1.58 5/8 22684 5.1
2 1.9 3/4 33360 7.5
When beam is a wide flange, connection is the same as for steel, except
use 0.95 cm (3/8 in.) bearing plate in place of 0.64 cm (1/4 in.) for
steel, and use 1.27 cm (1/2 in.) diameter bolt in place of 1/58 cm (5/8
in.) diameter bolt for steel. Specify solder in place of weld.
(3) Support Connection
Whenmember AC' is a wide flange, connection is the same as that for
steel; the only difference is member BC is never a wide flange, only
angle or pipe. Specify solder in place of weld.
Whenmember AC' is an angle or channel, connection is the same as that
for steel. Optional bolt table changes are:
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Number Bolt Rmax
of diameter
bolts cm in. N kip
1 1.27 1/2 9340 2.1
i 1.58 5/8 14678 3.3
1 1.9 3/4 21795 4.9
2 1.58 5/8 29801 6.7
2 1.9 3/4 43590 9.8
Note: Edge distance (distance from center of bolt to edge of material)
: 2 x diameter of bolt. Distance between the center of two bolts : 2.5
x diameter of bolt.
(4) Bracing and Bracing Connections
Bracing and bracing connectionsare the same as for steel, except use
0.5 cm (3/16 in.) aluminum plate in place of the 0.4 cm (1/8 in.) steel
plate for the Type 3 connection illustrated in Figure 25.
(5) Foundation Connections at A and B
These connections are the same as those for steel, except substitute
aluminum in place of the steel plates. Specify solder in place of weld.
4.7.1.4 Properties and Specifications for Cold-Formed Steel
Design, fabrication, and construction shall conform to the AISI Cold-Formed
Steel Design _anual, 1977 Edition.
A. Materials
Steel shapes shall have a minimum yield point of 33 ksi. ASTMA245 C,
ASTMA446 A, ASTMA570 C, and AST_ A611C may be considered.
Welds shall be A233 E60; weld rods and electrodes shall conform to
specifications as required by the AWS.
Bolts and nuts shall be ASTMA307.
Angles, plates and rods shall be ASTMA36.
B. Construction
All steel shall be shop painted as specified by the AISC. After
erection all exposed steel shall be touched up as required.
C. Connection of Two Channels Back-To-Back
There are to be two rows of 0.64 cm (1/4 in.) diameter bolts as shown
in the sketch below. Smax is maximumallowable spacing of bolts.
The distance between rows of bolts is determined by depth of channel.
The following specifications apply to ASTMA307 bolts. Other possible
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connectors are rivets, spot welas, or self arilling/self tapping sheet
metal screws; a structural engineer must be consultea for appropriate
spacing of these alternate connectors.
(a) Beams and memberAC
At supports Smax= 2.54 cm (i in.)
Between supports Smax is the smaller of L/6 or 83.82 cm (33 in.)
where
L span length of beam
or
L = 3L'/2 for member AC
and
L' nominal distance between beams
(b) Member BC
Use Table Xlll.
4.7.1.5 Foundation Design Specifications and Information Section
The following general notes are to be followea:
A. All design, fabrication ana construction shall conform with the
pertinent specifications of the American Concrete Institute's (ACI)
Manual of Concrete Practice, 1977 Edition.
B. Steel reinforcing bars shall conform with ASTM615 and be graae 60
("Euronorm" graae 50).
C. Concrete strength shall be approximately 2070 N/cm2 (3000 Ib/in. 2)
at 28 days and contain 6 percent air-entrainment. Mix proportions
shall conform with ACI 211. Air-entrainment aamixtures shall conform
with ACI 212.
D. Concrete aggregates shall conform with ACI 221 (ASTMC33).
E. Cement shall be portlana cement conforming with ASTMC-150, type I or
type III.
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F. Earth forms may be used where practical, except that foundation Type b
shall have plastic film (ASTMC171) placed on both sides of the earth
form and at the bottom prior to concrete placement to prevent migration
of water from concrete to earth.
G. Woodor metal forms may be removed after one day and continuous
moisture curing shall continue for not less than seven days.
H. Curing shall conform with pertinent ACI standards.
I. Photovoltaic array and structure shall not be erected until after
seventh day of concrete placement.
J. Founoations depicted in this handbook are to be used in lieu of a soil
investigation and foundation recommendation, and, consequently are
likely to be in some cases overly conservative. Nevertheless, for
earth of organic clays and peat (soil classifications PL, OH, PT) the
foundations given in this handbook may be inadequate, and a soil
investigation should be obtaineo.
K. The soil design criteria used for the foundations depicted in this
handbook for clay, sandy clay, silty clay and clayey silt (CL, ML, MH
and CH) with presumptive allowable bearing pressure = 47,880 N/m2
(I000 psf), presumptive allowable lateral bearing pressure =
15,710 N/m2 per meter of depth (I00 psf per foot of depth) of natural
grade, and a presumptive lateral sliding resistance : 6,225 N/m2(130 psf).
L. Massive crystalline bedrock, sedimentary and foliated rock,
sand/gravel, gravel, sand, silty sand, clayey sand, silty gravel, and
clayey gravel (SW, SP, SM, SC, G_, GC) all constitute soils of better
quality than those for which the handbook foundations were designed.
Therefore, the applications engineer may wish to have site-specific
foundations designed by a professional civil/structural or soils
engineer when the structure is to be sited on rock to save excavation
and other costs. However, for soils other than massive bedrock the
foundations depicted in this handbook, though conservative, would be
little affected by better soil conditions since the foundations have
been sized first for uplift and secondly proportioned for lateral loads
and overturning, i.e., the foundation would be little affected in terms
of volume of concrete required. In either case, should better-soil
conditions be present the best that could be hoped for would be
elimination of the shear key and a more square-shaped foundation.
M. Backfill material may be on site material but must be soil or soil-rock
mixture which is free from organic matter and other deleterious
substance; it shall contain no rocks or lumps over 15 cm (6 in.) in
greatest dimension and not more than 15 percent of the rocks or lumps
shall be larger than 6.35 cm (2-1/2 in.) in greatest dimension.
Backfill shall be placed in approximately 15-cm (6-in.) lifts and
compacted. Compaction shall be at least 90 percent of standard i
proctor. (ASTMDesignation D-698).
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Figure 15. Extreme Frost Penetration, inches Based on State Averages
N. Overexcavation: Should overexcavation occur, the overexcavation area
shall be backfilled as indicated in item M above.
O. Cast-in-place auger piles may be earth formed provioed there is no or
little caving in of the earthwalls. Should caving in occur, then
forms shall be used.
P. Dewatering: Foundations shall not be placed when excessive water is
present. Dewatering of foundation site will be required when water is
present.
Q. In all cases the bottom of the foundation, not including the shear key,
i.e., the foundation's vertical load bearing surface, shall be placed
below local frost penetration. The designer should consult the local
building code for the required minimum depth for foundations. In lieu
of a local building code requirement, the designer should place the
foundation of the structure below the extreme frost penetration
indicated in Figure 15 for sites located within the continental U.S.
For sites located outside the continental U.S. refer to Section 7.5 of
this hanobook for frost penetration at selected locations. For sites
not covered in either Figure 15 or Section 7.5 (e.g., Southern
Hemisphere sites), the designer will need to obtain frost penetration
data from the local area or from other sources.
R. The foundation design tables of this handbook provioe optional pedestal
heights, i.e., heights above grounQ, of 15.2 cm to 76.2 cm (0.5 ft to
2.5 ft). This allows optional height selection of the foundations for
snow, flood, row stepping to minimize shaein 9 in multiple row array
layout designs, or for aesthetic considerations. There is also the
option of designing the founaation for a particular pedestal height,
then burying the foundation the height of the pedestal.
4.7.1.6 Design Figures for Triangular Framing_stems
This section consists of figures used to design triangular framing systems
of the types covered by this handbook. Dimensions are in cm unless
indicated otherwise.
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Units: CMUnless Otherwise
Noted
PROVIDED IN
SUBSEQUENT FIGURES
IN THIS HANDBOOK,, C (_P)
" A. One-Tier Structure
4EMBERAC MEMBERBC
B
TO76(30")
A (_p)
FINISHED
GRADE
FROST
LINE"
AB = AC = L"
DETAILS PROVIDED IN
SUBSEQUENT FIGURES
IN THIS HANDBOOK
(TYP)B. Two-Tier Structure
,, --MEMBER AC'
EMBERBC
TO76(30")
(TYP)
A B
FINISHED
GRADE
FROST
LINE
A¢AB : ' : 2t"
Figure 16. DedicatedTriangularFrame StructuralSystems
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A. For Channel, Angle or W Shape
J
BARIF REQUIREDUE
TOFLA_EAI_ _ _ICKNESS
J
J
J
J
J
JOINTPREPARATIONIFBEAM
CANNOTBETURNEDOVER
.- j
B. For WTShape
J
ASREQUIRED
J
/---IFNGTNOF_LD DIMENSION
/F-PITCH(C,TOC,SPACING)
SIZEDIMENSIDN(z _ / / OFWEUfSDIMENSION
REFERENCELINE_ [_ / IFWELDALL-AROUNDSY_OL
SPECIFICATION,PROCESS\_)- v ,
/ OROTHERREFERENCE ./ _=:_,
IF|NOREFERENCEUSED)-j Lv
BASIC_LD SYI_OL \ _=. _ FILLETORDETAILREFERENCE
¥ A V TYPE
! \ BUTTWELD
Figure 17. StructuralSteel Beam SplicingDetails
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BOLT TABLE
REACTION ANGLE BOLT
See figures _< LEG DIAM. (_)
B & C below M K _ IN .NM IN
_--0.6 (I/4") BEARING era96 z 6.4 21/2 10 3_ (I)\ _LATE (MAY BE OMITTEDi
FOR W-W CONNECTION) 8896 2 7.7 3 13 I/2(2)
13344 3 7.7 3 16 5/8(2)
4 8., 31/2 s (2)
StUl Type AS'IX:A-307
MEMBERBC (CONNECTIONFORONE-TIER/"
MEMBER AC (AC') STRUCTURE ONLY)
(MAY BE L, C, OR W
SECTION FOR TWO-
TIER STRUCTURE)
ANGLESw/2"
/--OPTIONAL:BOLT LEGS& SMALLER
PERMITTEDINLIEU /FORANGLESw/LEGS
OFWELDS,REFERTO 0.4(1/_[//\GREATERTHAN2"TABLEATRIGHT
A. Beam ConnectionDetail at C, Sioe View.
1 , 0.6(I/q")0.4(/8) STIFFENER__ / ,-,. , 0.4 (I/8") STI
PLATES-_ ,,_ _-- ,/V'_(1/_/__TYP' PLATE
__ '0.6(1/4"
BEARING
L0.4(I/8")
4(11/_)TYP. / '4(11/2")TYP.
")€ BOLTS L_ 16Mm(5/8")BOLTS
JOINTPE_ITTEDFORSIMPLE 4 REQUIRED 2 REQUIRED
SPA_BEA_{S_LY. PROVI_
STIFFENERPLATESATENDOF
EACHBEJV_ASSH_,_
B. Beam ConnectionDetail at C, C. Beam ConnectionDetail
Front View at Interior at C, Front View at End
Support. Support.
Figure 18. One- and Two-TierStructuralSteel Frame ConnectionDetails
for W Section
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IF WTSECTION
USED BOLT TABLE
REACTION ANGLE BOLT
")MAX, < LEG DIAM. (_)
See figures - .
B & C below # I( _ IN _ IN
GAUGEMIN,
88S Z 6.4 Z1/2 10 3/8(1)
1_)__MIN. CLIP TO _ Z 7.7 3 13 !It- (2)
BE USED 13344 3 7.7 3 16 S#8 (2)
1.,3 4 's., 16;s/,(2)
Steel Type._rN: A-307
MEMBER BC (CONNECTIONFOR ONE-TIER STRUCTURE
ONLY)
MEMBER AC (AC')
(MAY BE L, C, OR
W SECTION FOR TWO-
TIER STRUCTURE) A. Beam Connection
Detail at C, Side
DPTIONAL.BOLT ANGLESw/ V iew.
PERMITTEDINLIEU LEGS& SMALLER
_FOR ANGLESWl
OFTABLEWELDS_REFERATRIGHTTO 0,4(i/;)I,/Xj_EGSGREATERTHAN2"
._*_16MM(5/8") P BOLTIFR 5-6K
J/_/ \"20MM(3/4")_ BOLTIFR > 6K < 8K
4(11/ 7 5(3")MIN 4(11/4" J / -_'-3- ,
1_ _:_1/ / IUMM_./8"' € BOLTFORL 2x2x1/8ONLY
II" /_'_, 12MM(1/'_") "_,_OLTFORL 21/2X2X1/8ONLY
:1/8") GAPPERMITTEDFOR - ' -_0,4(1/8") TYP, -iSIMPLESPANBEIV_SONLY --
0,4(1/B')TYP,---.-
BOTHSIDES .,
B. Beam Connection C. Beam Connection
Detail _t C, Front Detail at C, Front
View at Interior View at End Support.
Support.
Figure 19. One- and Two-TierStructuralSteel Frame ConnectionDetailsfor
Angle or WT Section
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4")MAX. BOLT TABLE
See figures REACTION ANGLE BOLT
< LEG DIM. (I_)B & C GAUGEMIN, -- i
N K 04 IN _ IN_
m 2 6., i_/2 lo 3_(_}
3x3x3/16 m6 2 7.7 3 . 13 1Z,(2)L
MIN.CLIPTO (
BE USED '3_ 3 ',7 3 16 S_ (z)
.) ,., ,__: ,.3,,(2) Stlml T,YlXlASTH:A-307
/ BC
ICONNECTIONFORONE-TIER
MEMBERAC (AC') STRUCTUREONLY)(MAY BE L, C, OR W
SECTION FORTWO-
TIER STRUCTURE
A. BeamConnection Detail at
C , Side View
I_AL:BOLT _GLESWl 2"
& S_LLER
_ITTED INLIEU / _OR _GLESw/LEGS
OFWE_Sf_FERTO 0,4(II_)_ATERTH_2.T_L ATIRIGHT
_(11/2")i_7,5(3")MIN, 4(11/2") ./_-_16_(5/8")_ BOLTIFR _ 6K
, _! , \ \ } ,
0.4(I18")TYP.0.4(1/")_P _ITTED FOR
SI_8Sp_ BE_ ONLY
0.4(1/8") Wp,------
BOTHSl_S
B, Beam ConnectionDetail at C, C. Beam ConnectionDetail at C,
Front View at InteriorSupport Front View at End Support
Figure 20. One-andTwo-Tier StructuralSteel Frame ConnectionDetails
for Channel
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,'/_PBOTOVI)LTAI CMODULE BOLTTABLE
SECTION REACTION ANGLE BOLTOR BACK-TO-BACKANGLES
< LEG DIAM. (I_)
")MAX . K m x. _ xN
.,6 2 6,2_/z_o3/8(I)
See figures GAUGEMIN, 8896 2 7.7 3 13 1/2 (2)B & C below--
3xSxS/16 13344 3 7.7 3 16 5/8 (2)
MIN.CLIP L17793 4 8.9 31/2 16 % (2)TOBE USED
_u " Steel T.ypeASl14:A-325
I_} 5t._1 TypeASTN:A-307
, Vo8_/4>
J - ''/
A. BeamConnection Detail at C, Side View.
!i__ \ 16MM(5/8")_ BOLTIFR <_6K4(11/2") 7,5(3") 14(11/2" 20M (3/4")¢ > <__8K10MM(3/8")€ BOLTFORL 2x2x1/8ONLY
= = /___._ / _!// 12MM(I/2")'BOLTFORL2_x2x]/80NLY\£ _ II ,/ ', /: "
MBMBERAC/ I
SIMPLESPANBEAMSONLY _ _ EMBERAC#
0.4(1/8") TYP.---,-
B. Beam ConnectionDetail at C, BOTHSIDES
Front View at Interior
Support C. Beam ConnectionDetail
• at C, Front View at Ena
Support.
Figure 21. StructuralSteel Frame Connectionat Center Beam
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0.4(1/8")TYP.
MEMBERAC' (L
ORC SECTION) IF R-<5K
R>5K
/ MEMBERBC (L
ORC SECTION)
BOLT TABLF
i
"\ REACTION ANGLE BOLT
<_ LEG DIAM. (_)
i
N K ' _ IN WN IN
OPTIONAL:BOLT(S) era6 2 6.,s2'6 lo 3_(1)PERMITTEDINLIEU I
m6 2 7.73 13 Iz_(2)OFWELDS;REFERTO
TABLEATRIGHT 13_ _ 7.7 3 16 5zA
I
(z)
m- , a931/216
A. Connectionat C When AC is Angle or Channel (})s_1TXp,_'m:A-]ZS
(;_).Stnl..1"),peA3'n4:A-307
13(1/2")€ BOLTS
4 REQUIRED
")x FLANGEWII_TH
MEMBERAC' (W DEPTH+ 9(3_/2"))
OR C SECTION BEARINGPLATE
/B")FROMEDGE
BOTHDIRECTIONS
8")
ER BC (W, L, C, OR
TS SECTIONOR PIPE)
0.8(11
B. Connectionat C When AC is W or C Section
Figure 22. Two-TierStructuralSteel Connectionof Member AC
To Member BC
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[ER BRACING STRUT
\
\
TWO-TIERFRAMINGMEMBERS
ONE-TIERFRAMINGMEMBERS
MEMBERSBC
DIAGONALBRACINGMEMBERS
A. BracingDiagramfor l Bay, One- and Two-TierStructures
__TWO-TIER BRACING_STRUT_ .... \TWO-TIERF AMINGMEMBERS \
ONE-TIERF AMINGMEMBERS
MEMBERSBC
DIAGONALBRACINGMEMBERS-a
B. BracingDiagramfor 2 Bay, One- and Two-TierStructures
_-_II40-TIER BRACING STRUT
\ _ \ TWO-TIERFRAMINGMEMBERS
/_ _ ..'_\_ OIIE-TIERFRAMINGMEMBERS
/__ _-I--_
MEMBERSBC
/__________//_\___.___.,_.-__---,-_---/_--_---\--DIAGONALBRAC NMEMBERS
C. BracingDiagramfor 3 Bay and 4 Bay, One- and Two-Tier Structures
Figure 23. BracingDiagrams
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IERBC
(_ -V _IYP' )¢ROD
0.4(I/8)
12"x1112"x11@"x
12")LONG
COURSETHREAD
(3/8"N.C.THREAD)NUTS
WITHLOCKWASHERS
_FROM BOTTOMORTOPOF
MEMBERBC, DIMENSIONTO
BEAS REQUIREDFOR
WORKINGCLEARANCEBUT
NOTTOEXCEED15(6")T
_FROM BOTTOMORTOPOF
MEMBERBC,DIMENSIONTO Figure 24A. Diagonal Bracing
BEASREQUIREDFOR Connection Detail Type 1
WORKINGCLEARANCEBUT
NOTTOEXCEED15(6")
./_----MEMBERBC(INTERIORLOCATION)#-
I I_?.
_ --IOMMCOURSETHREAD
(_'_-_-I ' <_---_Z (31@"N.C.THREAD)
'_ _ I_NUTS_WITHLOCK--_
"_ \ WASHERS
/_IOMM( 3/8")@ROD
-_-- L 11/2X 1/2X ,18x
_4 (1'/2")LONG
Figure 24B. Diagonal Bracing
Connection Detail Type 2
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Units: CH Unless Otherwise
O.4(i18x)_ <TYP. Noted
--IF FLANGEORLEG< 9(3½")
USEBRACINGCONNECTIONTYPE2 OR
USE BASEPLATEWELDEDTOMEMBERBC
L 1112x 1112'xl18"x
4(11/2'') LONG
COURSETHREAD
(3/8"N.C. THREAD)NUTS
WITHLOCKWASHERS
10MM(3/8")_ ROD
FROMTOPOFMEMBERBC,DIMENSION_ 0.4 (I/8") PLATE(OPTIONAL)
TOBEASREQUIREDFORWORKINGCLEARANCE
BUTNOTTOEXCEED15(6")
Figure 25. Diagonal Bracing Connection Detail Type 3
FROMTOPOFMEMBERBC, 8MM(]/4")_ ROD(NOTNEEDEDFOR
DIMENSIONTOBEASREQUIRED 10(4")x 5(2")x 0.8(I/4 '')
BYWORKINGCLEARANCEBUT THICKPLATE
NOTTOEXCEED15(6") _MEMBER BC
_/ (INTERIOR
LOCATION
L 11/;x 111_'xI "
4(1112") LONG. 18:
IOMM(3/8")_ ROD
_/----IOMM COURSETHREAD
_/8"N.C.THREAD)NUTS
WITHLOCKWASHERS
Figure 26. Diagonal Bracing Connection Detail Type 4 for Pipes and Tubes
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MEMBERBC
O.4(I/8")V<IYP'
8")¢ROD
2.5(1")
I
I BRACINGRODMAYBE
SHIFTEDASTHE
DIMENSIONFMEMBER
BC INCREASES
Figure 27. Diagonal Bracing Connection Detail Type 5
•LENGTHOFMEMBERBC'sFLANGEORLEG
PLUS1.3(I/2") FORWELDEDSTRUCTURES
MEMBERACI
LOCATIONFCOMPRESSIONORTENSIONMEMBER
WHENCOPINGOFTHATMEMBERIS REQUIRED.
OPTIONALC IPANGLE,TOBESIZEDACCORDINGTOTHE
FLANGEORLEGDIMENSIONA DTHICKNESSOFTHECOMPRESSION/
TOBE4(_/2") FORONEIOMM(a/8'')TENSIONMEMBER,LENGTH
BOLTAND6(2]/4")FORTWO10MM(.3/8'')BOLTS
o.4i/8,,W
LOCATIONFCOMPRESSIONORTENSIONMEMBERWHEN
COPINGISNOTREQUIRED
0.4(I18,,)J//<IYP.
--'MEMBERBC
-INDICATESFLANGEORLEG
Figure 28A. Horizontal Bracing Strut Connection Detail Type 1 for
Two-Tier Single Span Structures
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r----- MEMBER AC' (L OR C SECTION)
LOCATION OF COMPRESSION/TENSION MEMBERS
WHEN COPED
r----4--I---LOCATION WHEN NOT COPED
o 0.4 (1/8")V-(TYP·
I----;~ - OPTIONAL CLIP ANGLE SEE TYPE 1
-=1==-.1.- LOCATION OF BOLHs)
t--..........----L--/
Figure 288. Hori zontal Bracing Strut Connection Detail Type 2 For
Two-Tier Single Span Structures
r------------ MEMBER AC(WIDE FLANGE SECTION)
I
~1W.
~~~ STIFFENER PLATE; PLATE THICKNESS TO BE EQUAL TO THE
t==::::::==J::::::~~::::;:~=;;::-~-~. ==t ~B THICKNESS OF THE COMPRESSION/TENSION MEMBER.
STIFFENER PLATE TO BE COPED AS REQUIRED
-- COMPRESSION/TENSION MEMBER
THROAT IF DEPTH OF BRACING MEMBER EXCEEDS
_ DEPTH THROAT DIMENSION,BRACING MEMBER SHALL
BE COPED AND MOUNTED FLUSH WITH THE TOP
L---~OF~MEMBER AC
B:;;~~~==~-.l-CROSS-HATCHING INDICATES LOCATION OF BRACING MEMBERh-------~ WHEN DEPTH IS LESS THAN THE THROAT DIMENSION OF
t====:=jt::=:::~~==i::=;1 ="'~I MEMBER ACl. ..I.~~~I~I""'" STANDARD GAUGE MIN.
- ~ "'--lOMM COURSE THREAD (3/8" N.C. THREAD)
NUT(s) AND BOLT(s)
Figure 28C. Horizontal Bracing Strut Connection Detail Type 3 For
Two-Tier Single Span Structures
Units: CMUnless Otherwise
Noted
_--MEMBERAC'
-2L' (BUTABOVEMEMBERBC CONNECTION)
_ 4(11/g')LONG
/ _IOMM COURSETHREAD
_'_ I /(318.N.C. THREAD)NUTS
lOMM(3/8")_ RO
Figure 29. HorizontalBracingStrut ConnectionDetailType 1 for Two-Tier
Two, Three, and Four Span Structures
Figure 30. Horizontal Bracing Strut Connection Detail Type 2 for Two-Tier
Two, Three, and Four Span Structures
Note: 1) Whenmember AC' is a C, 2C, or W section, use Figure 25 with
connection rotated to horizontal position.
2) Whenmember AC' is a pipe or tube, use Figure 26 with
connection rotated to horizontal position.
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A. Connection at C Where Pipe Diameter (_) Is
Less Than Angle Leg. CLEARANCEAS
REQUIREDBY
HEELRADIUS"_'1 ["---
-]-' _MEMBER AC
(L SECTION) SEETABLEBELOW FILL
PLATE CAPP_TE-- ALL-AROUND
BC L '
(PIPESECTION) BC
\
CAPPLATESCHEDULE
REACTIONI PLATE< THICKNESS
N K CM IN"
B. Connection at C Where Pipe Diameter (_) Is 22240,5 0,635 _j
Greater Than or Equal to Angle Leg. 4448 1 0,95 3/8
8896 2 1,27 1/2
!17792 4 1,9 3/4
26688 6 2,2 7/8
35584 8 2,54 1
Figure 31. Structural Aluminum Frame Connection Details
for Pipe to Angle Connection at C
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LOCATIONOFCONNECTIONAT C
FORTWO-TIERSTRUCTURE
LIMITOFMEMBERAC,
\ ONE-TIERSTRUCTURE
--4- AC(AC')
I- _TYP
o,4(ys)W'
MEMBERBC
BOLTSMAY
/ BE USEDINLIEUOF
WELDSFORTHEFOLLOWING
CONDITIONSONLY:
12MM(I/2")BOLTFOR
R_ 6227N(1,4K_
16MM(5/8")BOLTFOR
R<__9340N(2,1K),
20MM(314")BOLTFOR
R<_-13344N(3K)
Figure 32. Cold-Formeo Steel Support Connection at C for Single Channel
MemberAC and Single Channel MemberBC
_7
co
co
PLATE THICKNESS FOR
ONE TIER STRUCTURE
0.8( 1/4 ,,),
TWO-TIER STRUCTURE
13(14") ;BEARINGMAY BE ELIMINATED
IF STRUCTURE DIMEN-
SIONS PERMIT SHOP
FABRICATION OR CERT-
IFIED WELDER IS
AVAILABLE AT THE
CONSTRUCTION SITE
BOLTING TABLE FOR SUPPORT CONNECTION ABOVE .
REACTION .=: BOLT II OF II OF BC II OF
"
BOLTS CHANNELS T1ER~
8006 N (1.8K) 811M ( \") 4 1 2
8896 N (2K) 8MM( 14 ") 4 1 1
8896 N (2K) 10MM( 3/8 ,,) 2 2 2
17792 N(4K) 10MM(%") 4 1 :2
22240 N(5K) 10MM( 3/8 ,,) 4 1 1
28912 N(6.5K) 10MM( ~8") 6 2 2
35584 N(8K) 10MM( ~8") 8 1 1
35584 N(8K) 10MM( ~8") 6 2 1
35584 N(8K) 10MM(~A ") 8 2 2
LOCATION OF CONNECTION AT C
FOR TWO-TIER STRUCTURE -----.,
LIMIT OF MEMBER AC,
ONE-TIER STRUCTURE !{L'
L'=LENGTH MEMBER AC~ 4
MEMBER AC (AC')
MEMBER BC
Units: CM Unless Otherwise
Noted
\ EXTENT OF BEARING~~PLATES FOR
~~2 BOLT CONNECTION
4&6 BOLT CONNECTION
8 BOLT CONNECTION
Figure 33. Cold-Formed Steel Support Connection at C for Double Channel
Member AC and Single or Double Channel Member Be
REACTIO!__< WELD WELD
SIZE LENGTH
(N) (K) (MM) (IN)(CM)(IN
6228 1,4 1,22 3/647,5 3
12899 2,9 1,22 3/6415 6
8006 1,8 1,59 1/167,5 3
LOCATIONOFBOLTSFOR: 11/2BOLT_'s 16013 3,6 1,59 1/1615 6
2 & 4 BOLTCONNECTION /_--2_3BOLT¢'s8 BOLTCONNECTION-- 10230 2,3 2,0 5/647,5 3
20461 4,6 2,0 5/6415 6
AT RIGHT 14234 3,2 2,78 7/647,5 3
28467 6,4 2.78 7/6415 6
18237 4,1 3,18 I/B 7,5 3
EXTENTOFBEARING 36474 8,2 3,18 I/B 15 6
PLATESFOR."
2,4BOLT 4(PLATETHICKNESS FOR:
8 BOLTCONNECTION- ONE-TIER STRUCTURE
o.8(]/4"),
TWO-TIER STRUCTURE
13(I/4"), BEARING
MAY BE ELIMINATED
IF STRUCTURE DIMEtq-
i,2I,BOLT SIONS PERMIT SHOP
2)3 BOLT_'s FABRICATIOr4OR CERT-
IFIED WELDER IS
AVAILABLE AT THE
CONSTRUCTIOr_SITE
SEE NOTE* FOR PLATETHICKNESS MEMBER AC (AC')
Figure 34. Cold-FormedSteel Connectionfor HAT Section
SEE BOLTINGTABLEFOR, LOCATIONSOFBOLTSFOR:
NUMBEROF BOLTSREQUIRED 2, 4 BOLTCONNECTIONSBOLTINGTABLEFORSUPPORTCONNECTION
BOLT # OF # OFBC # OF
4, 8 BOLTCONNECTIONS REACTION"= € BOLTSCHANNELSTIER.<
6&12 BOLTCONNECTIONS
EXTENTOF 8006N (i,8K)8MM(!/,")4 1 2BEARING
PLATESFOR: BOLT¢'s 8896N (2K) 8_m1(I/,") 4 i i
8896N (2K) IOFvI(3A")2 _ 2 Z
2, 4BOLTCONNECTIONS-- _ 22/3BOLT¢'s 17792N (4K) IOMM(3/_") 4 I 2
4&BBOLT CONNECTIONS 22240N (5K) IOMM(_Z)) _ _ 16,12BOLTCONNECT ON X 28912,5' 2
__v 55584N (BK)I0_(_") 8 i I
35584N (BK) IOM_(_") 6 2 1
22/3BOLTB'S 35584N (8K) IOMM,(3,,,") 8 2 2
SEE[/'TABLE
ABOVE _[K_ _R AC (AC')
Figure35. Cola-FormedSteel Connectionfor Single or DoubleChannel Beam
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z
a BARS DOLTS : ANCHOR
DOLTq_----_ W
5(2")COVER_ _
TYP, _ \\ •
FINISHEDGRADE
#3TIESr_@ \i,\'--
I
I
_3TIES_oi_ _s_6",o,c,\\
(6") VERTICAL l\\ {
#4@23(9")O.C.--_ L,\ _ I
SEEFIGUREAT"RIGHT i_
'\I-7,5(3") {
COVERTYP. { _1
SHEAR KEY { ix
W - 30__- 12'II W. T L-ADDITIONALREINFORCING
l3o.5IT_T] 2 2 T ASREQUIRED(MINIMUMOF
r(12")-_- -' 4 BARS,PLACEDIN
CORNERS)
Figure 36. Eounaation Type a (See Table XX)
a BARS BOLTS
_TE: ° INDICATESTYPICAL
5(2")COVERTYP, FOU?IDATIO_
#3@ 26(10")O.C,EACH { {FACE(HORIZO,_TAL i i
#3a 20(B")*O.C. EACH SUPPORT_-_-_---I_'-]L_1
FACE(HORIZOATAL POINT L .
tt
30(12")°
Figure 37. Foundation Type b (See Table XXI)
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5 (2,,)
C _ FINISHEDGRADE
- iiiil7
DIA,_
o (3")
Figure 38. FoundationType c (SeeTable XXII)
//
O.o.5<3,,c>v TY,....,//',_...,7"\_
\_1 / I/<,.>, .,\\!2,5 : -I \_J_. I _- -J-I - BEARINGPLATE
,o"'-_°°"o'Y_l I [_",,i ,thr_,_ _ /-- I'-----'(PLATE THICKNESS>
FOUNDATIONiJ_ ":" I'll ' " :':i" "i ."" .:" i" i': ":- "_-T --2,5(1-) LEVELING
,,/ #' , "."i}i "'".:'i i., -1i. " , .J-- _ GROUT
L....:.,._..._ _.-...l-i"_..... -,,-:;i' "_j" "-::._/'.:_: " ' • ..l.l " ; I ''._. --I; oD.: _ --1 OR2ANCHORBOLT
" " II ' I I" ' " PLACEMENT
t_ "• ,, ,, i, "_l " - _ ANCHO_ BOLT PLACI'_ENT
<" II II II ..
I I I I I I
Ill _I II
r-" J -'_J E-2_L___.._I___ --STANDARDNOOKORBOLTHEAD
Figure 39. FoundationConnectionDetail,Side View for MembersAC ano BC
(SeeTables Vl and VII)
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11.4(41/2")MIN,LENGTHDI_NSIONl-
_ __ o,_W_M,,,EDGEC'EA_CEFORWEL ING
' ' '- _n--f_-4(l'/2") MIN,
_/ _10(4") MIN,WIDTH
_|DIMENSION
_I--I-- LOCATIONOF
IIANCHOR BOLT
Figure40. FoundationConnectionDetail,Top View, Type 1
11,4(41/2")MIN.LENGTHDIMENSION
L4(11/2")i _ I.
_'N.--ll -1 n-_ -0,8(1/4")MIN,FoRWELDINGEDGECLEARANCE
4(ii12"1
_16(6_4") MIN,WIDTH
' LOCATIONOF
ANCHORBOLTS
_4(11/2 ")MIN,FROMEDGE
TYP.
Figure 41. FoundationConnectionDetail,Top View, Type 2
.... 4(11/2")IMIN'I "-- ;,8(_I0M N.EDGE
FORWELDINGTYP.
_--- 4(11/2")MIN,
_I! _15(6")SQUARE
PLATEMIN.
-- 4(1½")MIN.
Figure42. FoundationConnectionDetail,Top View, Type 3
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.---ANCHORBOLTLOCATION
, EQUAL , EQUAL_.i_ FOR
TYPE3
: -]- _/-_0'8(1- :/ /" 0'8(1/4")MIN.EDGE
r- _ __- CLEARANCE
,, , __2.5(1")MIN.
/11-+_-_--:_-_.+,". I-I-_l--r- "-.-ASREQUIRED/11-'_'-:-_7t-1--_1_-I-I-----Ft FORWORKING
LU { i i l li _---2,5(1")MIN,
_-_3.2 (1114")
Figure 43. Foundation Connection Detail, Top View, Type 4
ASREQUIRED
ACORBC
-AS REQUIRED
_- -J BYMEMBER
r _ q- ACORBC
{
-_4 (1½")MIN.TYP.
Figure 44. FoundationConnectionDetai],Top View, Type 5
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i>__ -,TYP.
4
;(i")TYP,
I REQUIRED
BYMEMBER
ACORBC
__ QUAL
Figure 45. FounOation Connection _ _ ! I_4(II/2")TyP.
Detai I, Top View, -2.s(i-)TYP.
Type 6
--EQUAL
,--ASREOUIRED
. -- BYMEMBER
ACORBC
LOCATIONOFANCHOR
BOLTSANDNUTSFOR: _QUAL
-- TYPE1
TYPE2 & _'
--TYPE 3
5
LENGTHOFB_RINGP_TESFOR Figure46. FounaationConnection
TYPES3&5 Detail, Top View, Type 7
_--2.5(1"_ i
l I
__ 4(i/2,,)_
I f I I , BEARINGDS(Y.}TYPIC PLATE APPLICATION TABLELENGTHOFBEARINGP_TES, J -_'_;_,';.X._AL
tUb_-LLicAK_BLI"
I ......... (REFER TO TABLES XVIII & XIX,
[_ASDETERMINEr)I_Y _rlI FURWtLUJNb COLD-FORMED STEEL FOUNDATION
_= M_M_o ^_ -i_'-, r_ER ACORBCSINGLECHANNEL CONNECTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
I ._,_ ._u__, II I / _ zvp INFORMATION)
EQUAL___EQUAL _! I I//_,_/)_0'4(I18")V5_.... 1 TYPESBcONEI.CHANNEL2.&3; MEMBER AC OR
i_;I I-I_I-r-4(1/2")MIN, TYPES 4 & 5; MEMBER AC OR BC
__--_I-_ _--_>_--ZI_--WIDTHOFBEARINGP_TE TYPE1
I]-_I --WIDTH°F BEARINGP_TE TYPE2&4
__-,I__ __ - WIDTHOFBEARINGP_TE TYPE3
-- _ --WIDTHOFB_RINGP_TE TYPE5
y MIN.
L--MEMBERACORBCTWOCHANNELS
Figure 47. Foundation Connection Detail, Top View, Type 8
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4.7.1.7 Design Tables for Triangular Framing Systems
This section consists of tables used to design triangular framing systems of
the types covered by this handbook.
Shape (Section) Designations for the Structural Steel Tables are:
Shape Designation Explanation
I W6x8.5 First number is nominal depth in inches.
Second number is weight of section in Ib/ft.
E C4x5.4 Sameas above.
T(tee) WT4x5 Sameas above.
O Pipe 4 STD. Number is nominal diameter of pipe in inches.
STD means stanaard weight which designates the
wall thickness of the pipe.
[] TS4x4x.375 TS stands for tube section, and first two
numbers aesignate the nominal wiath and _epth
in inches. Last number is wall thickness in
inches.
L L2x2x_ First two numbers inoicate length of legs in
inches. Last number ineicates thickness of
legs in inches.
Shape Designations for the Aluminum Tables are:
Shape Designation Explanation
I W6x4.16 First number is nominal depth in inches.
Second number is weight in Ib/ft.
E C5x2.32 Sameas above.
T (tee) T2xl.26 Sameas above.
1 11
L L2_x2_x_ First two numbers inoicate length of legs ininches. Last number inaicates thickness of
legs in inches.
0 Pipe 8#80 First number is nominal pipe diameter in
inches. Second number is the schedule number
which conforms to ANSI standard for wrought
iron and wrought steel pipe, B36.10.
Note: Spaces occur in tables where Aluminum Sections are not aaequate.
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Shape Designations for the Cold-Formed Steel Tables are:
Shape Designation Explanation*
E C3xi.16 First number is nominal depth in inches.
Second number is weight in Ib/ft.
JL 2C3x2.31 Sameas above
H1.5x768 Sameas above
Note: Spaces occur in tables where Cola-Formea Steel Sections are not
adequate.
*Details to furtherspecifyshapes are includedwith the tables.
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TABLE III. MAXIMUMMOMENTCAPACITYOF VARIOUSASTMA36 STEEL SHAPES
USEDAS BEAMS
[Mmax is maximummoment capacity; Lc is maximumunbraced length
of com)ression member.]
_NEQUAL j WT/LENGTH Mmax Lc WIDE Mmax L¢
LEG ANGLES FLANGE|b N-m in.-k m ft N-m in.-k m ftm ft
Lpl . 3
._x_x_ 40.1 2.75 969 8.56 0.61 2 W6x9 1973U 177.50 0.61 2
:3X2Xl-_ 44.7 3.07 1372 IZ.14 .61 2 W6xI2 26156 231.42 .61 2
1 3 W6xI6 36799 325.58 .61, Z
L3x2_x]--6 49.4 3.39 1422 12.58 .61 2 W6x20 46344 427.72 .61 2
_l .l 5
.__xJ_x_-_ 57.2 3.92 1467 12.98 .61 2 W6x25 602_9 533.06 .61 2
L3x2x_ 59.8 4.1 1793 15.86 .61 2 WSxlO 28132 248.9 .61 2
1 1 W8x13 35716 316.33 .61 2
L3x2_x( 65.6 4.5 1855 16.41 .61 2 W8xl5 42572 376.65 .61 2
L_l .l 1
J_xL)x$ 71.4 4.9 2497 22.09 .61 2 WSxl8 54837 485.18 .61 2
l l W8x21 65660 580.94 .61 2
L3_x3x( 78.7 5.4 2566 22.7 .61 2
WSx24 75042 663.94 .61 2L4x3x 84.6 5.8 3307 29.26 .61 2 WIOxl2 39321 347.90 .61 2
II
t4x3#x_ 90.4 6.2 3407 30.13 .61 2 WlOxl5 49787 440.49 .61 2
L5x3x¼ 96.4 6.6 5059 44.76 .61 2 WlOxl7 58445 517.1 .61 2
,. _I 1 WlOxl9 67826 600.09 .61 2
.bx>2x# 102.2 7.0 5191 45.93 .61 2 WlOx22 83670 740.54 .61 2
II
L6x3_x( 115.3 7.9 7308 64.66 .61 2 Wl2xl4 53395 472.42 .61 2
L6x4x_ 121.2 8.3 7473 66.12 1.22 4 Wl2xl6 61692 545.83 .61 2
Wl2xl9 76845 679.90 .61 215
t6x3)x]--6 143.1 9.8 9027 79.87 .61 2
L6X4XT_ 150.4 10.3 9226 81.63 1.22 4
=6_3_ 170.811.7 1071494.8 .61 2 C_x,_L _, L_
L6x4x_ 179.6 12.3 I0979 97.14 1.22 4 h-m in.-k m ft
C3x:.l 3636 32.18 0.61 2
EQUAL WT/LENGTH Mmax LG C3x5 4099 36.28 .61 2
LEG ANGLES N Ib C4x5.4 6380 56.47 .61 2
f_ N-m in.-k m ft C5x6.7 9918 87.78 .61 2
_ixlx_ 11.7 0.80 102.7 0.91 0.61 2 C5x8.2 14485 128.15 .61 2
•i .i i C7x9.8 20107 177.90 .61 2
-_Tx_Tx_ 14.7 1.01 162.7 1.44 .61 2 C8xll.5 26920 238.17 .61 2
,1 ,1 1
. i_xi_x_ 18.0 1.23 238.5 2.11 .61 2 Cgxl 3.4 35055 310.15 .61 2
,3 .3 1
_i_xi_x_ 21.0 1.44 331.2 2.93 .61 2
L2x2x_ 24.1 1.65 433 3.83 .61 2 Mmax Lc
L,3 ,3 3 T _:ee)I_x/_x_ 30.9 2.12 475 4.80 .61 2 N-m in.-k m ft
Lgx2xT_ 35.6 2.44 627 5.55 .61 2
L_l .I 3 w'r3x4.25 1312 11.62 0.61 2
_x_x]-6- 44.8 3.07 1003 8.85 .61 2 b_4x5 2376 20.98 .61 2
L3X3XT_ 54.1 3.71 1458 12.9 .61 2 k_Sx6 3836 35.70 .61 2
L3x3x_ 71.5 4.9 1907 16.87 .61 2 W76x7 5986 52.96 .61 2
L.I _I I W'F6x8 7044 59.69 .61 2
_2xJ2x_ 84.6 5.8 2624 73.22 .61 2 W'F6xg.5 7605 67.30 .61 2
L4x4x¼ 96.2 6.6 3472 30.70 1.22 4 WFT7xII 9590 84.85 .61 2
_4x4x_ 119 8.2 4261 37.70 1.22 4 WT,BxI3 13459 119.67 .61 2
L4x4x_ 143 9.8 5026 44.47 1.22 4
L5X5XT_ 150 10.3 5746 59.69 1.22 4
_5x5x_ 179 12.3 8002 70.80 1.22 4
L6X6XT_ 181 12.4 9822 86.90 1.83 6
L6x6x_ 217 14.9 I1673 |03.28 1.83 6
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TABLE IV. ONE-TIER STRUCTURALSTEEL FRAMES
[R is reaction ]oadcarrying capacity basen on worst case load on interior
frame (N = Newtons,k = kips); L" is nominaleistance between beams when
lengthof member AC is no greater than lengthof one moOule plus 15 cm (6
in.).]
MEMBERBC
, N , II12 2224 3336 4448 8896 17792 26688 35584
R _k I .25 .50 .75 1.0 2 4 6 8 TILTANGLE
L e
m fft
0.61 2 LIxIx½ LlxlxI Llxlx_ Llxlx_ LlxlxI LIxIx_. ..i .I 1 ..l .I l•,_x_x£ L_£xl£x_
LITxI;Tx_ Ll£XJ_X_
1.836 _ixi_ _ixi_ ,xlx_ _1_,_ ,ix1_ ,i_x1_I1 ..i.11 _,_,_x_--_-_120°
2.44 8 LlxlxI LIxIx_ Llxlx_ Llxlx_ LI_XI_X_''I.I 1 ,Z_XZ_X_''I.11 L'4XITtX8"'3.31 L2X2X1
0.61 2 Llxlx_- Llxlx_ LIXIx-_ LIxlx_- Llxlx_- LIxIx_ ..1 .I I ..1 .I I
1.22 4 LlxlxI LIxlx_- LlxlxI LlxlxI Llxlx_- ..l .1 1 ..l .l 1 ..3 .3 l
!.83_ _lxlx_-,_xl_- ,_x_- _xlx__,_x,_x_-.1.11_,_x,_x£..1.11_,_x,_x_.-_-_l,2x_Q oo
,_I .I I ..I .I 1 ,.I .I 1 ,.I .I I ,.I .I 1
2.44 8 L,_x,_x_ L,_Xl_X_ LI _XI_X_ LI _-XI_X_ LI_Xi_X_, LI_XI_X_'.3 .31 L2x2xlo L2X2X_31D
o.B12 L1x1Q_l_lx_-,lxlx_ ,1_1__1_- ,_xl_- ..,.11 ..1.11•_x_x_ ,_x_x_
,._ 4 _1x1_,_-lxlx_-,x_x_ ,lx_x_..1.11 .._.11 .._._1 .._.31•_;_x_xB H2x_x_ ,_x_x L_X_X_
,.1 .1 I ,.1 .1 1 ,.1 .1 1 ,.1 .1 1 ,.1 .1 1 ,.3 .3 1 L2x2xI L2x2x._31.83 6 L_XI_X_ "_2X_£X_ L_Z×_X£ L_X_£X_ L_X_X_ LI_X_X_ 40°Ib
,,3 .31 ..3 .3 l ,.3 .3 l ..3 .3 l ..3 .3 l L2X2X3 ..I ^I 3 ._l .l 32.44 8 LI_XI_X_ LI _'Xl _-X8 LI _-XI _-X_- . L [ _-X/'_X_- LI _'XI _-X_ L,:_-X,'_X_ L_X_-X_
o.612 LI=Ix_ _lxlx_-_1_1x_-,lxlQ _1_1x_-_1x1_.,1,11 .,1,11"l_x_2[x_ L_x_2x_
,.I .l 1 ..1 .1 1 ,.l .I 1 ,.I .I 1 ,.I .I 1 ,.I .I 1 ,.3 .3 1 L2x2x11.22 4 L i _XI _4-x_ - L / _-XI _-Xs- L | _-XI _-X_-
33 l ..3 .31 ..3 .3 l 331 .3 .3 l L2x2xl LZxZx__33 .^I ^l 31.83 6 L1_xl_x_ L/_Xl _X_" L / _-X| _-X_" LI_-xl_-x_ L_-X_-X_- •_-x_-x_ sO°o IO
,.1 .1 3 ,_1 _1 3 ,^1 ^1 3 ,.1 .1 3 ,.1 ^1 3 ,.1 ^1 3 ,^1 ^1 3 L3x3x32.44 8 L_x_L_xT_- ..-_x.._rXT_ L.._rXZ_-XT_- •_x:_-Xl-_ L_x:_x_-d L_xzLrxT_ "_x_xi_
0.612 LlxlxI Llxlx_- LlxlxI Llxlx_- LlxlxI LI_XI_X_''I.I 1 LI_xI_x_I11 L{_XI_X_''I.I 1
,.l .l l ..l .l l ,,I .l l ..l .l l
1.22 4 L|_XI_X_ " LI_XI_X_ ,,I .I 1 ,.3 .31 L2x2xI8 L2x2x3T_L| _-Xl_4X_" LI_X/_-Xs L|_X|_X_ L|_X|_X_
1836 _2_2x_,2xA ,_- _x_- _2,_x_x_Q .i.13.i.13L_xz_xT_ k_XZ_XT_ 60°
._I _I 3 ,.I ^I 3 .I ^I 3 I 1 3 ,_I .l 3 ,_I ^I 3 L3x3x_. L3X3XiR_.2.44 8 L =:_X£_XT_" L/£X/_°XT" _ LZ_-X/_XT_" L2_x2_x_ L_x_xT_ L"_x_2xT_
0.61 2 Llxl-_ LIxIx_- LIxIx 1 L1xIx_- L1xlx_- ,.1 .1 1 ..1 .1 1 ,.1 .1 1• |_x_x_ -_x|_x_ L|_x|_x_
,.l .1 1 ,.1 .1 1 ,.1 .1 1 ..1 .1 1
1.22 4 L|_XI_-X_- L|_-XI_-X_- ..1 .1 1•,_,_x_ _,_x,_x_.,_x,_x__,_x,_x_'3.31,2x_Q '_x_xr_
,_1 _I 3 ,_I ^I 3 ,^1 ^I 3 ,_I ^I 3
1.83 6 L/_X_XT_ L_'X_XT6- L_'X/£XT_" L/_X!_X_" L_2-X£_'X_-'1 _1 3 L,,__XL__XT__.^ 1 _1 3 L,:_XZ_FXT._,.1 ^1 3 L3x3xT_ 70°
2.448 L3x3x_6 L3x3x_6 L3X3XT_6 L3X3XT_ L3x3x_II L3x3x_ L3x3xll L3x3x_-
MEMBER AC
o61_ LIxIQ_I_I__Ixlx__IxIQ_Ixlx_L1xI_ _ixix_ixlx_
,.l .I I ..I .l l ,.I .l 1 ,.l .l l ,.l .l l ,.I .l l ,.l .l I ..l .l l
1.22 4 L| _x[ _X_ kI_XI_Xg" L_x|_x_ L|_X|_X_ L|_X_X_ L|_X_X_ L|_xl_x_ L|_X|_-X_
I.B36 ,2x2Q_2x2Q_2x2x_2x2x_,2x2Q _2x2x_,2_2_-_.,2x2x_<jo-
..1 _1 3 ,^1 ^1 3 ,^1 ^1 3 ,^1 .1 3 .^1 ^1 3 .^1 ^1 3
2.44 8 L_£-x_xT_ "_x_xT_ L__X!_X_. L_.X/__XT _ . ^1 ^1 3 , _1 .1 3 L_-xz_xT_L_x"_XT_L_x'_xi-_ L £-x_£xi-_
i
o.612 _lxlx_ ,1_1,_-_1_1_ _lxlx_ ,1_1_ ..l.ll ..1.11 ..1.11L|£X,£XgL,;_X_X_
,.I .I 1 I .I .I 1 1.1 .1 1 ..I .I 1 ,.I .1 1 L2x2xI L2x2xI . ^1 ^I 31.22 4 L=T_-x_T -x_ LZ2X_XT_L_2X_2X_,L|_X|_Xi u_xq-xi oL|T4-x_Z,x£
1.83 6 L2xZx_- LZxZxI L2xZx_ L2xZx_ LZxZx_ "._I_I 3 .^I _I 3 .^I _I 3L_£X_X_ L _-2XZ 2-XT_ LZ_X/_X_ >30 °
< 70"
,_l .l 3 ,.l ^l 3 ,^l ^l 3 l l 3
2.44 8 L_X_XT _ L2_x2__xT_ ._I _1 3 ._I ^l 3 -LL_"X__-XT_- LL_-X,'_x_- L3x3xI L3x3.xIL,'_x,'_XT_ L,'_-X,'_X_
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TABLE V. TWO-TIER STRUCTURALSTEEL FRAMES
[R is reaction loaacarrying capacitybased on worst case load on interior
frame (N = Newtons,k = kips);L" is nominaldistance betweenbeams when
length of member AC' is no greater than lengthof two moaulesplus 15 cm (6
in.).]
MEMBER BC
_k 1112 2224 3336 4448R .25 .50 .75 l.O TILT
L" ANGLE
- "m ft " g
o.612 ,ixixk _lxlx_-_l_lxk _lxlxk_
1.22 4 Llxlx I Ll_-xl_-xgl1 1 Ll_-xi_-xg''l.1 1 Ll_-xl_-xgl1 1 20°
1 1 1 Lll 111 ..3 .3 1 3 31L12Fxlix_1 .B3 6 Ll_-xl_x_
2448 ,2x2xkL2x2xkL2x2xk.1_13LL_XL_XT_
o.612,ixix_ix1_k,ixlx_,1_ixk
1 II 1 II l II 3 31
1.22 4 LI_xI_x_ L1_xl_-xB- 30°Ll_xII_x_L1_xIix_
1.836,2_2_- _2_2xkL_x2_-_2x2_k
,.I ^I 3 .^I _I 3 ,_I ^I 3 .^I .I 3
2.44 8 •_x L_xT6- LL_-XL_X_ •,_xL_xT_ ,L_-x,_x_
0.61 2 Llxlx_- Llxlx_- ,.I .1 1 1 1 1kl_Xl_x_ LI_-xl;Tx_
,.3 .3 1 ,.3 .3 1 3 3 1 L2x2x1 40 °1.22 4 LI_XI_x_ L1_x1_x_"=_x_Fx_
,^l ^l 3 l l 3 ,^l ^I 3 l l 3
L2_-x2_L2_x2_-x_1.83 6 L_X_ "_x_xT_
,_l _l l l l l244_ _x_x_,_x3_x_,_x_x_x3_
LlxlxI ,l_xl_x___ ..1._10.61 2 Ll;{xITx_ L=_-x=_x_-
12_4 _2x2x_,2x2__2_2x_,2_2xk_0o
1.836L_x3x_,3x3x__3x3x_,3x3x,_
2.448_4x_x_-4_x_-,4_4_-_4x4_-
..I .I 1 ,.I .I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Llz_xliTxB- L1_-xl_rx_0.61 2 L/_-X/2I-X _ L I _-X| _-X_"
,^I ^I 3 .^I ^I 3 1 1 3 ,^I ^I 3
L2_x2_-x_ L_X_X_I.22 4 L_-X_X_ 60°_x_zx_
1.836 _x_-x_-_x3_- _x:_.x_L_x3½x_-
2.44 8 W6x9 W6x9 W6x9 W6x9
Lllllxl_Fx__ Li;Tx'Z_x_''I.II L,.2_x,__x_...1.II Ll_xl_-x_lII0.61 2
1 1 3 ._1 ^1 3 1 1 3 _ 1 3
1.22 4 L2_x2_xT_- L.'_x/_-xT-_ L2_-x2_-XT_" L2_x2_-XT"_ 70 °
,_36 ,4_4x¼_4x4_ _4x4_ _4x4x_
2.44 8 W4x13 W4x13 W4xl3 W4xl3
MEMBERAC'
o.612L3x3_ _3x3x_ -x_. _4x4_
C3x4.1 C3x4.1 C3x4.1 C3x4.1
FOR
1.22 4 C3x4.1 C3x4.1 C4x6.4 C5x6.7 ALLVALUE_
OF
1.83 6 C3x4.1 C5x6.7 C6xB.2 C7x9.8 TILT
ANGLE
2.44 8 C5x6.7 C6x8.2 C8xll.5 C9x13.4 < 70°
W6x9 W6x9 W6x9 WSxl3
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TABLEV. TWO-TIER STRUCTURALSTEEL FRAMES (CONTINUED)
[R is reaction load carryin9 capacity baseo on worst case loadon interior
frame (N = Newtons, k = kips); L" is nomina]oistance between beamswhen
lengthof member AC' is no greater than lengthof two moaules p]us 15 cm (6in.).]
MEMBER BC
I N 8896 17792 26688 35584R k 2 4 6 8 TILT
L" ANGLE
m ft g
0.61 2 Llxlx_ ,,_x,_x_r'l.11 L2x2x_ L2_,(2_x_l11
.,1,11 L2x2x_-I 11 L2_2½x_-20°1.22 4 L,_xz_x2F LZ_x2_x_-
1.83 6 L2xZxI L2_-x2_x_-Il l L3x3x_- L3x3x¼
........... TS2X2XT_ TS2x2xT_
iII ,.3x3x_,._x3_x_,._-x3_¼2.44 8 lZ_xZ_xT
TSZx2xT_ TS2x2xT_ TS3x3xT_
Pipe 2_ STD Pipe 2½ STD
0.61 2 L1xlx_ 1 I i L2x2x_ .^I ^l 1LI_xZ_x_F L_x_x2F
1.22 4 L2x2x¼ L2x2x¼ L2_FX22X(I I I L3x3x¼ 30°
TS2X2XT_
o1^ 11 ,._x_x_,.3x3x_,_3½x¼1.83 6 L'_X,'_-X_-
_s2x2x_T52_2x__S_x_x_
.............Pipe2½_ Pipe2½8_0
2.448'_x_x¼_x_F_,3F_½x_,4_4x¼
TS2x2x_ Pipe 2½ ST{} Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 2½ STD
TS2x2x__8_x__x_x_
I l 1 I 1 1 LZx2x¼ 1 I 10.61 2 Ll_-x1_x_ L1_-xl_xT4 L2_-x2_(_-
1.2_4 ,_2_2x_L2_2½_-,._3_-_-L3_3_¼40o
Ts2,2x_Ts2_2x_
_I, ,3x_x_., _x½x_,.4x4x¼1.83 6 12 -x2_x2F
_s2_2x_Pipe2-_.s_Pi_o2½_Topipe2½_TO
......_s2x2x_T 3x__S_x_x_
._I .I I L4x4x¼ W6x9 W6x92.44 8 L,._X'_-X_-
Pipe 2½ STO Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 2½STD Pipe 3 STD
T_2x2x_T x_x_T_x_x_T_x"x_
,.1 .1 1 ,.3 .3 1 12x2x1 ,^1 ^1 10.61 2 LI _-XI _X_" L/_ Xl _'X_" L_x_x_
_i^ 11,_x_ _¼ _ _oo1.22 4 L,'_-X,'_--x_-
TS2xZxT_ TS2x2xT_6 TS2x2xT_
Pipe 2½ STD
_.83_ _3x¼ _x_ _4x4x-_-_x9
"rS2X2XT._- Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 2½ STO Pipe 2½ STO
Ts2x2x__s_x__s3x_x_
2.44 8 L4X4X_ L4x4xl- g6x9 g6xl2
Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 3 STD Pipe 3 STD
_x_x_,_3_ T_x3x__3x3_
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TABLE V. TWO-TIER STRUCIURALSTEELFRAMES (CONCLUDED)
[R is reaction Ioaa carryingcapacity basea on worst case ]oadon interior
frame {N = Newtons, k = kips); L" is nominal aistancebetween beams when
lengthof member AC' is no greater than ]engthof two moauIes p|us 15 cm {6
in.).]
MEMBER BC
N 8896 17792 26688 35584R k 2 4 6 B TILT
L" ANGLEe
m ft
0.61 2 Ll_xl-zx_.
,11 L3x3x_L_x_ _x_ 60°1.22 4 L2_-x2_-xT
_s_ _s_x_.pc_)S_O
TS3x3xT_
I 1 i
Pipe,½S_OPipe_½S_P_pe_S_P_po3_
_s_z__s_x3x__$3,3,__s3_x_
2.44 8 W6x9 W6x9 W6x9 W6x12
Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 2-_STD Pipe 3 STD Pipe 3 STD
TS3X3Xl_ lS3X3XT_ TS3x3xT_ TS3_x3_xT_
.61 2 L1_Tx'I_x_- L2x2x¼ L2½x2½x¼ L2½x2½x_
,_4 L3x3_¼,3x3x__½_x__x4x_7oo
_s_x_x__s_x2x_Pipe_½s_Pipe_s_
_3_3x__$3x3_
1.83 6 L4x4x¼ L4x4x¼ W6x9 W6xg
Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 2½ STD Pipe 3 STD Pipe 3 STD
_3_3x_s3_3__s3x3x__s3_3_
2.44 8 W4xI3 W4x13 W4xl3 W4x13
Pipe 3 STD Pipe 3 STD Pipe 3 STD Pipe 3_ STD
_$3_3_s3x3x__s_x3_x_3 x3_x_13
MEMBER AC'
R_k 8896 13344 17792 22240 26688 31136 355842 3 4 5 6 7 8
L"
m ft g
0.61 2 MEMBER W6x9 W6xg W6x9 W6x9 W6xg W8xlO W8xl3
FORSIZE C4x5.4 C5x6.7 C6x8.2 C6x8.2 C7xg.8 CTxg.8 C8x11.5
ALL
VALUE_
IOF1.22 4 MEMBER w6xg W8xlO WBxl3 WBx13 Wl2xl4 WI2x_4 W12x16.5
TILT
SIZE C6x8.2 C7x9.8 C8xli.5 C9x13.4 CI0x15.3 CIOxlS.3 C12x20.7 ANGLE
G
< 70°
1.83 6 MEMBER WBxlO W12x14 W12x16.5 Wl2xl9 W12x22 Wl2x22 W_Ox26
SIZE C9x13.4 WlOx15.3 C12x20.7 C12x20.7 C12x25 C12x30 C15x33.9
2.44 B MEMBER W12x19 W12x22 W12x22 WlOx26 WlOx26 WlOx26 W12x26
SIZE C12x20.7 D12x20.7 Dl2x30 C15x33.9 C15x33.g C15x33.9 C15x40
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TABLEVl. SCHEDULEFORSTRUCTURALSIEEL FOUNDATIONCONNECTIONAT A
(SEE FIGURES39 TO 44)
[R is reaction load carrying capacity based on worst case loao on interior
frame (N = Newtons, k = kips).]
ANCHOR BOLl ANLHDk BOLT
_ASE PLATE THICKNESS
R PLATE DIAMETER EMBEDF_ENT
N k TYPE rim, In. n_ in. cm I in.
4 12.70 112 19.1 M4 20.3 I 8
35586 8 5 9.53 3/8 19.1 314 12.7 ] i
4 12.76 I12 15.9 51_ 20.3 I I
26689 6 5 9.53 318 12.7 112 12.7 i 5
i
L
2 12.1 1/2 15.9 5/_ 10.2 4
17793 4 4 6.53 I/4 15.9 51_ 20.3 8
2 9.53 318 15.9 518 10.2 4'
_896 2 4 6.53 I/4 12.1 1/2 15.2 [ 6
'I 7.94 5/16 12.1 112 10.2 4
4448 1 2 6.53 I/4 12.1 I/2 10.2 4
3 6.53 I14 12.7 1/2 10.2 4
112 I•I 6.b3 I/4 12.7 112 10.2 4
,4448 <l 2 6.53 114 12.7 112 10.2 i 4
J b.b3 I/4 12.7 ! I/2 10.2 ! 4
I J
* Applicable to one-tier structure only.
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TABLEVII. SCHEDULEFORSTRUCTURALSTEELFOUNDATIONCONNECTIONAT B
(SEE FIGURES39 to 47)
[R is reaction load carrying capacity based on worst case load on interior
frame (N = Newtons, k = kips).]
SASE PLATE THICKNESS ANCHOR ANEHGR"_,GLT
R PLATE _OLT DIANETER SHEAR EW,SEDFiENT
N ! k TYPE mm in. mm in. PLATE cni I _n.
4 9.53 3/8 25.4 1 N.R. 20.3 8
1
7 & 8 12.7
or 9.53" _ or _" 25.4 _ I REQ'DWITH 2G.3 8
FDN 24a
35_86 8 6 9.53 3/8 25.4 I REQ'DWITH 20.3 8
FDN 24a
5 12.70 I/2 25.4 i I H.R. 20.3 8
2 15.87 5/8 19.1 : 3/4 N.R. 12.1 5
4 9.53 3/8 19.1 ! 3/4 N.R. 30.3 8
7 & 8 9.53 3/8 19.1 ( 3/4 N.R. 20,.3 8
26689 6 b 9.53 3/8 19.1 ( 3/4 N.R. 2G.3 8
5 12.70 I/2 19.1 3/4 N.R. 20.3 8
2 12.70 I/2 15.9 5/8 N.R. 10.2 4
4 6.35 I14 15.9 5/8 N.R. 15.2 6
7 & 8 9.53 3/8 15.9 5/8 N,R. 15,2 6
17293 4 6 6.35 I/4 15.9 5/8 REQ'DWITH 15.2 6
FDN 21a
5 9.53 3/8 15.9 5/8 N.R. 15,2 6
? 9.53 3/8 12.7 1/2 N.R. 10,2 4
4 6.35 I/4 15.9 5/8 N.R. 15.2 6
7 & 8 6.35 I/4 15.9 5/8 N.R. 15.2 6
8896 2 6 6,35 I/4 15.9 J 5/8 REQ'DWITH 15.2 6
l
J FDN22a5 9.53 3/8 12.7 1/2 N.R. 15.2 6
9.53 3/8 12.7 1/2 N,R. 10.2 4
3 6.53 I/4 15.9 5/8 N.R. 15.2 6
4448 1 2 9.53 3/8 15.9 5/8 N,R. 15.2 6
•" l 6.35 5/16 12.7 1/2 N,R. 10.2 4
(,4_48 (<I J 7.94 5/16 12.7 I/2 N.R. 10.2 4
AND AND 2 6.35 I/4 12.7 I/2 N.R. 10.2 4
>2L'L'4) __0.5 "" 1 7.94 5/16 12.7 I/2 N,R. 10.2 4
3 6.35 I/4 12.7 I/2 N.R. 10.2 4
<_.4 <0.5 _ 6.35 I/4 12.7 I/2 _i.R. !0,2 4
j " 1 7.94 5/16 12.7 I/2 N.R. i0.2 4
• t = 12.7 mm (1/2 in.) is to be used with 3 in. or 2 in. tube sectionsor
2-1/2 in. pipe.
t = 9.53 mm (3/8 in.) is to be used with 3-1/2 in. tube sectionor
3-1/2 in. pipe.
•* Applicableto one-tierstructuresonly.
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TABLE VIII. TWO-TIER HORIZONTAL BRACING STRUT MEMBER SIZES
[L is span length between support frames.]
Steel
SIngle Span (See Figures 23 and 28A, 28B, ana 28C)
l m U.61 1. 22 1. 8] 2.44 3.05 to 4.BB ~.IB to 6.10
ft 2 4 6 8 10 to 16 17 to 2U
Compress ton l1x1x~ 1 1 1 l2x2X~ I 1 3l4ember 11"xl "x~ l2~x22"xT6 W8xl0 WBxI3
Two, Three, or Four ~pan (See Figures 24, 2~, ana 30)
l m 0.61 to 9.14
ft 2 to 30
Tension 10 rrvn (3/8 in.) oiam. rodMelllber
Al UOII num
SIngle Span (See Figures 23 and 28A, 2BB, ana 28C)
l m U.61 1.22 I.B] 2.44 3.05 3.66 4.27 4.8B ~.18 to 6.1<.1
ft 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 17 to 20
CompressIon 1 11 l2x2x~ l3x3xt l4x4xt l~x~x~ l6x6x~Member l1 Zxl Zxlr WIOx7.J WBx8.32 W8x I (;
,wo Three or Four Span (See Figures 23 29 and 30), , ,
l m J.b to 9.14
tt 2 to 30
Tension 10 mm (3/8 in.) diam. rooMelfber
Cold-Formed Steel
SIngle Span (See Figures 23 and 28A, 28B, and 28C)
l m O.lil to 3.66 4.27 4.88 to b.IU
tt 2 to 12 14 16 to 20
Compression
Member C3xl.16 C3.5x2.14 2C3x2.31
Twu, Three, or Four Span (See Figures 23, 29, ano 30)
l m 0.61 to 9.14
ft 2 to 30
Tenston 10 om (3/8 in.) didm.Member rod
TABLE IX. MAXIMUM MOMENT CAPACITY OF ALUMINUM ALLOY 6061-T6 SHAPES USED AS BEANS
[Mmax is maximum moment capacity; Lc is maximum unbraced length of compression
member.]
UNEQUAL ,WTILENGTH Mmax LC EQUAL WT/LENGTH Mmax Lc
LEG ANGLES Nlm i Iblft N-m in.-k m ft LEG ANGLES Nlm Iblft N-m in.-k m ft
l
L,3 ,I 1 ,,I ,I 1
i_xi_x8 6.13 0.42 211.2 1.87 0.61 2 Li_Xi_X_ 6.26 0.43 154.7 1.37 0.61 2
L2xl_x_ 7.29 0.50 273 2.42 .61 2 L2x2x 8.31 0.57 222 1.97 .61 2
l 1 ..1 .I l
L2_x2x_ 9.48 0.65 316 2.80 .61 2 i-i)xi)x7l- 11.8 0.81 334 2.96 .61 2
L,3 ,I 1 .,3 ,3 1
i_xm_x_ II.8 0.81 397 3.52 .61 2 Li(xi(x2)- 14.0 0.96 494 4.38 .61 2
L2xI½x¼ 14.0 0.96 524 4.64 .61 2 L2x2x_ 16.2 1.11 683 6.05 .61 2
I ,1 1 . _1 _I 1
L2_xx_-x_- 16.2 I.II 900 7.97 .61 2 k()x(_x( 20.4 1.40 1066 9.44 .61 2
L2-_x2x_ 18.4 1.26 1012 9.49 .61 2 L3x3x¼ 24.5 1.68 1230 10.89 .61 2
1_ ..1 _I IL3x2x 20.4 1.40 1446 12.8 .61 2 L,_X, X_- 29.0 1.99 1484 13.14 .61 2
L_I _1 1 ,^1 .I 3
J_xL_x( 24.5 1.68 1965 17.4 .61 2 -(_x(_x_ 29.9 2.05 1672 14.80 .61 2
L4x3x_ 29.0 1.99 2187 19.36 .61 2 L4x4x_ 33.2 2.28 1709 15.13 .61 2
L_I _l 5 l 1 5
J_x_x_ 30.3 2.08 2632 23.3 .61 2 L3)x3_x_ 35.9 2.46 2293 20.3 .61 2
5L3_x3xT_- 33.2 2.28 2482 21.97 .61 2 L3x3x 36.0 2.47 2387 21.13 .61 2
L4X3Xl_ 35.9 2.46 3284 29.07 .61 2 L4X4XT_ 41.3 2.83 2649 23.45 .61 2
3_ . .I .I 3L4x3x 42.7 2.93 4236 37.5 .61 2 L,_XJ_X_ 42.7 2.93 3106 27.50 .61 2
15 ½LSx3_xT_- 43.9 3.01 4519 39.98 .61 2 L3x3x 47.1 3.23 3208 23.40 .61 2
1 5 . .I .I 1
L6x3_x_-_ 49.4 3.39 6445 57.05 .61 2 L,12x,i_x_- 55.8 37B3 4529 40.09 .61 2
L6x32x8 58.9 4.04 8831 78.13 .61 2 L4x4x 56.9 3.90 4829 42.75 .61 2
L5x3x_ 64.2 4.40 8934 79.04 .61 2 L4x4x_ 64.3 4.41 5758 50.97 .61 2
L5x3½x½ 68.5 4.70 9062 80.18 .61 2 L5xSXl_- 71.64,91 6383 56.50 .61 2
L6x4x_ 71.6 4.91 I0029 88.73 .61 2 L4x4x_ 71.7:4.92 6687 59.16 .61 2
1 1 L4x4x_- 79.1 5.42 7450 65.91 .61 2
L6x3_x_ 77.5 5.31 12938 114.47 .61 2
L6X4XT_ 91.0 6.24 14586 129.05 .61 2 L5x5x½ 81.4 5.58 8285 73.30 .61 2
L6x4x) I00 6.88 16320 144.39 .61 2 L4x4x43- 93.4 6.40 8744 77.36 .61 2
L6x4x43- 119 8.15 19288 170.65 .61 2 L6x6x½ 98.4 6.75 10161 89.90 .61 2
CHANNEL t_nax Lc WIDE Mmax Lc i T (tee) I Vknax Lc
N-m in.-k m ft FLANGE N-m (in.-k m ft N-m in.-k m ft
C3xi.42 2720 24.08 0.61 2 W4x4.76 16788 148.6 0.61 2 T2xl.26 649 5.75 .61 2
C3xi.73 3100 27.44 .61 2 WSx6.49 30222 267.5 .61 2 T211.42 864 7.65 161 24 _C4xi.85 4996 44.22 .61 2 W6x4.16 21782 192.8 .61 2
C4x2.16 5452 48.26 .61 2 W6x5.4 24663 218.3 .61 2 T2_-xl.91 1355 12.0 .61 2
C5x2.32 8032 71.I .61 2 W6x7.85 46536 411.9 .61 2 T3x2.72 2476 21.92 .61 2
C6x2.83 12066 106.8 .61 2 W8x5.9 41271 365.3 .61 2 T4x3.74 4811 42.59 .61 2
C6x3.0 12484 II0.5 .61 2 W8xS.32 623081 551.5 .61 2
C7x3.54 17749 157.i .61 2 W8xlO.72 77052 682.0 .61 2
C7x4.23 19712 174.4 .61 2 WSxlI.24 81932 724.9 .61 2
C8x4.25 24131 213.5 .61 2 W8xI2.99 86848 768.4 .61 2
C9x4.60 31003 274.3 .61 2 WlOx7.3 62974 557.4 .61 2
CI0x5.28 39892 353.1 .61 2
c10_64 5351_473._ .61, 2I 105
TABLE X. ONE-TIER STRUCTURALALUMINUM FRAMES
[R is reaction load carrying capacity (N = Newtons,k = kips); L" is nominal
aistance between beamswhen lengthof member AC is no greaterthan lengthof
one moaule plus 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBER BC
I N I 1112 2224 3336 4448R k .25 .50 .75 1.0 XILT• ANGLE
L" g
m ft
..I.ii ..i._i ..i.11 1 ii --
L1_x1_x_0.61 2 k/ _xhLrX_- -,_x,_x_
..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 L1_-xl_x_l1 1 Ll_xl½x_ 20°1.22 4 Li_Xl_X_
..I .l l ..l .I 1 ..I .I 11.836
..I .I 1 .,I .I 1 ,.I .I 1 ..I .I 1
2.44 8 Ll_Xl_X_ •,_xi_x_ ,l_x,_x_
..I .I 1 ..l .1 1 ..I .I 1 ..1 .I 1
0.61 2 LI_X_-X_
..1 .1 1 ..I .l I _X _ _- 1 1 11.22 4 Ll_Xl_X_ L _-X_X_ L1 1 x LI_xI_-x_ 30°
..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 1 1 1LI_-x_:_1.83 6 L i _-XI_-X_ L_X_X_ L_X_X_
._I .I 1 ..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 L2x2xI_2.44 8 L X_X_
..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 ,,I .I 1 ,,I .I 1
0.61 2 Li _-x_-_-x_ L__-XI -_-x_- -i_x_x_ •__-x_-x_-
..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1.22 4 Li_-Xi_X_. LI_XI_X_ Ll_xl_-x_ LI_-xI_x_- 40°
..l .l l ..l .l l ..l .I l L2x2xll.B3 6 L_X_X_ LI_X__-X_ L__X{_-X_ o
.1. 1 ,2x2, 2x2x2.44 8 L__-xi_-x_
._l .l l ..1 .l l ..l .l l ..I .I l
0.61 2 L=_Xi_-X_ L I _-X/ _'X_-
..l .I l 1 1 1 1 1 ..I .1 1
Ll_-xl_x_ 50°1.22 4 u_xi_-x8 Ll_xl_x_ Lt _-X/_-X_"
..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 L2x2xI L2x2x_1.83 6 L/_-XI _-X_ LI_Xl_FX_
..l .l l L2X2X1. ._l .l l .^l .l 12.44 8 L=_X/_X_ L_X,'_X_ ,_x_2_(_
..l ,I 1 .,I .1 1 ,.I .l 1 1 1 1
Ll_-xl_x_-0.61 2 LI _XI_X_ LI _Xl _Xs- •__x__x_
..1 .I I ..I .I I ..I .I _ L2x2x_1.22 4 LI_-x|_-x_ LI_XI _X_ L / _-X/_X_ 60°
..l ,1 1 L2x2x_ L2x2x_ .^I ^I 11.83 6 LI_XI 2X _- L"_X_2X_
L2x2x18 L2x2xl_,_ ,.I ^11 1.I .II2.44 8 •:_x_x_ ,_x_x_
..I .I I ,.I .I 1 ,.I .I 1 ..I .I 1
0.61 2 Li_Xl_x_ LI_XI_X_ L_-x,_x_ L_-x_-xB-
.i.11 ,2 2x1.22 4 LI_Xl_x_ I
L2xZx1_ L2x2x18 ..l ^l l .^1 ^1 11.83 6 L_-X_X_ -_x_x_
L2x2x18 ._I ^I 1 ._I _I 1 ._I _I 12.44 8 - x,_x_-:_x_x_- x_x_
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TABLEX. ONE-TIER STRUCTURALALUMINU_FRAME(CONTINUED)
[R is reaction loaa carryin 9 capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips); L" is nominal
Cistance between beams when length of member AC is no greater than length of
one module plus 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBER BC
I1N 8896 17792 26688 35584 TILTR k 2 4 6 8 IANGLE
L" g
m ft
, 11 1 11 LI_I_ ,2_2_
.61 2 Ll_Xl_x_ L/_-X/-2-X_
Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_-#5
.,I ,l l .,l ,l l l l l l l l
Ll_-xl_-x_ 20°1.22 4 Li_Xi_X_ Ll_XI_-X_ L2_-x2_x_
Pipe 2-_#5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_45
I I l L2x2xI 1 1 1 1 1 1I.B3 6 L1_xl_x_ L2_x2_-x_ L2_x2_x_-
Pipe 2_-#5 Plpe 2_#5 Pipe 2_6 Pipe 2_#5
2.448 _2_2,_2x2x_I11 .I.11L2 -x2_-x_- L.v_-X/_X_
Pipe 2-_5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_-#5
111 _xl_- ,.1.11 .__._1.61 2 L_xI_x_- LI I_FX/_-X_ Lg_"X"_X_"
Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_#5
L22"x2_-x_4- L,'_X_X_- 30°
Pipe 2:_-#5 Pipe 2_,Y5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe ?_-#,5
1.83 6 L2x2x½ .^I ^I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1•,_xL_xi L2_x2_x_ L2_x2_xT
I Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe #5 Pipe 2_5
2.44 8 L2x2x_- L_X_X_'I ^I 1 L_X_X_'^1 ^I 1 L2_X2_X_I1 l
Pipe 2-_5 Pipe 2-,_5 Pipe 2-_5 Pipe 2-,_--#5
.61 2 L_X/_'X_- L_-x_-xT L2_-x2_-x_
Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_-#5
1.2_4_2x2,_-,2_2__2_2_,¼_2_2_-_¼40°
Pipe 21#5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_#5
1.836 L2x2x_-._o_ ._I.I_L3_3x_
Pipe 2_-,f5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_-4,5
.,I ^I I .^I ^I 1 L3x3xI 1 1 12.44 8 k '_x,'_-x_ L3_-x3_"x_FL,'_-X_'-_x_-
Pipe2_5Pipe2._5_Pipe2_5Pipe2_6
,.I .I I ,.I .I I ..I _I 1 ._I ^I 1
.61 2 L=_XI_-X_ ,_x_x_ _-x_x T ",_;_x,'I_x_r
Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_#5
1.83 6 L2_-x2_-x_- L_-xz_-x_-
Pipe 2_45 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_45
_.,48 _2_2½_L3_3x_3½_ _4_4x_
Pipe2_5Pipe2_5Pipe2_5Pipe2_5
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TABLE X. ONE-TIER STRUCTURALALUMINUMFRAMES (CONCLUDED)
[R is reaction loadcarrying capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips); L" is nominal
Qistar,ce between beamswhen length of member AC is no greater than lengthof
one module plus 15 cm (6 iF,.).]
MEMBER BC
__ 8896 17792 26688 35584 .. TILT
R i k 2 4 6 8 ANGLE
L"
0.612 Ll_xl½x_ L2x2x_ L2½x2½x_ L2_-x2½x_
Pipe#5 Pipe2_5Pipe#5 Pipe2_5
1.224L2½x2½x_,2½x2½x_,2½x2_x_L3_3x_60°
1.83 6 L2_-x2_-x2F
Pipe 2_-#5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_#5 ..
..I .I 1 L2x2x_- .^l ^I I .^l .I 1O.61 2 L=_-X!_-X_ L"2X,';_x_ "_x"_x2F
Pipe#5 Pipe#5 pipe_,5 Pipe2_5
1.22 4 L,'_-Xi_X_ 70 °
Pipe 2_#5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_5 Pipe 2_5
_1.iiL_x3½x_ ,4x4x_1.836 ._,_,_ _x_x_
Pipe 2½#5 Pipe 21#5 Pipe 3#5 Pipe 3#5
2.448,3x3x_-,4x4x__4_,x_,4x._
Pipe 2_5 Pipe 3#5 Pipe #5 Pipe 3_#5
MEMBER AC
I N I II12 2224 3336 4448 fiLl
R k[ I .25 .50 .75 1.0 ANGLE,
L"
L_X= _FX_ LI_xl_x_ • ! :2-xl_xB'- L!_-X!_-X_
0.61 12 ..I .l _ 1 I }
L1_-xl_-xB- L1_-xl_-x_- <30°-;2x,_-x_
1.22 I 4 L1½X1½X_- 1 _ 1
1.83 I 6 L2X2X_ L2x2x_ L2x2x_ L2x2x_
L_X_2XE2.44 J 8 ,_1 ^1 1 ,_1 .1 1 L,::_x,_x_
,.1 .1 1 1 1 1 ..1 ,1 1
0.61 12 LiEx/_x _ LI_-xl_-x_- L/_x!Ex _ L1Exl_x1 111
• !_x_x_ ..1 .1 1,.,;[x!_x_
1.22 1 4 ,.1 .I 1 Ll½xl½x_- ,.1 .1 1
L!2x!_Zx_ >30°
1.8.=! 6 L2x2x_ L2X2X_- L2X2X_- LZx2x_ < 70°
.^l ^l l ,.l ^I I
L2_-x2_-X_- L2_-x2_-x_L_2-X_2-X-L_X_X_2.44 i 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
_ N 8896 17792 26688 35584 TILT
R I k 2 4 6 8 ANGLE,
L" e
m ft
o.6_ _ 1 _1 _ 1_ 1 _ _ _L_x1_x_L1_x_x_ L_x_x_
..1 .1 1 LI_xl_-x_33 1 L2x2x_lo 1 1 11.22 4 -! Ex/_-xB L2_-x2_-x_ <30°
L,'-zX,_-XB
,.I ^1 1 L2½xZ_x_ 1 1 1 L3x3x_2.44 8 L"_-X,'_-X_ L2_-x2_-x_-
1 1 1 ,,1 .I 1 ..3 .3 1 L2x2x10.61 2 LI_xI_x_ •,_x_x_ L,Tx,_-x_-
1.22 4 L2x2x_- L2x2x_ l 1 1 1 1 1L2_-x2_-xT LZ_xZ2x_-- >30°
,^l ^11 L2½x2½,x_ L3x3x_F <1.836 L,'2X,()X_ L3_-x3½x_- 70o
111 ,3_3_ _x_ ,.4x_2.44 8 L2_-xZ2x_-
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TABLE Xl. TWO-TIER STRUCTURALALUMINUMFRAMES
[R is reaction loadcarrying capacity (N = Newtons,k = kips); L" is nominal
distance between beamswhen length of member AC' is no greaterthan length
of two modules plus 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBER BC
I N 1112 2224 3336 4448 TILTR k .25 .50 .75 1.0 ANGLEg
L"
m ft
..1 .11 Ll._.xl.2.x_1 11 Ll_-xl_-x_-I11 L1½x1½x_-0.61 2 LI_Xi_-X_
1,1 ,1 t L2x2x_ L2x2x_ L2x2x_ 20°1.22 4 L/_X=_-x_-
1.83 6 L2xZx_ L2x2xk 1 1 1 1 I 1L2_x2_x_ L2_-x2_x_
2,48 L2x2xk._x_x_l_11 _2_2½__o_x_o,1
..I .I 1 ..I .I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.61 2 L/ExlEx_ Ll_xl_x_Ll_xl_x_-
1224 LI_I_L2x2x__2x2x_111L2 x2_-x_- 30°
L2x2xI ..I ^1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11.83 6 L"_X"_-XB L2_-xZ_-xT L2_x2_-x:z[{.)
.I.11 I11 L_x3_ L_x3_2.44 B L,'_-X,'_X_- LZ_-x2_xZF
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L2x2x_-0.61 2 Ll_x1_-x_ L1_-xl2-x_- L12-xI_-x_-
1.22 4 L2x2x_ L2x2xI L2_x22_xB.111 L2_x2lx I 40o
I.83 6 L2_x2_x_ LZ_x2_x_
1 1 1 1 1 1 L3x3xl 1 1 12.44 8 L2_-x2Zx_ L2_-x2_-x_- . L_x3_-x_
1 1 1 1 1 1 L2x2x_ LEx2x_0.61 2 El_-xl_-x_ LI_-xl_-x_
1.22 4 L2x2x_- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1L2_x2_-x_ 50°LZ_-x2Zx_ L2_-xZ_-xzF
.1.11 111 L,x,x_,_,_x¼1.83 6 L_FX_-X_ L22x22x_-
2.44 8 _x_-x T
..I .I l L2x2xk L2x2x_- LZxZx10.61 2 L/_x/_-x_
1.22 4 L2x2x_ 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 lL2_-xZ_-x_ L2_-xZ_-x_-L2_Fx2_-x_ 60°
L 3_-x3_-x_-
1 1 1
1 1 1 LZx2xk LZx2x_- L2_'x2_xB-11 10.61 2 Ll_-xl_'x_-
1 I I l I I 1 I I L3x3x_-L2_x22-x_- L2_x22-x_-1.22 4 L22-x22-x_ 70°
1.8_6 _2_x2_ ,_x_
2.4,i_ _x_x_ _}_½x_4x4x_,4x4x_
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TABLE Xl. TWO-TIER STRUCTURALALUMINUMFRAMES(CONTINUED)'
[R is reaction loao carrying capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips); L" is nominal
distance between beams when length of member AC' is no grea_er than length
of two modules plus 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBERBC MEMBERBC
i r l
L_._ 889B 17792 26688 3B584 TILT IN, _96 17792 ,66B8 35684 (ILT(k I {R 2 4 6 8 ANGLE, R k 2 4 6 8 AhGLE,e eL"
M FT M PT
• ,.l .I 1 LZ½x2_x_ ,.I .I 1 ,.I .II --0.612 L, _-x,:=Zx_- L,_XL_-X_- L:_-x_-x_- 0.612 L2_ ,_-xI L2_x2_-x_-111 L3x3x¼ L3x3xI
P,PE2_5 piP,2_BPIPEB,BPIPE3_B lPIP,#B PIP,,_B ,I..5 PI.#B _0"
1.22 4 LZ_rx':_"=" 1.22 4L_'XL_rx_" I L3x3x_- L4x4x_ L4x4x_ L4x4x_-
PIPE 2_5 I PIPE 2_5 PIPE 3#5 PIPE 4.5 'PIPE 2_-'5 PIPE 3'5 PIPE 3-_5 PIPE 4'5
1.836 ._._x_ " I 1 _s_5_ _5_5_ _6_,,_
PIPE2_B PIP,2_ PIP,_,5 PIPE,,_ PIPE3,B PIPE,,B PIPE_,_ PIPE5,B
,.1 .1 1 L4x4x_ L4x4x_ LBx_x_ WBx4.16 W6x4.]6 ,6x5.42.44 8 ka_-XJ:_x_-
PIPE_ PIPB.B PI..6 PIPE_,B 2.. _ _B,B_ _6,6.__6x6_L6.6,_
W6x4.16 PIPE 4*5 PIPE 5@5 PIPE 5#5 PIPE 5#5
..I ^I 1 ..1 .I 1 ._I .I 1 . .1 ^1 1
0.61 2 L_2XZ_X_ k,:_XZ_-X_ i._rx€_FX_- k_zrx_x;_ W6X4.16 W6x5.4 W6x5.4 W6xS.4
,_1 .11 ,_l .11 L3x3x_- L3_x_x_PIPE_.5 PIPE_,B pIPE_,B PIP,3½,_ 0_1_ . x:2_ . ._
_-_, _x_ _,_ 2_ PIpE_, PIPE+B
PIP_2_5 PIPE3*5 PIPE3_5 PIPE4#5 W6x4.16
,.1 .11 tAxAx_ LBxBx83- LBxBx_ 1.83 62.4_. B _._-x._x_- L4x4x_ L5xSx_ k6x6x_ L6x6x_
PIPE 3*5 PIPE _5 PIPE4$5 PIPE 5#S PIPE 3#5 PIPE 4*5 PIPE 5*5 PIPE 5*5
W6x4.16 W6x4.16 WBx4.16 WEx5.4 WBxS.4
• .1 '.1 1 . .I .I 1 , _1 .I 1 L3x3x_ 2.44 80.612 L,:_x_-x_ L,:_-x_:_x_- L,:_-x__-x_- L5xBx_ LBx6x_ L6x6x_6 LBxBx½
PIPE 2_*_5 PIPE 2_5 PIPE 3#5 PIPE3_I-'_S PIPE 4#'B PIPE 5#5 PIPE 6_5 PIPE 6*5
1.22 4 L3x3x_- , .1 .1 1 L4x4x_- 5L.a_x.a_-x_- L4X4XT_ 4C: W6x4.16 W6xB.4 W6xB.4 WBx5._
PIPE 2_-_5 PIPE 2_5 PiPE 3#5 PiPE 4,5 0.61 2 L2x2x_ L3x3x_ L3_x3½x_ 1 1 1L_3_'_"
1 l l LAxAx_ LBxBx_ LBx5x_ PIPE Z_5 PIP, 2_r_5 PIPE 3#5 PIPE _-'51.83 6 L32x3_-x_
PIPE Z_5 PIPE _5 PIPE 4,5 PIPE 5,5 1.22 4 L3_x_x_ L4x4x_ LBxSx_ LBxBx_ 70_
W6x4.16 W6xA,16 PIPE 2_5 PIPE3_5 PIPE4#5 PIPE4_,5
Z.44 8 L4x4x_ L5xBx_- L6x6,_ L6x6x_ W6x4.16 WEx4.16
WBx4.16 W6xB.4 WBxB.4 PIPE +5 PIPE 5#5 PIPE 5#5 PIPE 5#5
W6:,A.16 Wf_xB._ W6x5.4 WBx5.4
PIPE 4#5 PIPE 5#5 PIPE 615 PIPE 6_5
W6x4.16 W6x5.4 W6x5.4 WBx7.85
ii0
TABLEXI. TWO-TIERSTRUCTURALALUMINUMFRAMES(CONCLUDED)
[R is reaction load carrying capacity (N : Newtons, k = kips); L" is nominal
distance between beams when length of member AC' is no greater than length
of two modules plus 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBERAC' (FORALL VALUESOF TILT ANGLE0)
N 1112 2224 3336 4448 8896 13344
R k .25 .50 .75 1.0 2.0 3.0
L"
m ft
0.61 2 C3xl .42 C3xl .42 C4xl .85 C4x2.16 C5x2.32 C6x2.83
W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16
1 1 1 1 1 3 L3x3x_ 1 1 3L2_x2_x_L2_x2_x_
l.22 4 C5x2.32 C6x2.83 C7x3.54 C7x3.54 C9x4.6 CI0x5.28
W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x5.4
L3x3x_- L3_-x3_x_l1 1 L4x4x½ L5x5x_
1.83 6 C7x3.54 C9x4.6 CI0x5.28 C12x7.41 Cl5xll.71 Cl5xll.71
W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x5.4 WlOx7.3
  xox½
2.44 8 CI0x5.28 C12x7.41 C12x7.41 C15xli.71 Cl5xll .71
W6x4.16 W6x5.4 W6x5.4 W6x5.4 WlOx7.3 W8xlO.72
L5x5xl- L6x6x½ L6x6x½
N 17792 22240 26688 31136 35584
R k 4 5 6 7 8
L"
m ft
O.61 2 C7x3.54 C7x3.54 C8x4.25 C8x4.25 C9x4.6
W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x4.16 W6x5.4
l.22 4 Cl2x7.41 Cl2x7.41 C12x7.41 Cl5xll.71 Cl5xll.71
W6x5.4 W8x5.9 W8x5.9 WlOx7.3 WlOx7.3
1.83 6 Cl5xll.71 C15x17.28 C15x17.28 PIPE 8#80
WlOx7.3 WlOx7.3 W8xlO.72 W8xlO.72 W8xlO.72
2.44 8
W8xlO.72 W8xl0.72 W8xl2.99
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TABLE XII. MAXIMUMMOMENTCAPACITYOF COLD-FORMEDSTEELSHAPESUSEDAS bEAMS*
[Mmax is maximummoment capacity; Lc is maximumunbraced length of compression
member; Lc = 0.61 m (2 ft) in all cases.]
TWOCHANNELS Mmax CHANNEL Mmax
BACKTO BACK N-m in.-k N-m in.-k
2C3x2.31 1991 17.63 C3xi.16 994 8.83
2C3.5x2.71 2730 24.17 C3.5xi.36 1214 10.75
2C4x2.88 3244 28.72 C3xi.47 1249 11.06
2C5x3.21 3965 35.1 C3.5xi.68 1681 14.87
2C6x4,91 5825 51.56 C4xlo79 1902 16.84
2C7x6.99 8584 75.98 C3,5x2.14 2096 18.56
2C6x8.47 13463 119.168 C4x2.27 2500 22.13
2C7x9.71 17907 158.5 C5x2.53 2937 25.99
2C8xi0.8 22689 200.83 C5x3.5 4507 39.9
2C9xlI.9 28007 247.9 C6x4.23 5473 48.45
2ClOxl3.1 30978 274.2 C6x5.37 8414 74.48
2ClOxl7.0 43876 388.36 C7x6.17 9171 81.18
2C12x18.8 56195 497.4
HAT Mmax
SECTION N-m in.-k
Hl.5x.768 237 2.1
H2x.977 425 3.77
H3xl.40 892 7.9
H4xl.81 1450 12.84
H6x2.65 2112 18.7
H8x4,4 3205 28.37
H8x5.57 5339 47.26
HlOxll.7 15094 133.6
HIOxI7.6 28519 252.43
*Notes and figures for structural steel beamsplicing are applicable to colG-formed steel,
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\TABLEXlII. CONNECTIONOF TWOCHANNELSBACKTO BACK(SEE SECTION4.7.1.4)
S max is maximumallowable spacing of bolts; L" is nominal distance between
beams when length of member AC' is no greater than length of one module
plus 15 cm (6 in.); and o is tilt angle.
Member BC
L" Tilt angle, o
I
20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° J .
m ft Values of S
max
One Tier
i
0.61 2 8 11 15 18 23 25 cm
3 4.5 6 7 9 10 in.
1.22 4 15 23 30.5 38 43 51 cm
6 9 12 15 17 20 in.
1.83 6 23 34 46 56 66 76 cm
9 13.5 18 22 26 30 in.
2.44 8 30.5 46 61 76 89 102 cm
12 18 24 30 35 40 in.
Two Tier
0.61 2 18 23 28 34 40 45.5 cm
7 9 11 13.5 16 18 in.
1.22 4 35.5 46 56 68.5 80 91 cm
14 18 22 27 31.5 36 in.
1.83 6 52 68.5 86 103 119 137 cm
20.5 27 34 40.5 47 54 in.
12.44 8 68.5 91.5 114 137 160 183 cm
, 27 36 45 54 63 72 in.
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TABLE XIV. ONE-TIER COLD-FORMEDSTEELFRAMES
[R is reaction ]oaacarrying capacity (N = Newtons,k = kips);L" is nomina]
distancebetween beams when lengthof memberAC is no greater than length of
one moaule p]us 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBER BC
FOR R _ 4448 N (_IK)USE C3xl.16 IN ALL CASES
I+ 8896 17792 26688 35584 TILTR 2 4 6 8 ANGLE,|i g
'm ft
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 20°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 t3xl.16 C3x1.47
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3xi.47
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.47
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.47 30°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5xl.6B
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.47 C4xi.79
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.47
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3xi.47 40°
1.83 6 C3xi.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.47 C4xi.79
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C4xi.79 C5x2.0
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3xi.47
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.47 C4xi.79 50°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C4xi.79 C6x2.0
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3xl.61 C5x2.0 263x2.31
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5xi.68
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.68 C5x2.0 60°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C5xl.61 C5x2.0 263x2.31
2.44 8 C3.5xi.36 C4x2.27 263x2.31 2C3x2.31
o.61 2 C3xi.16 c3xi.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5x1.68
i.22 4 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C4xi.79 C4x2.27 70°
1.83 6 C3.5xi.36 C5xl.61 C4x2.27 263x2.31
2.44 8 64x2.Z7 C4x2.27 263x2.31 263.5x2.7_
MEMBER AC
FOR R < 4448 N_IK) USE C3xi.16 IN ALL CASES
_k 8896 17792 26688 35584 TILTR 2 4 6 8 ANGLE,
L" g
m ft
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 <30°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 C3xi.16 C3xl.16
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5xi.36
0.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 C3xi.47 C3xi.47 >30°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 CSxl.61 C5xl.61 C5x2.0
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C4x2.27 C4x2.27 2C3x2.31
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TABLE XV. TWO-TIER COLD-FORMEDSTEEL FPJ_MES
[R is reaction ]oaGcarrying capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips); L" is nominal
aistance between beamswhen length of member AC' is no 9rearer than lengthof
one mooule plus 15 cm (6 in.).]
MEMBER BC
_k Ill2 2224 3336 4448 8896 17792 26688 35584 TILT
R .25 .50 .75 l.O 2 4 6 8 ANGLE,
e
_,,
m ft
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 C3xl.]6 C3xl.16 2C3x2.95 2C3x3.65
1.22 4 C3xi,16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xi.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3x3.65 20°
1.83 6 C3xl,16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27
2.44 8 C3xl,16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x2.71 2C3x3.65 2C3.5x4.27h
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.95 2C3x3.65
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.g5 2C3x3.65 30°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C4xi.44 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.95 2C3.5x3.37
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3x3.65 40°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5x1.36 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x3.37 2C3x3.65
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C4xi.44 C5xl.61 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x4.27 2C3.5x3.65 2C3.5x5.9
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.95 2C3x3.65
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27 50°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C5xl.61 C5xl.61 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27 2C3.5x5.9
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C4xi.44 C5xl.61 C5x2.0 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x4.27 2C3.5x5.9 2C3.5x7.45
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x2.71 2C3x2.95
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5xi.36 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.95 2C3x3.65 60°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C3.5xi.44 CSxl.61 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27 2C3.5x5.9
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C5xl.61 C5x2.0 C3.5x2.14 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x7.45 2C3.5x7.45 2C6x8.47
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 2C3x2.31 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x3.37
1.22 4 C3xl.16 C3xl.16 C3.5x1.36 C3.5x1,36 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x4.27 70°
1.83 6 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.36 C5xl.61 C5x2.0 2C3.5x2.71 2C3.5x4.27 2C3.5x5.9 2C3.5x7.45
2.44 8 C3xl.16 C5xl.61 C5x2.0 2C3x2.31 2C3.5x3.37 2C3.5x5.9 2C6x8.47 2C9x8.56
MEMBER AC' (FORALL VALUES OF TILT ANGLE e)
I N II12 2224 3336 4448 8896 13344
R k .25 .50 .75 l.O 2.0 3.0
L"
m ft
.61 2 C3xl.16 C3.5xi.68 2C3.5x2.712C4x2.88 2C6x4.91 2C7x5.54
I
1.22 4 C3.Sxl.6B 2C4x2.88 2C6x4.91 12C6x4.91 2C8x6.17 2C9x8.56
1.83 6 2C3.5x2.712C6x4.91 2C6x4.91 2C7x5.54 2C9x8.56 2C12x14.6
2.44 8 2C4x2.B8 2C6x4.91 2C7x5.54 2C8x6.17 2CI0x9.34 2C12x14.6
N 17792 22240 26688 31136 35584R k 4 5 6 7 8
ii
m ft
.61 2 2C8x6.17 2C9x8.56 2C9x8.56 2CI0x9.34 2C12x14.6
1.22 4 2CI0x9.34 2C12x14.6 2C12x14.6 2C12x14.6 2C12x18.8
1.83 6 2C12x14.6 2C12x14.6 2C12x18.8
2.44 8 2C12x14.6 2C12x18.8
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TABLE XVI. SCHEDULEFORCOLD-FORMEDSTEEL
SINGLE CHANNELAND DOUBLECHANNELSECTIONS
l_ SH
A. Single Channel
SIZE t d R AREA WEIGHT
D B
mm in. mm in. mm In. mm in. mm in. mm2 In_ Nlm Iblft
_7-8--- 7.0 69.9 2.75 3.43 .135 20.3 .80 4.7(, 3/16 I142 1.77 90.0 6.17
152 6.0 63.5 2.50 3.43 .135 17.8 .70 4.7{, 3/16 994 1.54 78.4 5.37
2.67 .105 17.8 .70 4.7(. 3/16 781 1.21 61.7 4.23
_27 5.0 50.B 2.00 2.67 _-I05 17.8 .70 4.7(_ 3/16 645 1.00 51.I 3.50
1.91 .075 15.2 .60 2.3_I 3/32 468 .726 36.9 2.53
1.52 .060 12.7 .50 2.3_I 3/32 370 .573 29.2 2.00
1.22 .048 12.7 .50 2.3_I 3/32 297 .461 23.5 1.61
102 4.0 50._ 2.00 1.91 .075 15.2 .60 2.3_ 3/32 420 .651 33.1 2.27
1.52 .060 12.7 .50 2.3H 3/32 331 .513 26.1 1.79
1.22 .048 12.7 .50 2.3_ 3/32 266 .413 21.0 1.44
89 3.5 50.8 2.00 1.9i .075 15.2 .60 2.3,(3 3/32 395 .613 31.2 2.14
1.52 .060 12.7 .50 2.3_ 3/32 312 .483 24.5 1.68
1.22 .048 12.7 .50 2.3_ 3/32 251 .389 i_._ 1.36
76 3,0 44,5 1.75 1.52 .060 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 273 .423 21.5 1.47
l,22 .048 10.2 .40 2.38 3/32 214 .331 16.9 1.16
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TABLE XVl. SCHEDULEFOR COLD-FORMEDSTEEL
SINGLE CHANNELAND DOUBLECHANNELSECTIONS (CONCLUDED)
B. Double Channel
I SIZE t d R AREA WEIGH'[l °mm in. mm in, mm in. mm in. mm In. ram2 ! in_. N/m Ib/ft
305 12.0 178 7.0 3._13 135 25.4 l.O0 4.76 3/16 3490 5.41 274 18,8
2._7 .105 22.9 .90 4.76 3/16 2703 4.19 213 14.6
254 10.0 178 7.0 3.43 .135 25.4 1.00 4.76 3/16 3142 4.87 248 17.0
2.67 .105 22.9 .90 4.76 3/16 2432 3.71 191 13.1
1.91 .015 17.8 .70 2.38 3/32 1729 2,68 136 9.34
229 9,0 165 6.5 2.67 .105 20.3 .80 4.76 3/16 2206 3.42 174 II.9
1.91 .075 17.8 .70 2.38 3/32 1587 2.46 125 8,56
203 8.0 152 6.0 2.67 .105 20.3 .80 4.76 3/16 2000 3.10 158 I0.8 +
1.52 .060 15.2 .60 2.38 3/32 1142 1.77 90.0 6.17
178 l.O 140 5.5 2.67 .105 20.3 .80 4.76 3/16 1800 2.79 142 9.71
1.91 .075 17.8 .70 2.38 3/32 1297 2.01 102 6.99
1.52 .060 15.2 .60 2.38 3/32 1025 1.59 80,9 5,54
152 6.0 127 5.0 2.67 .105 17.8 .70 4.76 3/16 1568 2.43 124 8.41
1.52 .060 15.2 .60 2.38 3/32 910 1.41 71.7 4.91
127 5.0 102 4.0 1.22-- .048 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 595 0.922 46.E 3,21
I02 4,0 102 4.0 1.22 .048 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 533 0.826 42.C 2.88
89 3.5 ID2 4.0 3.43 .135 17.8 .70 4.76 3/16 1381 2,14 109 7.45
2.67 .I05 17.8 .70 4.76 3/16 I090 1.69 86.1 5.90
l .91 .075 15.2 .60 2.38 3/32 793 1.23 62.3 4.21
1.52 .060 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 623 0.966 49.2 3.37
1.22 .048 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 502 0.778 39.6 2.71
76 3.0 89 3.5 1.91 .075 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 677 1.05 53.3 3,65
1.52 .060 12.7 .50 2.38 3/32 546 0.846 43.1 2.95
1.22 .048 10.2 .40 2.38 3/32 428 0.663 33.7 2.31
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TABLEXVII. SCHEDULEFORCOLD-FORMEDSTEELHAT SECTION
I"
K x
F-o
, B,' I
SI ZE _ Bo d R _EIGHTFD B I
--,-----T-I _ " cm in. mm in. N/m Ii Iblftcm In. cm Jim. mm ] In. cm in.
_64i00_1150 3_,_-_ _60IBI _2,,-16_6 3116256.81 17.6
25.4 I0-0 I-_---- ....... 31 8 1 12 5 1.34 11--7--._54I i00 2 67I .i05 34c, 476 13/16 1707,1..
I I
1.91 1 .075 29.7 II.7 2.3_, .915 2.35I 3/32 119.418.18
-_.0 I 10.2I, _.0 1.91 I .-------37514.4 5.68 2.3i_ .915 2.38I 3/_- 81.315.571 I I1.52I .060 1_.; [ 5.38 1.9_, .750 2.38 j3/32 64.2 4.40
,5.2 e.o__.L.±l3__0]1.__2----_.__±.10.5! _.1_;_ .61_2.3_313__,38.712.65
.61810.2___:0__L5. ,,__0_1.2__!._,_ ,.9B1-3.14,_._j___ _._ _,3_26._i 1.81
.618
,.6 _______._81._ 1.22_.04__I-T:T_]-_-_- 2.38I 3/32 20.411._0
5, _i[ 122,048 54_121_115,618 238 313_143109,7
_3__!:5_I_I_]_L_iI'2__Z__!B-- -I18911!L.61B2.38313211.210.,68i
TABLE XVIII. SCHEDULEFOR COLD-FORMEDSTEEL FOUNDATIONCONNECTIONAT A
(SEE FIGURES39 AND47)
[R is reaction load carrying capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips).]
ANCHOR ANCHORBOLTBASE PLATE THICKNESS
R PLATE BOLTDIAMETER EMBEJMENT
N k TYPE n_n in. mm In. cm in.
35586 8 2 15.87 5/8 19.I 3/4 12.1 5
5 9.53 3/8 25.4 l 20.3 8
26689 6 2 12.7 I/2 15.9 5/8 10.Z 4
5 9.53 3/8 19.1 3/4 20.3 8
17793 4 2 12.7 112 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
5 6.53 I/4 15.9 5/8 15.2 6
8896 2 2 9.53 3/8 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
5 6.53 1/4 15.9 5/8 15.2 6
4448 l I* 7.94 5116 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
2 7.94 5/16 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
4 7.94 6/16 15.9 5/8 15.2 6
<4448 <1 I* 6.53 I/4 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
2 6.53 I/4 12.7 112 10.2 4
4 6.53 1/4 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
*Applicable to one-tier structure only.
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TABLEXIX. SCHEDULEFORCOLD-FORMEDSTEELFOUNDATIONCONNECTIONAT B
(SEE FIGURES39 AND47)
[R is reaction loaa carrying capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips).]
I ANCHOR ANCHORbuL_6ASE PLATETHICKNESSN PLATE 60LT DIAi_iETER E_BEDiViENT
N k TYPE mm in. mm in. cm in.
35586 8 3 9..L3 3/8 19.I 3/4 12.7 5
1
_) 3/4 20.3 (12.7") 8 (5*)5 6.53 ((J.53") 4 ( 19.1
2_i669 6 3 9.53 3/8 12.7 1/2 12.7 5i
(_")_ 15.9 (12.7') 5 (½,) 20.3 (12.7") 8 (5*)5 6.53 (9.53") 4
7793 4 2 12.7 I/2 15.9 5/8 10.2 4
•4 12.1 I/2 15.9 5/8 10.2 4
5 6.53 I/4 15.9 5/8 20.3 8
_!B96 2 2 9.53 3/8 12.7 1/2 i().2 4
A4 9.53 3/8 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
5 6.53 I/4 15.9 5/8 15.2 6
4448 I "l 7.94 5/16 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
4 7.94 5/16 12.7 1/2 10.2 4
,4448 <1 "1 6.53 I/4 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
2 6.53 I/4 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
4 6.53 I/4 12.7 I/2 10.2 4
• Applicable to one-tier structure only.
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TABLE XX. SCHEDULEFOR FOUNDATIONTYPE a
[See Figure 36 for dimension designations.]
TYPEISIw LIKI'Ia+ Im ft m ft m ft m ft cm in. BARS
.15 .5 i.37 4.5 2._ 6 .46 1.5 40.6 16 6_
.30 1.0 1.52 E.C_ 2.13 7 .61 2.0 40.6 IC 6_
la .46 1.5 1.83 6.0 1.83 6 .61 2.0 40.6 16 6,_ I
.61 2.C l.G3 6.G 1.83 6 .61 2.0 40.6 16 6#5 I
.76 2.5 2.13 7.0 1.52 5 .76 2.5 40.6 16 6_
.15 .5 1.22 4 2.74 9 .30 l 40.6 16 6,£
.30 1,0 1.22 4 2.74 9 .30 l 40.6 16 6*f
2a .46 1.5 1.52 5 2.13 7 .38 1.25 40.6 16 6#£
.61 2.0 1.52 5 2.13 7 .38 1.25 40.6 16 6=_
.76 _ _
_.,. 1.83 6 I.G3 6 .4G 1.5G 4G.6 _6 6_
.15 .5 1.22 4 2.74 9 .15 .5 30.5 12 4=£
.30 1,0 1.22 4 2.74 9 .15 .5 30.5 12 4mE
3a .46 1,5 1.22 4 2.74 9 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#E
.61 2,0 1.37 4.5 2.44 8 .30 1 30.5 12 6#_
.76 2.5 1.52 5 2.13 7 .30 1 30.5 12 6kE
.15 ,5 1.37 4.5 2.44 8 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#5
.30 1,0 1.37 4.5 2.44 8 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#E
4a .46 1.5 1.37 4.5 2.44 8 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#£
.61 2,0 1.37 4.5 2.44 8 .15 .5 30.5 12 6_£
.76 2,5 1.37 4.5 2.44 8 .15 .5 30.5 12 6#E
.15 .5 1.52 5 1.52 5 .46 1.5 40.6 16 6#5
.30 1.0 1.83 6 1.22 4 .61 2.0 40.6 16 6#_
5a .46 1,5 2.13 7 1.07 3.5 .76 2.5 40.6 16 6#E
.61 2.0 2.44 8 .91 3 .76 2.5 40.6 16 6#5
.76 2.5 2.74 9 .91 3 .76 2.5 40.6 16 6#E
.15 ,5 1.22 4 1.93 6.33 .30 1 30.5 12 4#E
.30 I ,0 1.52 5 1.52 5 .46 1.5 30.5 12 4#5
6a .46 1.5 1.60 5.25 1.52 5 .46 1.5 3C.5 12 _#E
.61 2.0 1.83 6 1.30 4.25 .46 1.5 30.5 12 6_E
.76 2.5 2.13 7 1.12 3.66 .61 2.0 30.5 12 6#£
.15 ,5 1.22 4 1.83 6 .30 1 30.5 12 4#_
.30 1,0 1.37 4.5 1.74 5.7 .30 1 30.5 12 4_E
7a .46 1,5 1.37 4.5 1.74 5.7 .30 l 30.5 12 4#£
.61 2.0 1.52 5.0 1.52 5 .30 1 30.5 12 4#E
.76 2.5 1.60 5.25 1.52 5 .30 1 30.5 12 4_
.15 .5 1.52 5 1.52 5 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#_
.30 1,0 1.52 5 1.52 5 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#_
8a .46 1.5 1.52 5 1.52 5 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#E
.61 2.0 1.52 5 1.52 5 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#E
.76 2.5 1.52 5 1.52 5 .15 .5 30.5 12 4#E
.15 .5 1.52 5 1.52 5 30.5 12 4#_
.30 1.0 1.52 5 1.52 5 30.5 12 4#_
9a .46 1,5 1.52 5 1.52 5 30.5 12 4#_
.61 2.0 1.52 5 1.52 5 30.5 12 4#E
.76 2,5 1.52 5 1.52 5 30.5 12 4#£
+ Re-bar number ana size.
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TABLEXX. SCHEDULEFORFOUNDATIONTYPEa (CONTINUED)
[See Figure 36 for dimension designations.]
YPEI s w u K el ,..)ol,tlol,tlol,t )m , cm BARs
i .5 11._015.25i .91i 1.61_ 4,=.
o i o.
'°_ I "4_I 1.5/2.1_l, ! _°1 "_ I ''_ 2.5 3o.5' 1_ 4,._
._1 _.012._4 _ i ._1 .. I .,_ 2.5 _0.8 ,2 4,_.q.76l_._12._19 ! "611' I .76 2._ 30.8 12 6,-'.
"_ ( "_/ ''_2 _ I _'22I I "_° 1 3o.5 12 4,,_I( .3o/ _.0i1._215 i 1"°°I ,.2 I ._6 1._ 30.5 12 _.._
,1o ._6/ 1.6/1.6815.5I _81 ..9 I .61 2 30.5 12 4_.:
.76 2.5 2.13 7 .70 !.2_ .61 2 30.5 12 4#._ '
•15'
.5 11224 1.22 ' .30 1 30.5" 12 4#:"
.30 1 1.0 I 1.22 I 4 I 1.22 ( ' i .30 1 30.5 12 4#_
12a .46 1 1.5 1 1.22 I 4 1 1"22 1 ' I .30 1 30.5 12 4#._
.61 ) 2.0 1 1.52 I 5 ) 1.00 ) 3.2 l .30 1 30.5 12 4#_
.76 _ 2.5 1 1.68 i 5.5 _ .88 I >-.9 t .46 1.5 30.5 12 4/:_
.5 1.22 1 1.22 { ' _ .15 .5 30.5.1_/ / / _ 12 4_.
.=0/ 1.0/1.22/, / 1"22/' / .1_ .8 30.5 12 _,_1_o .46/ 1.5/1.22/4 11"22/: / .15 .5 _o5 12 4,_.
.61/ __.0/1.2._1_/ 1"21' / .1_ ._ _0._ _.2 ._,
"_l 2._/,.22/_ ! _221' /.'1_ .6 30._ _2 0,_.
.5 4 / _ / _0._ 1_ _:-:15/ / 122/ 1T22
.3oi 1.o112_14 1__(_ I _o._ ,2 _,._
,o ._6/ ''_ / _'22/ _ / _'22I_ / =0.8 12 4,5
._1/ 2.0/1.22/ _ /1.22/ _ / 30.5 12 4,_
•_1 2.5/_.221_ 1_.22/_ / =o._, 12 4,_
.i_| .51_.221_ I .6912.2, ._0 1 _0._ _2 _,._
15, .30/ ,.0/1.52/ 5 / "_ / 1., ._6 1.5 30.8 _ _,._
. .40/ i.4 1.5  0.5 4,5
._5/ .6/1.0,/ =.5/ .,6/2._ .15 .5 30.5 12 4,._
._01_.01_._214 I ._91__ ._0_ 30.__2 4,_
._1/ 2.o!1.5_|5 / .55!1., ._o _ _o._ 12 4,5
_ I _ 1i_1_ 1 _ I1._ 4_ 15 _0_ _2 .=
_5) I _05 i_ 4,5• .5/ .91! 3 / .91 _ -
.3oI.oI .9_i3.251-,_i2.7_._8._ _0._i_ 4,._
1_o "4_1"5/_'°_/ __ / ._ ,2.5 .16 .5 _0.5 _2 _,:.
.61I _.01 1.22/ _ / .69 2.25 .15 .5 _0.6 12 4_._
[ .76 I 2.s / 1-52/ 5 / .55 _.s .30 1.0 30.5 12 4_.:
+ Re-bar number ano size.
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TABLEXX. SCHEDULEFORFOUNDATIONTYPEa (CONCLUDED)
[See Figure 36 for dimension designations.]
TYPE j S W L K T a +
i m ft m ft m ft m ft cm in. BARS
.15 .5 .91 3 .91 3 - 30.5 12 4_
.30 1.0 .91 3 .91 3 - 30.5 12 4F_
18a .46 1.5 .91 3 .91 3 30.5 12 4_
.61 2.0 .99 3.25 .84 2.76 - 30.5 12 4#5
.76 2.5 1.07 3.5 .76 2.5 30.5 12 4_
19a .15-.76 .5-2,5 .91 3 .91 3 30.5 12 4#_
.15 .5 1.83 6 1.52 5 .76 2.5 40.6 16 4=£
.30 1 2.13 7 1.37 4.5 .91 3 40.6 16 4#£
20a .46 1.5 2.13 7 1.37 4.5 .91 3 40.6 16 6_E
.61 2 2.44 8 1.22 4 .91 3 40.6 16 6_
.76 2.5 2.44 8 1.22 4 .91 3 40.6 16 6_5
.15 .5 2.13 7 1.52 5 1.07 3.5 40.6 16 6#5
21a .30 l 2.13 7 1.52 5 1.07 3.5 40.6 16 6#5
.46 1.5 2.44 8 1.37 4.5 1.07 3.5 40.6 16 6#5
.15 .5 2.74 9 .61 2 1.22 4 30.5 12 4#E
22a .30 1 2.74 9 .61 2 1.22 4 30.5 12 4#5
.46 1.5 2.74 9 .61 2 1.22 4 30.5 12 4#_
.15 .5 2.13 7 1.98 6.5 1.07 3.5 * • 4_7
23a .30 1 2.44 8 i.63 6 1.22 4.0 " 4_;
.46 1.5 2.74 9 1.52 5 1.37 4.5 * * 4#7
.15 .5 2.44 8 2.26 7.4 1.22 4 * * 4#E
24a .30 1 2.74 9 2.06 6.75 1.37 4.5 * * 4#_
.46 1.5 2.74 9 2.06 6.75 1.37 4.5 * * 4#E
+ Re-bar number and size.
* Peaestal to be 40.6 cm by 40.6 cm (16 in. by 16 in.) square; bottom slab
bars in long direction to be #4 at 6 in. O.C.
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TABLE XXI. SCHEDULEFORFOUNDATIONTYPEb
[See Figure 37 for dimension designations.]
T_P[ { L _I Above Grade Selection
1 m ft, I c m 0._5 O.3u 0.46 0.61 0.76
ft-- .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5Ib 2.70 8.86
2b 2.59 8.5 A m J2.51 2.62 2.73 2.82 2.91
3b 2.26 7.4 _t E.25 _] 8.60 8.95 9.25 9.5=.I
4b 2.13 7.0 a cm #4@25 #4@25 #4@20 #5@28 #5_23
5b 1.95 6.4 BARSin. _4@I0 _4@I0 _4@8 #5@II _5@9
6b 1.68 5,5
7b" i 1.37 4.5
8b 1.45 4.75
9b 1.30 4.25
IOb 1.14 3.75I
llb* .91 3.0
12b .76 2.5
* Foundation aimensions anG reinforcement for typical founaations.
TABLEXXII. SCHEDULEFOR FOUNDATIONTYPE c
[See Figure 38 for dimension aesignations.]
TYPE DIAMETER c A a +
cm i n. m ft m ft BARS
0.15 0.5 1.83 6.0 4#5
.30 1.0 1.95 6.4 4#5
Ic 46 18 _.46 1.5 2.06 6.75 4#5
.61 2.0 2.13 7.0 4#5
.76 2.5 2.21 7.25 4#5
2c 46 18 0.15-0.76 0.5-2.5 2.21 7.25 465
3c 46 18 0.15-0.76 0.5-2.5 2.90 9.5 4#5
0.15 0.5 2.59 8.5 4_5
.30 1.0 2.67 8.75 4#5
4c 46 18 .46 1.5 2.82 9.25 4#5
.61 2.0 2.90 9.5 4#5
.76 2.5 2.97 9.75 4#5
0.15 0.5 1.98 6.5 4//5
.30 1.0 2.13 7.0 4#5
5c 61 24 .46 1.5 2.21 7.25 4//7
.61 2.0 2.29 7.5 4//7
.76 2.5 2.36 7.75 4#7
0.15 0.5 2.74 9.0 4//7
.30 i .0 2.82 9.25 4#7
6c 61 24 .46 1.5 2.97 9.75 4#7
.61 2.0 3.05 10.0 4#7
.76 2.5 3.12 10.25 4//7
+ Re-bar number and size.
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TABLEXXII. SCHEDULEFORFOUNDATIONTYPEc (CONCLUDED)
[See Figure 38 for dimension designations.]
ITYPE [)IAMETER C A a *
cm In. m ft m ft BARS
7c 61 24 0.15-0.76 0.5-2.5 2.67 8.75 4#7
8c 61 24 .15- .76 .5-2.5 3.20 10.5 4_7
g¢ 61 24 .15- .76 .5-2.5 3.96 13.0 _-7
lOc 61 24 .15- .76 .5-2.5 4.88 16.0 4_7
0.15 0.5 3.12 10.25 4_7
.30 1.0 3.20 10.5 4#7
llc 61 24 .46 1.5 3.35 II .0 4#7
.61 2.0 3.43 11.25 4a7
.76 2.5 3.58 11.75 4#7
12c 61 24 0.15-.76 0.5-2.5 5.18 17.0 4#7
13c 61 24 .15- .76 .5-2.5 6.10 20.0 4_7
14c 71 28 .15- .76 .5-2.5 3.96 13.0 6_7
15c 76 30 15- .76 .5-2.5 4.65 15.25 8#7
16c 61 24 .15- .76 .5-2.5 3.66 12.0 4#7
17c 46 18 .15- .76 .5-2.5 3.05 10.0 4#5
18c 46 18 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.75 5.75 4#5
19c 61 24 .15- .46 .5-1.5 2.90 9.5 4#7
20c 61 24 .15- .46 .5-1.5 5.33 17.5 4#7
0.15 0.5 2.21 7.25 4#5
21c 46 18 .30 1.0 2.29 7.5 4#5
.46 1.5 2.36 7.75 4#5
22c 46 18 0.15-G.46 0.5-1.5 3.47 II .4 4_5
23c 91 36 .15- .76 .5-2.5 4.88 16.0 6#9
24c 91 36 .15- .76 .5-2.5 6.55 21.5 6#9
0.15 0.5 3.66 12.0 4#7
25c 61 24 .30 l.O 3.81 12.5 4#7
.46 1.5 3.89 12.75 4#7
!26c 46 18 0.15-0.76 0.5-2.5 1.62 5.33 4#5
27c 46 18 .15-.76 .5-2.5 1.22 4.0 4#5
28c 30 12 .15-.76 .5-2.5 1.30 4.26 4#5
29c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 0.91 3.0 4#5
30c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.98 6.5 4#5
31c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.75 5.75 4#5
32c 30 12 ,.15- .76 .5-2.5 1.60 5.25 4#5
33c 46 18 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.14 3.75 4#5
34c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.52 5.0 4#5
35c 30 12 15- .76 .5-2.5 1.37 4.5 4#5
36c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.68 5.5 4#5
37c 30 12 .15-.76 .5-2.5 1.14 3.75 4#5
38c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 0.91 3.0 4#5
39c 30 12 .15- .76 .5-2.5 0.84 2.75 4#5
40c 61 24 .15- ..76 .5-2.5 1.91 6.25 4#7
41c 61 24 .15-.76 .5-2.5 1.68 5.5 4#7
42c 30 12 .15-.76 .5-2.5 1.45 4.75 4#5
43c 46 18 .15-.76 .5-2.5 1.91 6.25 4#5
44c 46 18 .15- .76 .5-2.5 2.37 7.77 4#5
45c 46 18 ._5-.76 .5°2.5 1.45 4.75 4#5
46c 46 18 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.32 4.33 4#5
47c 46 18 .15- .76 .5-2.5 1.22 4.0 4#5
+ Re-bar number and size.
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TABLE XXlll. FOUNDATIONTYPE FOR ONE-TIERTRIANGULARSYSTEMS
[Reaction is reaction load carrying capacity (N = Newtons, K = kips).]
N 1112 2224 3336 4448 8896 17793 26689 35586 TILT
R k .25 .5 .75 1.0 2 4 6 8 ANGLE
G
SUPPORT FOUNDATIONTYPE
POINT
A 39c 36c 33c 26c 3c lla 6a 2a
8c lOc 13c 20°
B 29c 28c 27c 26c 19a 14a 9a 4a*
17c 16c 14c 15c
A 38c 35c 33c 26c 3c llb 7b 6b
7c 9c 21a
12c 30°
B 29c 28c 27c 26c 19a 14a 8a 4a
17c 16c 14c 15c
A 37c 35c 32c 30c 2c IOb 6b 3b
5c 6c 9c 40°
B 29c 28c 27c 26c 17a 12a 7a 4a
17c 16c 14c 15c
A 37c 34c 31c 30c Ic 9b 5b 2b
4c 6c llc 50°
B 29c 28c 27c 26c 17a 12a 7a 22a
17c 16c 14c 15c
A 37c 34c 31c 30c 12b 8b 4b Ib
Ic 4c 6c llc 60°
B 29c 28c 27c 26c 16a lla 6a la
17c 16c 14c 15c
A 37c 34¢ 31c 30c 12b 8b 4b Ib
Ic 4c 6c llc 70°
B 29c 28c 27c 26c 15a lOa 5a 20a
17c 16c 14c 15c
* Shear key not requirea.
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TABLEXXIV. FOUNDATIONTYPEFORTWO-TIERTRIANGULARSYSTEMS
[R is reaction load carrying capacity (N = Newtons, k = kips).]
N 1112 2224 3336 4448 8896 17793 26689 35586 TILT
R k .25 .5 .75 1.0 2 4 6 8 ANGLE,
0
SUPPORT FOUNDATIONTYPE
POINT
A 36c 45c 43c 41c lla 2a 23c 24c
8c 13c 23a 24a 20°
B 42c 26c 41c 40c 16c 15c 23c 24c
22a 21a 23a 24a
A 35c 47c 18c 44c lla 20c 4a* 23c
8c 15c 23a 30°
B 42c 26c 41c 40c 16c 15c 23c 24c
22a 21a 23a 24a
A 37c 47c 18c 43c 22c 9c 5a 15c
14c 21a 40°
B 42c 26c 41c 40c 16c 15c 23c 24c
22a 21a 23a 24a
A 37c 46c 18c 43c 21c 19c 6b 3b
6c 9c 50°
B 42c 26c 41c 40c 16c 15c 23c 24c
22a 21a 23a 24a
A 28c 45c 18c 43c 21c 19c Ib 25c
llc 60°
B 42c 26c 41c 40c 16c 15c 23c 24c
22a 21a 23a 24a
A 28c 45c 18c 43c 21c 19c Ib 25c
11c 70°
B 42c 26c 41c 40c 16c 15c 23c 24c
22a 21a 23a 24a
* Shear key not required.
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4.7.2 Structural Design of Pole-Mounted Systems
This section is divided into three parts: the structural design procedure;
the design figures for pole-mounted systems; and the design tables for
pole-mounted systems.
4.7.2.1 Structural Design Procedure
A. Choose height of pole
The height shouldtake into accountshadingfrom nearbyobjects, and ease
and frequencyof maintenance.
B. DetermineW: Uniform load appliemto beams. (SeeFigure 48.)
For top and bottomframing beams,
WTB = P x L'/2
where
WTB uniform load applied to top and bottom beams
P, combined load determined in Section 4.3.9
L height dimension of one module
C. Determine FR: the maximumresultant force at top of pole
FR : 1.25 x L x L"
where
L span length of beams
L" nominal distance between top and bottom beams
1.25 factor for wind load reversal
D. Determine pole size
Proceed to Table XXV for Steel, Table XXVI for Aluminum, or Tables XXVII,
XXVIII, and XXIX for Wood-TIT6-u-glasfir) poles. Using the pole height
(dimension HT in Figure 48) determined in step 1, the calculated value
for FR determined in step C, and the worst case value of e, i.e., the
largest tilt angle that will be used in the application, select a pole
which has an FR larger than the calculated maximumFR.
E. Determine sections to be used for framing members (See Figures 48 and. 49)
For each member described below calculate the maximummoment (M), then
proceed to the indicated table and select the beam section which has the
smallest value of Mmax which is larger than the calculated maximum
mode nt.
(a) Top and bottom framing beams
MTB= 1.25 WTBL2/8
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where
MTB maximummoment developed in top and bottom beams
L span length between side frames
1.25 factor for wind load reversal
Steel: Table XXX A
A--luminum: Table XXXII
(b) Side framing beams
NJ= 1.25 WTBx L x L'/4
where
L' nominal distance between top and bottom beams
Steel: Table XXX B
A--Tuminum: Table XXXIII
(c) Center beam
Fi = 1.25 WTBx L2/2
Steel: Table XXXI
Aluminum: Table XXXIV
(d) Angle adjustment member
1 11
Use a minimum of L1_xl_-x_
F. Determine connection details from Figures 48 and 49 and the following:
(a) For Steel: Read specifications given in Section 4.7.1.2
(b) For Aluminum: Read specifications given in Section 4.7.1.3
G. Read the general notes on foundation design given in Section 4.7.1.5.
H. Determine pole-mounted foundation details.
(a) Steel pole: The steel pole may, at the designer's option, be embedded in
concrete or welded to a base plate which is bolteo to the concrete
foundation.
(1) Pole embedded in concrete:
Proceed to Tables XXXVand XXXVI. Using the pole height (dimension HT in
Figure 48) determined in step A, the calculated value of FR determineG
in step C, and the worst case value of e, i.e., the largest tilt angle
that will be used in the application, select the appropriate concrete
footing and pole embedment from the tables.
Note: The foundation's bearing surface shall be placed below the local
frost penetration.
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(2) Base plate connection to concrete foundation and concrete founmation
design:
• Determine M: the maximummoment sustained by the pole
M = 1.25 FR sin g x HT
where
HT pole height
1.25 factor for wind reversal
largest tilt angle that will be used in the application
• Proceed to Table XXXlX and Figures 50 and 51 for base plate and anchor
bolt details.
• Proceed to Table XXXV and Figures 48 and 50 for foundation design details.
(b) Aluminum pole: Use procedure in step H(a)(2) above.
(c) Woodpole: The wood pole may be embedded in a concrete footing or
directly in the soil. Due to loading considerations, however, embedment
of the pole in soil is not always possible. Table XXVII may be used to
determine when pole embeament in earth is possible.
(i) For wood pole embedded in concrete:
Proceed to Table XXXVto determine the depth of concrete footing required
and Table XXXVII to determine the depth of embedment of the pole into the
concrete footing.
(2) For wood pole embedded into earth:
Proceed to Table XXXVIII to determine the depth of embedmentof the pole
in earth. Backfill soil may be well tamped native soil, sand, or gravel.
I. Determine shading
If more than one pole-mounted structure is to be used at a single
application site, the structures should be located so as to avoid
shading. The method given in Section 3.5.1 may be used to determine
spacing to avoid shading.
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4.7.2.2 Design Figures for Pole-Mountea Systems
This section consists of figures used to design pole-mountea systems of the
type covered by this hanabook. FRAMINGBEAM
__OFMODULEFAST
FRAMINGBEAM
"v
ALLOWABLEDESIGN LENGTH (L) SHOULD
BEAM NOT EXCEED 2.44 M (8_
L _
'0 ____. -CLOFMODULEFASTENERS_
L' _. I
" FRAMING T _ PHOTOVO
!
ANGLEADJUSTMENT _' _ "I-_'-"Nr CEjTER
BEAM
_ t 1i'1i 'i
F.,_SIDEFRAMINGB_AM
I' !
HI
[_ BOTTOMFRAMING '
BEAM ' I liJ'i
_L I j wsJ
POLE----_ii
BASEPLATE ANGLEADJUSTMENT \
(SEEFIG. MEMBER \/
FOUNDATION
(TABLEXXXV "_,,,.-f_
A. Side View B. Front View
Figure 48. Pole-Mounted Structural System
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A, Center BeamConnection Detail
NOTE: To Steel or Aluminum Pole
ALUMINUMSHALLBE SOLDERED.
BOLTS: CENTERBEAM---_STEEL- ASTMA 307
ALUMINUM-ALLOY2024-T4 SEE __ _=_NUTS: NOTE
STEEL- ASTMA 307 0.4(I/8")__ALUMINUM- ALLOY6061-T6
STEELOR--_I f|
ALUMINUM I/ J
HINGEPIN _ P _OLE_j! _J_
IOMM(3/8")€BOLT---7 -_
(TYP) SEE
NOTE /
D.4(I/8") _BEARING PLATEWHEN
REQUIREDDUE TO SIZE
BEAM DIFFERENCEBETWEEN
POLE& CENTERBEAM
(THICKNESSTO MATCH
CENTERBEAMWALL
/ THICKNESS)
)N PLATE
0.5(3/16")MIN.
THICKNESS
CLIPANGLE (SIZEDSAME _I_Y'j>--SIDE FRAMING
soo/A
" _ _7-'--NOTE
o.4(1/B")
ORALUMINUM
POLE
/ _AMING
BEAMIOMM (31B")€
(TYP)
NOTE
SEE
NOTE
0.4(1/8") ...
CLIPANGLE (SIZED \ ) € BOLT
SAMEASANGLE \ "_
TO DESIREDANGLE
ANGLEADJUSTMENTMEMBER ADJUSTMENT
(L 1½" x 1½" x I/8")
Units: CM UnlessOtherwise
Noted _L_-
B. ExplodedConnectionDetails
Figure49. Pole-MountedConnectionDetails
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NOTE: POLEMOUNTINGCAP TO Units: CM UnlessOtherwise
BE C'----ONSTRUCTEDFROMSCH #I0 Noted.
PIPE(OR EQUIVALENT)SIZED
TO FIT TOP OF WOODPOLE
/
CENTERBEAM'-----k _ _ /SEE NOTEON
>
__---7.6 (3")MIN. CENTERBEAMI
BEARINGPLATEWHEN _ _ _
REQUIREDDUE TO SIZE _ ,I _ I 20.3 (8")MIN.
DIFFERENCEBETWEEN i _I _ I -
PIPEAND CENTERBEAM ::':_--_-
(THICKNESSTO MATCH "_---_--I-J-
CENTERBEAMWALL _---2.5(I")MIN.
THICKNESS)
POLEMOUNTINGCAP
(SEENOTEABOVE)
MOUNTINGCAP
POLE
2.7 mm (I/2")€ BOLT
WOOD POLE
I0 mm (3/8")€ BOLT
HOLESPUNCHEDACCORDING
TO DESIREDANGLE
ADJUSTMENT
ANGLEADJUSTMENTMEMBER
C. ConnectionDetailsfor Wood Pole
Figure 49. Pole-MounteaConnectionDetails (Concluded)
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NOTE: Aluminumshall be soldered. Units: CMUnless Otherwise
Noted
Figure 50. Pole-Mounted Foundation Details
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Units: CM Unless Otherwise
Noted
_ i _ I -4 (I'.}") TYP.
..... 2.5 (I")TYP.
• I
,=.,IIwi.--i i
uJ! I
T I
1 .
i b -"_4 (I}_")TYP.
w
' _OTETABLEXXXIX
Figure 51. Pole-Mounted Base Plate And Anchor Bolt Details
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4.7.2.3 Design Tables for Pole-Mounted Systems
This section consists of tables used to design pole-mountea systems of the
type covered by this handbook.
TABLE XXV. STEEL POLESFORPOLE-MOUNTEDSTRUCTURES
[FR is maximumresultant force at tope of pole; HT is height of pole
_ f N 445 890 I 134 1779 2224 I 2669 3114 255B 4003 4448 6672 8B96 TILl
LB I00 200 .I00 400 500 I 60() lO0 800 900 I000 1500 2000 Af,GL
o,1 , P,pE_s,oP,PE.,0P,P_qs,oPIPE,_s,oP,PE1_,,0PIPE,_S,OP,PE,_,0,1.,_,oP,.,,,_,,P,,,oP,.,_,,0P,PE,_,,0
1. , P,PE.,0P,PE1_,,0PIPE1}_.0P1.,_,0P,PE,_,0P,PE4_'0P,PE4_'0P,PE4S'OP,PE4_"PIP,,_S,_P,P,,_,0PIP,,}_,D20"
'. 9 P,PE,_,0PIPE,_,0p,P_2 ,0P,PE2}_,0PIP,4S"P'"2_,0P,PE2_,0P,PE.,0P,PE.,0 ,,PE.,0 P,P,4"OP'""'0
'" I " P'"1_,.P,P,2_,0P,PE#,0P,.4S'OP,PE2_,0PIP,_ 0PIP,_ 0PIPE_,0P,P,_S,OP,._,0_I... P,,,.,0
09, _ p,P,.,0 p,p,,_.0p,p_1_,0p,.,S,OP,._S.OP,.2_,,0P,PE4_'0P,PE2_,0P,,,4"0PIPE#,0P,PE=0 P,P,,}.0
1'_ ' _"''_'0o'P''_'_PIP__._PIP,_ ,_PIP,,_,0P,..,0PIP,.,0 P,P,,_,0PIP,#roPIP,,_,oPIP,.,o ,,P,.,o ."
'" ' P'"'_'°P'P'4_'°PIPE2_,0.. ,_,0,,PE_,0P,PE_'S,O,,P,_}.0P,P,.,0 P,PE.,0,,..,0 P,P,,.0P,P,,.0
i.. ,2 P'P'_r°P'P'4_'°PIP,_s,oPIP,_ oP,PE_}_,oP,PE_,0P,.4S,0P,P,.,_ P,P,_S,OI,,_,0P,.,,,0P,..,0
o,1 _ P,PE1s,oP,PE1_,o,,PE,s,oP,PE,5_0P,.2_,o.P,,_,0PIP,4S"PIP,_ 0P,P,_ 0,,P,.,0 P,._,,0,,..,0
2.74 9 PIPE 2SID PIPE 2_STD PIPE 3STO PlPE 3STD PIPE 3_STD _[PE 3[ST0 PIPE 4ST0 PIPE 4ST0 PIPE 5ST0 PIPE 5STD PIPE 6ST0 PIPE 6STO
3.66 12 PIPE 2STO PIPE 2_STD.PIPE 3STD PIPE 3_STD PIPE 4STD _IPE 4STD PIPE 5STD PlPE 5STD PIPE 5STD PIPE 5STD PIPE 6STD PIPE BSTD
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TABLE XXVI. ALUMINUM POLES FOR POLE-MOUNTED STRUCTURES
[FR is maximum resultant force at top of pole; HT is height of pole.]
~ N 445 890 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 1558 4003 4448 6672 8896100 200 400 - TILTlb 300 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1500 2000 ~NGlIHT a
m ft"'"
PI·PE li40 PIPE 1~10 PIPE 1~llO PIPE 11#40
-
0.91 3 PIPE 1#40 PIPE 2#10 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 2140 PIPE 21#10 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3#40
1.83 6 PIPE 1R40 PIPE 1~#10 PIPE ill0 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 21#11J PIPE 21#40 PIPE 2~#40 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3140 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 20·
2.74 9 PIPE 11#10 PIPE 2110 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 2~#40 PIPE 21#41J PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5;40
3.66 12 PIPE 11140 PIPE 21140 PIPE 2~#40 1 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40PIPE 22#40
0.91 3 PIPE 1#40 PIPE 1~#10 PIPE 2'10 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 21#10 PIPE 22#40 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 2~#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3140 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4140
1.83 6 PIPE 1~#10 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3~l40 PI PE 3};40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 45·
2.74 9 PIPE 2#10 PIPE 21l4O PIPE 3'40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 31l4O PIPE 4#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 6#40 PIPE 6,40
3.66 12 PIPE 2640 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3140 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 6#40 PIPE 6#40 PI PE 8120
0.91 3 PIPE 11#10 PIPE mo PIPE 2#40 PIPE 21#10 PIPE 21#4LJ PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40
1. 83 6 PIPE 2;10 PIPE 21#10 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 6140 70·
2.74 9 PIPE 2#40 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 31#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 6#40 PIPE 8#20
3.66 12 PIPE 21#40 PIPE 3#40 PIPE 3~#40 PIPE 4#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 5#40 PIPE 6#40 PIPE 6140 PIPE 8120 PIPE 8#30
TABLEXXVII. CLASSOF WOODPOLESREQUIREDFOREMBEDMENTIN EARTH
(THE CLASSPERTAINSTO ANSI STANDARDPOLES(TABLE XXlX))
IF R is maximumresultant force at top of pole; HT is height of po]e.]
F_F_ " 445 ( _(90 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 3558 4003 4448 TILT
Ib I00 1 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 I000 ANGLE
e
m ft _
.91 3 I0 7 2 -
1.83 6 I0 I0 9 7 4 1 20°
2.74 9 I0 I0 I0 9 9 7 5 4 3 1
3.66 12 lO I0 I0 9 9 6 4 2
.91 3 7
1.83 6 I0 6 1 45°
2.74 9 10 10 7 4 1
3.66 12 I0 9 6 2
.91 3 3 N/A
1.83 6 I0 3 70°
2.74 9 10 9 4
3.66 12 I0 7 2
TABLE XXVIII. CLASSOF WOODPOLESREQUIREDFOREMBEDMENTIN CONCRETE
(THE CLASSPERTAINSTO ANSI STANDARDPOLES(TABLEXXIX))
[F R is maximumresultant force at top of pole; HT is height of pole.]
r_ F N 445 890 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 3558 4003 4448 6672 8896 TILT
R Ib I00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 I000 1500 2000 ANGLI
HT _ e
m ft \_'N
.91 3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9
1.83 6 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 I0 9 9 9 7 20°
2.74 9 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 5
3.66 12 10 lO 10 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 5 4
.91 3 10 I0 I0 lO I0 I0 I0 9 9 9 7 7
.83 6 I0 lO I0 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 5 4 450
2.74 9 I0 I0 9 9 9 7 7 6 6 5 4 3
3.66 12 I0 9 9 7 7 6 5 5 5 4 3 1
.91 3 lO 10 lO 10 I0 9 9 9 9 7 7 6
1.83 6 I0 10 9 9 9 7 7 7 6 6 4 3 70°
2.74 9 I0 9 9 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 3 l
3.66 12 I0 9 7 7 6 5 4 4 4 3 2 H-I
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TABLE XXIX. WOOD POLE CIRCUMFERENCES
(CLASSESOF WOOD POLES ARE IN ACCORDANCEWITH THE ANSI SPECIFICATIONS
FORWOODPOLES, 05. 1-1974)
[Wooa poles shall be treated.]
Class Minimum Circumference Minimum Circumference at
1,83 m (6 ft) from Butt
at Top
m in. m in.
I0 0.31 12 0.35 14
9 0.38 15 0.44 17.5
7 0.38 15 0.49 19.5
6 0.43 17 0.53 21.0
5 0.48 19 0.58 23.0
4 0.53 21 0.63 25.0
3 0.58 23 0.68 27.0
2 0.63 25 0.73 29.0
1 0.68 27 0.78 31.0
H-I 0.73 29 1.05 41.5
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TABLEXXXA. MAXIMUMMOMENTCAPACITYOF STEELANGLESUSED
AS 70P (AND BOTIOM)FRAMINGBEAMS
[Mnlax is maximummoment capacity.]
bNEL_UAL WEIGHTILENSTH Mmax EQUAL WEIGHIILENGIH F_llax
LEG ANGLES N/m lblft N-m i in.-k LEGANGLES Nlm ]b/ft N-m ] in.-k
275 967856 ,2x2x 24, 165 433183
]_ J . ,3 ,3 3L3x2x 44.7 i 3.07 1372 J 12.14 LI_-XI_-XT_T 30.9 2.12 415J 4.20
L3x2_xT.613 49.4 ;: 3.39 1422 J 12.58 L2x2x_6 35.6 2.44 6211 5.55
L_I ,15 i .^I ^l 3
L_xI_XT-_ 58.4 ; 3.92 14611 12.98 L,'_xL_xT_' 44.8 3.07 I00018.85
L3x2x_" 59.8 ) 4.1 1796( 15.89 L3x3x_6 54.1 3.71 145_112.9o
11 ) 'L3x2)x_- 65.6 4.5 1855 ( 16,41 L3x3x 71,5 4.9 1907116.87
L_l _I l ..l _l l
,}_xL_-x( 71.4 4.9 2497 l 22.09 LJ_X.I_X_ 84.6 5.8 2624123.22
I i ¼L3_x3x_- 78.7 5.4 25661 22.1 L4x4x 96.2 6.6 3470130.70
L4x3x_ 84.6 5.8 3307 I 29.26 L4x4x(_ ll9 B.2 4261137.70
l l
L4x3)x$ 90.4 6.2 3405 ( 30.13
L5x3x_- 96.2 6.6 5059 I 44.76
TABLEXXXB. STEELANGLEANDCHANNELUSEDAS SIDE FRAMINGBEAMS
1 3
For L _ 1.22 m (4 ft) use L2_X2XT_
For 1.22 m < L < 2.44 m (4 ft < L < 8 ft) use C3x4.1
TABLEXXXI. MAXIMUMMOMENTCAPACITYOF STEELTUBESUSEDAS CENTERBEAM
[Mmax is maximummoment capacity.]
TUBE SECTION Mma_
N-m in.-k
/52x2x.25 2756 24.4
[S3x3x.25 6936 61.4
 s3  3½x.25  8.5
IS4x4x.5 20550 181.9
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TABLEXXXll. MAXIMUFiMOF;ENTCAPACITYOF ALUMINUMANGLESUSEDAS TOP
(AND BOTTOM)FRAMINGBEAMS*
[Mmax is maximummoment capacity.]
WEIGHT/LENGTH t',n,ax EQUAL wEIGH'[ILEBGIH MmaxUr,EQbAL
LEG Ar,GLES B/m lb/ft N-m in.-k LEG ANGLES Nlm Ib/ft N-m in.-k
L,3 ,I I .,I .I 1
i4xi4x _ 6.13 0.4Z 211 1.87 LI _XI_FX _- 6.20 0.43 154 1.37
1 1 L2x2x_ 8.31 0.57 222 1.97L2xl_x 8 7.29 0.50 273 2.42
1 1 ,I ,1 1
L22x2.,,B 9.48 0.65 316 2.80 L _-xl2x4 11.8 0.81 334 2.96
L,3 ,1 I .,3 ,3 !
_4x,4x4- 11.8 0.81 397 3.52 LJ4xl2ix4- 14.0 0.96 494 4.38
1 I LZx2x_ 16.2 1.11 683 6.05L2xl2x _ 14.01 0.96 524 4.64
L,1 ,I I .,1 ,1 1
,_,xl 2x_ 16.2 1 .il 900 7.97 L.-'2X_'_x2j- 20.4 1.40 1066 9.44
I 1 L3x3x_ 24.5 1.68 1230 10.89L22x2%4 18.4 1.26 1072 9.49
L3,2x_ 20.4 1.40 1446 12.8 L3}x3_x_ 29.0 1.99 1484 13.14
L_I _1 1 .,1 _1 3
_2x(2x4 24.5 1.68 1965 17.4 L_X£_XB 29.9 2.05 1672 14.80
L4x3x_ 29.0 1.99 2187 19.36 L4x4x_ 33.2 2.28 1709 15.13
L.1 _1 5 ,_1 .1 5
j2x_?Xl_ 30.3 2.08 2632 23.3 L.}_x.s_-XT_- 35.9 2.46 2293 20.3
L3_x3xI_ 33.2 2.28 2842 25.15 L3x3x_ 36.0 2.47 2476 21.91
L4X3Xl_ 35.9 2.46 3284 29.07 L.Ix4xi_ 41.3 2.83 2649 23.45
3 . .I .I 3L4x3x 42.7 2.93 4236 37.5 LJ_XJ_X_ 42.1 2.93 3106 27.5
L3x3x_ 47.1 3.23 3208 28.4
1 .1 1
L]_xJ2x2 55.8 3.83 4591 40.62
*See TABLE IX.
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TABLEXXXIiI. t,iAXIMUMMOMENTCAPACITYOF ALUMINUMANGLESUSED
AS SIDE FRAMINGBEAMS*
[Mmax is maximum moment capacity.]
FOR L = 1.83M (6 FT)
UNEQUAL _EIGHTILENGTH m,max EQUAL I _E[GHTILENGTII Mmax
LEG ANGLES Nlm lb/ft N-m in.-k LEG ANGLES _ _Im ]blft N-m in.-k
,,3 ,1 I .,1 ,1 1
LI_XI 4_, _" 6.13 0.42 117 1.04 LI2xl2x E 6.26 0.43 139 1.23
1 1 L2x2x_L2xl_,xB 7.29 0.5 324 2.87 8.31 0.57 221 1.96
1 1 ,,1 ,1 1
L2_x2x8 9.48 0.65 244 Z.16 LI_X/_X 4 11.8 0.81 253 2.24
I 1 i, 3 , 3 1
Laxl2x4 13.42 0.96 428 3.79 Ll_[xl_x4- 14.0 0.96 415 3.68
L,1 ,1 I _.
_xI_ 16.2 1.11 610 5.4 L2x2x 16.2 1.11 594 _. 26
1 1 , _1 _1 1
L22x2x4 18.4 1.26 1134 10.04 L,:2X,:2X4" 20.4 1.4 1054 9.33
FOR L • 2.44M (8 FT)
UNEQUAL WEIGhT/LENGTH Mmax EQUAL wEIGHTILENGTH Mmax
LEG ANGLES Nlm Iblft N-m in.-k LEG ANGLES Nlm Iblft N-m in.-k
L,3 ,I I ,,I ,1 1
,4x_4x8 6.13 0.42 66 0.586 L#2x,_x_ 6.26 0.43 78 0.69
i L2xl _x8 7.29 0.5 132 1.17 L2x2x 8.31 0.57 221 1.96
I,_l .1 3 31
L.,:2z_x8 9.48 0.65 324 2.87 L14-xl_Ix4" 14.0 0.96 276 2.45
1 I L2x2x_ 16.2 1.11 486L3x22x4 22.4 1.54 1448 12.82 4.3
LZ_x2_x_ 20.4 1.4 938 8.3
•For L i 1.22m (4 ft) use Table XXXll....
TABLEXXXlV. MAXIMUMCAPACITYOF ALUMINUMTUBESAND
PIPES USEDAS CENTERBEAM
[Minax is maximummoment capacity.]
IUBE SECTION Mn,ax PIPE MmaX
_-m in.-k N-m in.-k
TS1.125x1.125x.12 418 3.7 PIPE 2_80 5027 44.5
TS1.25xl.2Sx.12 531 4.7 PIPE 3#80 8349 73.9
lS1.375x1.375x.12 700 6.2
PIPE 3_B0 8993 79.6
TSl.Sxl.5x.12 802 7.1 PIPE 4180 16043 142.0
TS1.75xl.75x.156 1386 12.27 PIPE 4#120 lg455 172.2
lS2x2x.156 1874 16.5g
TS2.ZSx2.25x.156 2435 21.56
TS2..SxZ.5x.188 3558 31.5
TS2.75x2.75x.lB8 4399 38.94
TS3x3x.219 6010 53.2
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TABLE XXXV. CONCRETE FOOTINGS FOR POLE-MOUNTED STRUCTURES
[FR is maximum resultant force at top of pole; HT is height of pole]
#7 BAR, MINIMUM OF 4, ONE AT
EACH CORNER, ADDITIONAL BARS
AS INDICATED
A. POLE EMBEDDED
IN CUNCRETE
61 em (2 ttl DIAM.
B. BASEPLATE CONNECTION
TO CONCRETE FOUNDATION
61 em (2 ttl DIAM.
I~ N 445 890 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 3558 4003 4448 6672 88g6 TILTI b 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 A'Gll.1500 2000 •
HT DEPTH OF CONCRETE FOOTING
m ft"" m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft
0.9\ ] 0.46 1.5 0.61 2.0 0.(,7 2.2 0.76 2.5 0.79 2. G 0.80 2.9 0.91 3.0 O. 'IU 3.2 1. 01 3.3 1. 07 ].~ 1.22 4.0 1.37 4.5
1.83 6 0.55 1.8 U.71 2.3 0.82 2.7 0.91 3.0 0.98 3.2 1. 04 3.4 1.. 10 3.6 1. 16 3.0 1. 22 4.0 1. 25 4.1 1. 46 4.8 1.62 5.3 20·
2.74 9 OM L.1 0.79 2.6 0.91 3.0 1. 00 3.3 1.10 3.6 1.19 3.9 1. 25 4.1 1. 31 4.3 1. 37 4.5 1. 40 4.6 I. 62 5.3 1. 80 5.9
3.66 12 0.70 ".3 0.88 2.9 1.00 3.3 1.10 3.6 1.19 3.9 1. 28 4.2 1. 34 4.4 1. 40 4.6 1. 46 4.8 1. 52 5.0 1.77 5.8 1. 95 6.4
0.91 3 0.58 1.9 0.76 2.5 0.&8 2.9 0.96 3.2 1.07 3.5 1.13 3.7 1. 22 4.0 1. 28 4.2 1. 34 4.4 1.40 4.6 1.62 5.3 1.83 6.0
1.83 6 0.73 f.4 0.91 J.O 1.07 3.5 1. 19 3.9 1.28 4.2 1. 37 4.5 1. 43 4.7 1. 52 5.0 1. 58 5.2 1. 65 5.4 I. 92 6.3 2.13 7.0 45·
2.74 9 0.82 2.7 1.04 3.4 1. 16 3.8 1. 31 4.3 1.43 4.7 1. 52 5.0 1. 62 5.3 1. 68 5.5 1.77 5.8 1.83 6.0 2.10 6.9 2.35 7.7
3.66 12 0.88 ".9 1.13 3.7 1. 31 4.3 1. 43 4.7 1.55 5.1 1. 65 5.4 1. 74 5.7 1.,iJ b.O 1.89 6.2 1.98 6.5 2.29 7.5 2.53 8.3
0.91 3 0.67 2.2 0.85 2.8 0.98 3.2 1. 10 3.6 1.19 3.9 1. 25 4.1 1. 34 4.4 1.43 4.7 1.49 4.9 1. 55 5.1 1.83 6.0 2.04 6.7
1.83 6 0.79 f.6 1.04 3.4 1. 16 3.8 1. 31 4.3 1.40 4.6 1. 52 5.0 1. 58 5.2 1. 68 5.5 1. 74 5.7 1.83 6.0 2.13 7.0 2.38 7.8 70·
2.74 9 0:88 2.9 1.16 3.8 1. )1 4.3 1. 46 4.8 1.58 5.2 1. 68 5.5 1.77 5.8 1.86 6.1 1. 95 6.4 2.01 6.6 2.35 7.7 2.62 8.6
3.66 12 0.94 3.1 1.28 4.2 1. 43 4.7 1. 58 5.2 1.71 5.6 1.83 6.0 1. 92 6.3 2.01 6.6 2.10 6.9 2.19 7.2 2.53 8.3 2.80 9.2
TABLE XXXVI. DEPTH OF EMBEDMENT OF STEEL POLE INTO CONCRETE
[FR is maximum resultant force at top of pole; HT is height of pole]
DEPTH OF
POLE
E~IBEDMENT
IN CONCRETE
445
-~ N 890 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 J558 4003 4448 6672 8896lb 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 TILT- 1500 2000 ANGLE.HT DEPTH OF EMbEDMENl 0
m ft"'-.. m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft OJ ft m ft m ft m ft
0.91 3 0.24 O.b (,.24 O.b 0.24 O.b (].24 O.b 0.24 O.b 0.24 O.b 0.24 O.b 0.24 O.H 0.24 :J.b 0.24 0.8 0.24 O.b 0.24 0.8
1.83 6 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 08 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 20°
2.74 9 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0
3.66 12 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 U.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0
. 0.91 3 0.24 O.r. 0.24 D.H 0.24 O.H 0.24 D.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 U.B 0.24 O.H 0.24 U.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9
1.83 6 0.24 U.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 45°
2.74 9 0.24 O.H 0.24 O.H 0.24 D.tl 0.24 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.34 1.1 0.37 1.2
3.66 12 0.24 U.H 0.24 Ii 8 0.24 U.B 0.24 O.B 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3
0.91 J 0.24 D.H 0.24 D.H 0.24 D.H 0.24 D.H 0.24 D.H 0.2. D.H 0.2. U./J 0.24 d.H 0.24 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0
1.83 6 0.2. 0.8 U.2. O.H 0.2. 0.8 0.2. U.b 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.27 0.9 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.37 1.2 70 0
2.74 9 0.24 0.8 0.24 D.B 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3
3.66 12 0.24 U.8 0.24 O.b U.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.34 1.1 0.34 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3 0.40 1.3
TABLE XXXVII. DEPTH OF EMBEDMENT OF WOOD POLE INTO CONCRETE
[F~ is maximum resultant force at top of pole; HT is height of pole; B is
tilt angle.]
DEPTH OF
POLE
EMBEDMENT
IN CONCRETE
~ N 445 890 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 1558 4003 4448 6672 8896It. 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1500 2000 'TILThGlE •DEPTH OF EMBEDMENT
m ft"" m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft
0.91 3 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0,8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0,24 O.H 0.24 D.H 0,24 0.8 0.24 0,8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9
1.83 6 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0,8 0.2~ 0.8 0.24 U.8 0.24 O.H 0.24 O.H 0.24 U.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.37 1.2 20°
2.74 9 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.2~ O.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0./7 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.40 1.3 0.46 1.5
3.66 12 0.<'4 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.34 1.1 0.40 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.52 1.5 0.52 1.7
0.91 3 0.24 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 O.H 0.24 U.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.37 1.2
1.83 6 0.24 U.8 0.24 U.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 0.30 1.0 0.14 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.37 1.2 0.52 1.5 0.52 1.7 45°
2.74 9 0.24 O.H 0.24 o H 0.24 0.8 0.30 1.0 0.34 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3 0.43 1.4 0.46 1.5 0.55 1.8 0.64 2.1
3.66 12 0.24 O.H 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.34 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3 0.43 1.4 0.46 1.5 0.49 1.6 0.52 1.7 0.64 2.1 0.73 2.4
0.91 3 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 O.H U.2~ 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.27 0.9 0.30 1.0 O. I' 1.2 0.43 1.4
1.83 6 O. 2~ O.B 0.2~ 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.34 1.1 0.34 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3 0.40 1.3 0.43 1.4 0.5l 1.7 0.61 2.0 70°
2.74 9 0.24 0.8 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.34 1.1 0.37 1.2 0.40 1.3 0.43 1.4 0.46 1.5 0.49 1.6 0.52 1.7 0.64 2.1 0.73 2.4
3.66 12 0.24 0.8 0.27 0.9 0.34 1.1 0.40 1.3 0.43 1.4 0.46 1.5 0.49 1.6 0.52 1.7 0.55 1.8 0.61 2.0 0.73 2.4 0.85 2.8
TABLE XXVIII. DEPTH OF EMBEDMENT OF WOOD POLE INTO EARTH
[F R is maximum resultant force at top of pole; HT is height of pole; e is
tilt angle. ]
DEPTH OF
POLE
EIVIBEUMENT
IN EARTH
~ N 445 890 1334 1779 2224 2669 3114 3558 4003 4448It 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 TILTDEPTH O~.EMBED~ENT ANGLE.HT Q
m f t"""- m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft
0.91 3 1.04 3.4 1.19 3.9 1.22 4.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1.83 6 1.22 4.0 1.62 5.3 1.71 5.6 LBO 5.9 1183 6.0 1.80 5.9 - - - - - - - - 20·
2.74 9 1.37 4.5 1.77 5.8 2.11 6.9 2.10 6.9 2.29 7.5 2.32 7.6 2.35 7.7 2.41 7.9 2.44 8.0 - 7.9
3.66 12 1.46 4.8 1. 92 6.3 2.23 7.3 2.26 7.4 2.44 8.0 2.41 7.9 2.41 7.9 2.41 7.9 - - - -
0.91 3 1.22 4.0 - - - - - - - -
1.83 6 1.65 L.4 1.80 5.9 1.83 6.0
- - -
-
45·
2.74 9 1.80 5.9 2.35 7.7 2.35 7.7 2.41 7.9 2.44 8.0
3.66 12 1. 9~ ~.4 2.29 7.5 2.44 8.0 2.44 8.0 - -
N/A -0.91 J I. 22 4.0 - - - - - - - -
1.83 6 1.86 6.1 1.83 6.0 - - - - - - 70·
l.74 9 2.01 6.6 2.38 7.8 2.41 7.9 - - - -
3.66 12 , .16 1.1 l.41 7.9 2.44 8.0 - - - -
TABLEXXXtX. SCHEDULEFORBASEPLATEANDANCHORBOLTS
FORPOLE-MOUNTEDSTRUCTURES
MOMENT b* w * t _" e "" A.B.DIAMETER # OF BOLTS
N-m in.-k cm in. cm in. cm in. cm in. cm in.
565 5 15.2 6 15.2 6 1.9 3/4 10.16 4 1.27 I/2 4
1129 10 17.8 7 17.8 7 1.9 3/4 10.16 4 1.21 1/2 4
2259 20 17.8 7 17.8 7 1.9 3/4 10.16 4 1.27 1/2 4
3389 30 18.4 7.25 1B,4 7.25 1,9 3/4 10.16 4 1.6 5/8 4
4519 40 18.4 7.25 18.4 1.25 1.9 3/4 10.16 4 1.9 3/4 4
5649 50 19.3 7.6 19.3 7.6 1.9 314 10.16 4 1.9 3/4 4
6778 60 19.3 7.6 19.3 7.6 1.9 314 10.16 4 1.9 3/4 4
7908 70 20.3 8 20.3 8 1.9 3/4 12.7 5 i.9 3/4 4
9038 80 20.3 8 20.3 8 1.9 3/4 12.7 5 2.2 7/8 4
10168 90 22 8.7 22 8.7 1.6 5/8 12.7 5 1.9 3/4 4
11298 100 22 8.7 22 8.7 1.6 5/8 12.7 5 2.2 7/8 4
16947 150 23.9 9.4 23.9 9.4 1.6 5/8 15.24 6 2,2 7/8 4
:22595 200 23.9 9.4 31.8 12.5 1.6 5/8 20.32 8 1.9 3/4 8
133893 300 27.4 10.8 44.7 17.6 1.27 1/2 15.24 6 2.2 7/8 B
[38413 340 21.4 10.8 50 19.7 1.27 1/2 20.32 8 2.2 718 8
* See Figure 50 for designation of dimensions
_* See Figure 51 for designation of dimensions
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4.8 Installation and Maintenance Factors
A complete installation and maintenance plan should be written in the form of
a statement of work which includes:
• A fabrication and installation plan
• A procurement plan
• A quality control plan
• A maintenance plan
A. Statement of Work
The statement of work may be divided into the following tasks:
Task i. Management and System Integration
Task 2. System Installation
Task 3. System Checkout
Task 4. System Performance Verification
Task 5. Maintenance
(a) Task 1: Management and System Integration
Task i involves the following steps:
(1) Planning
(2) Coordinating and administering the entire project work effort
(3) Managing the work of subcontractors and consultants
(4) Maintaining quality control
(5) Defining all work tasks
(6) Monitoring and controlling cost
(7) Scheduling and maintaining schedule control
(8) Managing and controlling change orders
(9) Reporting progress at periodic intervals
(10) Accepting the completed work
(11) Establishing a safety plan (optional)
(b) Task 2. System Installation
Task 2 involves:
(1) Site preparation
• Preparing the necessary documents for procurement of labor,
materials and services
• Inspecting the site during construction
• Certifying recommendation or approval of contractor's invoices
for payment
• Monitoring all safety matters
• Initiating erosion-control and water drainage procedures for
the site (if necessary)
e Complete grading of array site
o Fencing
o Accepting completed work
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(2) Array structure and electrical connections
• Installing foundations and structural members, and making
appropriate connections
• Installing modules, cabling, switches, and junction boxes on
array and making appropriate electrical connections
(3) Safety
• Installating electrical grounding and lightning protection
(c) Task 3. System Checkout
Task 3 includes:
(1) Defining tests required
(2) Writing procedure for system check-out
(3) Inspecting all work
(4) Conducting start-up test of complete system under normal operating
conditions
(d) Task 4. System Performance Verification
Task 4 involves:
(1) Writing test plan for a trial operation
(2) Conducting all-up system trial operation
(3) Conducting approved experiments
(e) Task 5. Maintenance Plan
This task involves:
(1) Yearly or bi-yearly visits to site
(2) Inspecting and testing of modules
(3) Inspecting foundation, structure, and mechanical connections
(4) Inspecting electrical connections and grounding
(5) Reporting results of inspection
(6) Repairing/replacing parts and components as necessary
4.9 Cost Analysis
A necessary part of any practical engineering design is the cost analysis.
This is especially critical in photovoltaic array design, where the cost for
an array for one particular application may vary significantly depending on
the module type and construction materials used.
The cost analysis for the array structure may be divided into the following
parts:
• Preliminary Costs
• Site Preparation Costs
• Array Structure Costs
• Array Electrical Costs
• Miscellaneous Costs
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A. Preliminary Costs
The preliminary costs include:
(a) Building permit fees, as described in Section 4.2
(b) Plan checking fee (not necessarily required: the local zoning board
should be consulted)
(c) Site survey
B. Site Preparation Costs
Site preparation costs include the material and labor, incluoing machinery,
cost of:
(a) Grading the site
(b) Clearing the site
(c) Roads
(a) Fences
(e) Drainage
(f) Relocation or modification of existing structures
(g) Hole preparation for founaation
C. Array Structure Costs
Array structure costs include the material, labor, and machinery costs for:
(a) Photovoltaic modules
(b) Structural members (beams and columns)
(c) Complete foundation
(d) Mechanical connections (bolts, welds, etc.)
D. Array Electrical Costs
Array electrical costs include the material, labor, and machinery costs for:
(a) Junction boxes, conduits, etc.
(b) Cabling
(c) Grounding
(d) Lightning protection
(e) Mechanical connections for conduit or junction boxes to array structure
E. Miscellaneous Costs
Miscellaneous costs include:
(a) Insurance on materials and labor
(b) Sales tax
(c) Overhead and profit for sub-contractors
(d) Array cleaning or washing equipment
(e) Maintenance costs (cost to make regular checkout of system and cost to
replace a module or sets of modules)
(f) Inflation
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The cost of each part and subpart of the cost analysis should be calculated
as the sum of four distinct costs:
• Cost of equipment or material at location of purchase
• Cost of delivery of equipment or material to site
• Cost of checking material at site (before and after assembly in array)
• Cost of labor for on-site fabrication, assembly, and installation
Once the costs are determined, they should be organized in table form. A
sample structural cost estimate table is shown herein. The sub-total costs
can then be added to find the overall cost.
In order to adequately perform the cost analysis, the designer must have
adequate information sources. These include the following:
• Manufacturers (lumber yards, fabricators, aluminum exteriors)
• Local suppliers and supply houses
• Trade associations for the respective construction materials (See Section
7.0)
• Cost Analysis Manuals
Means
Building Cost File (Regional Editions)
• Construction contractors
STRUCTURALCOSTESTIMATE(PRELIMINARY)
UNIT COSTS COST TOTAL
ITEM QUANTITY MATERIAL INSTALLATION MATERIAL INSTALLATION COSTS
Site Preparation
,i ....
Concrete Foundation(s)
Steel
=
Sub-Total
15% Insurance on labor
6% Sales Tax
Sub-Total
20% Overhead and Profit
=,,
Sub-Total
10% Inflation
TOTAL
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5.0 ARRAY/STRUCTURALDESIGNEXAMPLEPROBLEMS
This section illustrates the use of this handbook for designing triangular and
pole-mounted array/structural systems for photovoltaic system applications.
There are five examples covering the three generic systems discussed in this
handbook. Three of the examples (Examples 1, 3, and 5) use English Units,
while the other two examples (Examples 2 and 4) use SI Units. The first
example is for a 1 kWp dedicated system and is worked out in oetail for
structural steel, aluminum, and cold-formed steel with a cost analysis for
each. (Costs for modules and electrical hardware are not inclumem, however.)
The next two examples, one for 200 Wpanm one for 4 kWp, are used to show the
difference in PV module and structural member sizes when designing different
systems. In addition, the third example illustrates the method usem to
determine the sun's position relative to site location as a function of the
time of year and time of day, and the method used to metermine row spacing to
avoid shading from one row to the next. The fourth example, for a 1 kWp
portable system is used to illustrate the difference between dedicated and
portable triangular systems. Finally, the fifth example is for a 200 Wp
pole-mounted system.
In the cost analysis it should be noted that the costs are valid only to show
how to do a cost analysis. Costs of the different materials are a function of
location in the world, time when ordered, and amount oraerem, and so may vary
widely depending upon these restrictions. In addition, the costs for labor
and services vary significantly as a function of location and time. Therefore
the costs given should not be considered actual costs for building a
photovoltaic array/structural system.
5.1 Design Example 1: 1 kWp Dedicated (English Calculations)
A. Description
Site location: Near Puget Sound, Washington (Latitude = 47.5 o
N, Longitude = 123o W).
Site conditions: Level site, no size or shape restrictions on
array field, and no shading from nearby trees or
structures.
Weather conditions: Consult tables and figures.
Tilt angle: Design for permanent (fixed) tilt of 50o (See
Step 1, item (b) in Section 2.0).
Array orientation: Orient array so that it faces due south.
B. Module Determination
13 percent efficient module
Size: 2 ft x 2 ft
Weight: 3 Ib/ft 2
C. Array Size
1 kWp/m2 insulation and 13 percent efficiency implies that 1 kWp
requires 7.7 m2 or 82.9 ft 2 of array. The specific size of the
array, however, must be an integral number of modules. In addition, the
integral number of modules needed to produce the desired voltage must be
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considered (See Step 1, item (b) in Section 2.0). Since the voltage is
not given in this example, the array size is taken as 84 ft 2 (21
modules).
D. Array Layout
The layout of the structure is aetermineo by the site conditions. Since
there are no apparent restrictions for this site, a one-tier, two-bay
structure was chosen for this example. A small site may require a
two-tier structure with smaller spans or a structure consisting of
multiple rows. This layout, however, assumes there are 42 ft of clear
area within which to place the structure so a one-tier structure will be
used. Other considerations for layout are serviceability and
maintenance. Generally speaking, a two-tier structure or multiple row
structural system is more costly to maintain and more difficult to
service. The structural system chosen for this example is illustrateo in
the following figure:
E. Codes
No codes consulted; design in accordance with this handbook.
F. Loads
(a) Deao Load: The dead load is equal to the weight of the array plus the
weight of the structure. The weight of the array is proviaee by the
manufacturer; 3 psf in this case. T_e weight of the structure may be
carefully estimated by section designations or computed using the density
of the material. In this example, all three primary materials covered in
the handbook (structural steel, aluminum, ano cola-formed steel) are
considered. Of these, steel is the heaviest. The average weight of the
steel structure is 4 psf (this is a conservative estimate). After the
structure is designed, the weight can be computed and compared to the
estimated value; if necessary, the design may be revised if the weight is
underestimated. The dead load, DL : weight of structure + weight of
modules = 4 psf + 3 psf : 7 psf.
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(b) Live and other loads: The wind map (Figure 9) indicates a 30 psf wind
pressure for the site. Design for 25 psf since the structure is less
than 30 ft above ground. The seismic load, V = 0.24 DL = 0.24 x 7 psf =
1.68 psf. The snow map (Figure i0) indicates a 10 psf snow pressure for
the site. Reduction is not done because snow loam is less than 15 pSfo
Ice loads are not of concern. Maintenance load is 15 psf (See Section
4.3.2).
Using the method given in Section 4.3.9:
Total Load : Dead Load + Live Load = 7 psf + 15 psf = 22 psf.
Total Load : Dead Load + Wind Load = 7 psf + 25 psf : 32 psf.
Total Load = Dead Load + Seismic Load = 7 psf + 1.68 psf = 8.68 psf.
Total Load = Dead Load + Snow Load = 7 psf + 10 psf = 17 psf.
Use total load of 32 psf as the design criterion since this is most
critical load.
Note: DL and WL are combined without regard to direction for simplicity
- this is a conservative approach.
G. Structural Design
See Section 4.7.1.1, Structural Design Procedure and Figures 11C, 14B,
and 16A.
(a) Determine W: uniform load applied to the beams.
For top and bottom beams:
W = Total Load x L'/2
where
L' height of one module
W = 32 Ib/ft x 2 ft x 1/2 = 32 Ib/ft
(b) Determine M: The maximummoment developed in top and bottom beams.
For two continuous span beams:
M = 1.25 WL2/8
where
L span length between support frames
M = 1.25 x 32 Ib/ft x (21 ft) 2 x 118 x 12 in./ft x 0.001 kllb = 26.46 k-in.
(c) Determine R: The maximumreaction for the top and bottom beams.
For two continuous span beams:
R : WLx 1.25
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where
L span length between support frames
R = 32 Ib/ft x 21 ft x 1.25 x 0.001 k/Ib = 0.84 k
(d) Determine lengths of members AC and BC.
AC = AB = height of module + 3 in. + 1/2 in. = 2.3 ft = L"', tilt angle =
50° up from horizontal.
BC = _ 2L''2 - 2L''2 cos
BC = _ 2(2.3) 2 - 2(2.3) 2 cos 50o = 1.94 ft
(e) Determine the sections to be usea:
(1) Structural Steel
Top and bottom beams (see Table Ill): Based on the maximummoment (M),
the options are: L4x3x1/4 (5.8 Ib/ft), L4x4x1/4 (6.6 Ib/ft), WT5x6
(6 Ib/ft), C3x4.1 (4.1 Ib/ft), and W6x9 (9 Ib/ft). Selection is based on
weight ana availability. Assuming equal availability, choose C3x4.1
since it is the lightest section. Recalculation of the equations using
the new value of P (combined loaa) for actual member weight (4.1 Ib/ft
versus original estimate of 4 Ib/ft) results in selection of the same
member section, i.e., C3x4.1 for the top and bottom beams.
Members AC ano BC: Member selection based on R = 0.84 _ps.
For member AC (see Table IV): L1xlx1/8.
For member BC (see Table IV): L1xlx1/8.
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(2) Aluminum
Top and bottom beams (see Table IX): Based on the maximummoment (M)
calculated for structural steel, the options are: L4x3x5116 (2.46
Ib/ft), L3-112x3-112x3/8 (2.93 Ib/ft), C3x1.73 (1.73 Iblft), W4x4.76
(4.76 Ib/ft), and T4x3.74 (3.74 Iblft). Assuming equal availability,
choose lightest section: C3x1.73. Recalculation of the equations
using the new value for P (combined load) for actual member weight
(1.73 Ib/ft versus orginal estimate of 4 Ib/ft) results in selection of
the same member section, i.e., C3xi.73 for the top and bottom beams.
New values are M = 24.58 k-in. and R = 0.78 kips.
Members AC and BC: Member selection is based on R = 0.78 kips.
For member AC (see Table X): Ll-112xl-l/2xl/8.
For member BC (see Table X): L1-112x1-1/2x1/8.
(3) Cold-Formed Steel
Top and bottom beams (see Table XII): Based on the maximummoment (M)
calculated for structural steel, the options are: 2C4x2.88 (2.88
Ib/ft), C5x3.5 (3.5 Ib/ft) and H8x4.4 (4.4 Ib/ft). Assuming equal
availability, choose lightest section: 2C4x2.88. Recalculation using
the new value for P (combined load) for actual member weight (2.88
Ib/ft versus original of 4 Ib/ft) results in selection of section:
C5x2.53 (2.53 Ib/ft) for the top and bottom beams. This member is
lighter than the member previously chosen. New values are M = 25.24
k-in. and R = 0.80 kips.
Members AC and BC: Member selection is based on R = 0.80 kips.
For member AC (see Table XlV): C3x1.16
For member BC (see Tabls XlV): C3x1.16
(f) Determine connection details (see Figure 13A):
(1) Structural Steel
Beamsplicing (see Section 4.7.1.2): Beamsplicing, if required, shall
be as per Figure 17.
Frame connections at C: Details are given in Figure 20 for connecting
the top and bottom beams to members AC and for connecting members BC to
members AC. Use welded connection for connecting members BC to members
AC. Use 5/8 in. diam. ASTMA307 bolts and nuts for connecting the top
and bottom beams to the clip angles attached to members AC (four bolts
required for each beam; one each end and two at the center).
(2) Aluminum
Beamsplicing (see Section 4.7.1.3): Beamsplicing, if required, is
the same as for structural steel, except aluminum shall be soldered
where steel is welded.
Frame connections at C: Sameas above for structural steel, except
aluminum shall be soldered where steel is welded, and 112 in. diam.
aluminum alloy 2024-T4 bolts and 6061-T6 nuts shall be used in place of
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the 5/8 in. diam. A307 bolts and nuts for connecting the top and bottom
beams to the clip angles attached to members AC.
(3) Cold-formed Steel
Beamsplicing (see Section 4.7.1.4 and Note at bottom of Table XII):
Beamsplicing, if requirea, is the same as for structural steel.
Frame connections at C: Details are given in Figure 35 for connecting
the top and bottom beams to members AC. Use four-bolt connections with
4 in. by 5-1/2 in. by 1/4 in. thick ASTMA36 steel plates welded to the
beams at the connection points. Use four 1/4 in. diam. ASTMA36 bolts
and nuts at each connection. Details are given in Figure 32 for
connecting members BC to members AC. Use welded connection.
(g) Determine bracing details:
(i) Structural Steel
Bracing shall be provided as indicated in Figure 23B for a two-bay,
one-tier structure. Details for the bracing connections are given in
Figures 24A and 24B. Use 3/8 in. diam. ASTMA36 rods threaded on both
ends with 3/8 in. N.C. threads as the bracing members ana ASTMA307
nuts and lockwashers. Connections to members BC shall be made in
accordance with Figures 24A and 24B.
(2) Aluminum
Sameas above for structural steel, except use 3/8 in. diam. aluminum
alloy 6061-T6 rods threaded on both ends with 3/8 in. N.C. threads as
the bracing members and 6061-T6 nuts and lockwashers. Also aluminum
shall be soldered where steel is welded.
(3) Cold-formed steel
Bracing shall be provided as indicated in Figure 23B for a two-bay,
one-tier structure. Details for the bracing connections are given in
Figures 24A and 25. Use 3/8 in. diam. ASTMA36 rods threaded on both
ends with 3/8 in. N.C. threads as the bracing members and ASTMA307
nuts and lockwashers. Use a 3-1/2 in. by 1-3/4 in. by 1/8 in. thick
ASTFiA36 steel baseplate welded to the center member BC for the
mid-frame brace connections. Connections to members BC shall be made
in accordance with Figures 24A and 25.
(h) Determine foundation required (See Section 4.7.1.5 and Table XXIII):
Find the support point A ana support point B rows in Table XXlII that
correspond to a tilt angle of 50o. The column with the smallest
value of R that is greater than the R calculated for the top and bottom
beamsupport points gives the foundation types required. In this case
the foundation types required are:
At support point A: 30 c
At support point B: 26 c
Specifications for the foundation types are given in Table XXll and
Figure 38.
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Note: The foundation types required are the same for structural steel,
a--l-u_inumand cold-formed steel.
(1) Foundation Details
For foundations at point A: Use type 30 c reinforced concrete pier
with the following dimensions: diameter, 12 in.; height above finished
grade, 12 in.; and depth below finished grade, 6.5 ft.
For foundations at point B: Use type 26 c reinforced concrete pier
with the following dimensions: diameter, 18 in.; height above finished
grade, 12 in.; and depth below finished grade, 5.33 ft.
Use number5 reinforcing bar, arranged and tied as indicated in Figure
38.
(i) Determine connection details for members AC and BC to the foundation:
(1) Structural Steel
Foundation connections at point A (See Figures 39 and 40 and Table
VI): For end frames and center frame: Use Type 1 connection with
4-1/2 in. by 4 in. by 1/4 in. thick ASTMA36 baseplate and 1/2 in.
diam. by 6 in. long (N.C. thread) ASTMA307 anchor bolts and nuts.
Embedbolts 4 in. into concrete.
Foundation connections at point B (See Figures 39 and 40 and Table
VII): For end frames and center frame: Sameas above, except use 5/16
in. thick steel plate.
(2) Aluminum
Foundation connections at points A and B are the same as for structural
steel, except use aluminum alloy 6061-T6 baseplates soldered to members
AC and BC. Bolts and embedment are the same as above.
(3) Cold-formed Steel
Foundation connections at points A and B (See Figures 39 and 47 and
Tables XVI, XVIII and XIX): For end frames and center frame: Use Type
1 connection as per Figure 47 with 3-1/2 in. by 2-1/4 in. by 1/4 in.
thick ASTMA36 steel baseplates and 1/2 in. diam. by 6 in. long (N.C.
thread) anchor bolts and nuts. Embedbolts 4 in. into concrete.
(j) Basic cost analysis:
Determine amount of materials needed.
Lengths of members:
Beams= 42 ft. Members AC = 2.3 ft
Members BC = 1.94 ft. Bracing rods = 21.1 ft
(1) Structural Steel
ASTMA36 materials needed:
• 2 - 42 ft pieces of C3x4.1 sections (beams). Note: May need to
use 21 ft pieces spliced together.
• 3 - 2.3 ft pieces of L1xlx1/8 (members AC) + 3 - 1.94 ft pieces of
Llxlxl/8 (members BC).
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• 2 - 3/8 in. diam. by 21.2 ft long rods, thread on both ends with
N.C. threads (diagonal braces).
• 4 - 1-1/4 in. long pieces of L3x3x3/16 (clips for end frame
members AC) + 2 - 6 in. long pieces of L3x3x3/16 (clip for center
frame member AC).
• 4 - 1-1/2 in. long pieces of Ll-i/2xl-i/2xl/8 (bracing connection
brackets).
• 1 - 3-1/2 in. by 1-3/4 in. by 1/8 in. plate (center bracing
support baseplate).
• 3 - 4 in. by 4-1/2 in. by 1/4 in. plates (baseplates for
foundation connections at support A).
• 3 - 4 in. by 4-1/2 in. by 5/16 in. plates (baseplates for
foundation connections at support B).
ASTMA307 materials needed:
• 8 - 5/8 in. diam. by 1-1/4 in. long (N.C.) bolts and nuts (for
connecting beams to members AC).
• 8 - 3/8 in. N.C. nuts and lockwashers (for connecting brace rods
to members BC).
Other materials needed:
Welding rod sufficient to weld the following:
• Clips to members AC (approximately 3 ft weld length).
• MembersAC to members BC (approximately 1/2 ft weld length).
• Bracing support plate to center frame member BC (approximately
1-1/4 ft weld length).
• Foundation baseplates to members AC and members BC (approximately
2 ft weld length).
Total weld length = 6-3/4 ft
Cost of materials:
• 2 x 42 ft x 4.1 Ib/ft = 344.4 Ib
• (3 x 2.3 ft + 3 x 1.94 ft) 0.8 Ib/ft = 10.18 Ib
2x_ )2 i ft 2
• 4 (0.375 in. x 144 in. x 21.1 ft x 490 Ib/ft 3 = 15.9 Ib
(4 x 0.1 ft + 2 x 0.5 ft) 3.71 Ib/ft = 5.2 Ib
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• 4 x 0.i ft x 1.23 lb/ft= 0.51 Ib
• (3-1/2 in. x I-3/4 in. x 1/8 in.) 1 ft3 x 490 Ib/ft3 = 0.22 lb
1728 in_
• 3 (4 in. x 4-i/2 in. x 1/4 in.) I ft3 x 490 Ib/ft3 = 3.83 Ib
1728 in_
• 3 (4 in. x 4-1/2 in. x 5/16 in.) 1 ft3 x 490 Ib/ft3 = 4.79 Ib
1728 in_
• Weldingrod and bolts, nuts and washers= 15 Ib (approx.)
Total = 400 Ib
Assume material and installation cost of _lO00/ton, including welding
rods and bolts, nuts and washers.
Material and installation (excluding welding): 400 Ib x _lO00/ton =
_400.00
Welding: 6.75 ft (1/8 in. and 3/16 in. welds) x _O.06/L.F. = _4.05
Total bare cost estimate for structural steel (excluding foundation) =
$404.05
(2) Aluminum
Aluminum alloy 6061-T6materialsneeded:
• 2 - 42 ft pieces of C3x1.73sections (beams). Note: May need to
use 21 ft pieces splicedtogether.
• 3 - 2.3 ft pieces of L1-1/2x1-1/2x1/8(membersAC) +
3 - 1.94 ft pieces of L1-1/2x1-1/2x1/8(membersBC).
• 2 - 3/8 in. diam. by 21.1 ft long rods, thread on both ends with
N.C. threads (diagonal braces).
• 4 - 1-3/4 in. long pieces of L3x3x3/16(clipsfor end frame
membersAC) + 2 - 6 in. long pieces of L3x3x3/16 (clip for center
frame member AC).
• 4 - 1-1/2 in. long pieces of L1-1/2x1-1/2x1/8(bracingconnection
brackets).
• 1 - 3-I/2 in. x 1-3/4 in. by 3/16 in. plate (centerbracing
supportbaseplate).
• 3 - 4 in. by 4-I/2 in. by 1/4 in. plates (baseplatesfor
foundationconnectionsat supportA).
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• 3 - 4 in. by 4-1/2 in. by 5/16 in. plates (baseplates for
founaation connections at support B).
Aluminum alloy 2024-T4 materials needed:
• 8 - 1/2 in. diam. by 1-I/4 in. long (N.C.) bolts and nuts (for
connecting beams to members AC).
• 8 - 3/8 in. N.C. nuts and lockwashers (for connecting brace rods
to members BC).
Soldering materials sufficient to solder the following:
• Clips to members AC (approximately 4 ft soldering length).
• Members AC to members BC (approximately i ft soldering length).
• Bracing support plate to center frame member BC (approximately 1
ft soldering length).
• Foundation baseplates to members AC and BC (approximately 3-1/2 ft
soldering length),
Total soldering length = 9-1/2 ft
Cost of materials:
• 2 x 42 ft x 1.73 Ib/ft = 145.3 Ib
• (3 x 2.3 ft + 3 x 1.94 ft) 0.42 Ib/ft : 5.34 Ib
2x_ (0.375 in.) 2 1 ft 2
• T X 144 in "2 x 21.1 ft x 165 Ib/ft 3 = 5.37 Ib
• (4 x 0.15 ft + 2 x 0.6 ft) 1.28 Ib/ft : 2.3 Ib
• 4 x 0.15 ft x 0.42 Ib/ft = 0.25 Ib
• (3-1/2 in. x 1-3/4 in. x 3/16 in.) 1 ft 3 x 165 Ib/ft 3 0.11 Ib
1728 i n. 3
• 3 (4 in. x 4-1/2 in. x 1/4 in.) i ft 3
1728 in.3 x 165 Ib/ft 3 = 1.29 Ib
• 3 (4 in. x 4-1/2 in. x 5/16 in.) 1 ft 3 x 165 Ib/ft 3 1.61 Ib
1728 in. 3
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• Soldering rod and bolts, nuts and washers = 12 Ib (approx.)
Total = 174 Ib
Assume material and installation cost of 92.30/Ib including solder and
nuts, bolts and washers.
Material and installation (excluding soldering): 174 Ib x 92.30/Ib =
9400.20
Soldering: 9.5 ft x 90.60/L.F. = 95.70
Total bare cost estimate for aluminum (excluding foundation) : 9405.90
(3) Cold-formed Steel
ASTMA245C, A446A, A570C and/or A611C materials needed:
• 2 - 42 ft pieces of C5x2.53 sections (beams). Note: May neeG to
use 21 ft pieces spliced together.
• 3 - 2.3 ft pieces of C3x1.16 (members AC) + 3 - 1.94 ft pieces of
C3xi.16 (members BC).
• 2 - 3/8 in.diam, by 21.1 ft long rods, thread on both ends with
N.C. threads (diagonal braces).
ASTMA36 materials needed:
• 6 - 4 in. by 5-1/2 in. by 1/4 in. plates (to connect beams to
membersAC)
• 4 - 1-1/2 in. long pieces of L1-1/2x1-1/2x1/8 (bracing connection
brackets)
• 1 - 3-1/2 in. by 1-3/4 in. by 1/8 in. plate (center bracing
support baseplate)
• 6 - 3-1/2 in. by 2-1/4 in. by 1/4 in. plates (baseplatesfor
foundationconnectionat supportsA and B)
ASTM A307 materialsneeded:
• 24 - 1/4 in. diam. by 1-1/4 in. long (N.C.) bolts and nuts (for
connecting beams to membersAC),
• 8 - 3/8 in. N.C. nuts and lockwashers (for connecting brace rods
to members BC).
Other material needed:
Welding rod sufficient to weld the following:
• Plates to beams (approximately 4 ft weld length).
• MembersAC to members BC (approximately 3 ft weld length),
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• Bracing support plate to center frame member BC (approximately i ft
weld length).
• Foundation baseplates to members AC and members BC (approximately 4 ft
weld length).
Total weld length = 12 ft
Cost of materials:
• 2 x 42 ft x 2.53 Ib/ft = 212.52 Ib
• (3 x 2.3 ft + 3 x 1.94 ft) 1.16 Ib/ft = 14.76 Ib
2xx (0.375 in.)2 x 1 ft 2
• 4 2 x 21.1 ft x 490 Ib/ft 3 = 15.86 Ib144 in.
1 1 1 ft 3
• 6 (4 in. x 5 _ in. x _ in.) x 490 Ib/ft 3 = 9.36 Ib1728 in. 3
• 4 x 0.1 ft x 1.23 Ib/ft = 0.49 Ib
1 _ 1 1 ft 3• (3 _ in. x 1 in. x _ in.) x 490 Ib/ft 3 0.22 Ib1728 in. 3 =
• 6 (3 ½ in. x 2 _- in. x _ in.) 1 ft3 3 x 490 Ib/ft3 : 3.35 Ib1728 i n.
• Welding rod and bolts, nuts and washers = 16 Ib (approx.)
Total = 273 lb
Assume material and installation cost of _1100/ton, including welding
rods and bolts, nuts and washers.
Materials and installation (excluding welding): 273 Ib x _1100/ton =
_150.15
Welding: 12 ft (1/8 in. and 3/16 in,welds) x _O.60/L.F. = _7.20
Total bare cost estimate for cold-formed steel (excluding foundation) =
_157.35
(4) Foundations:
Reinforced concrete needed:
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(1 ft) 2• Type 30 c: 3 x_ x 7.5 ft = 17.67 ft 3
• Type 26 c: 3 x # (1.5 ft) 2 x 6.33 ft = 33.56 ft 3
Total = 51.23 ft 3 = 1.90 cu yd
Anchor bolts (including material and installation):
6 (1/2 in. diam. by 6 in. long (N.C.) bolts and nuts) x 93.48 ea. =
920.88
Assume cost of _1351cu yd for concrete, rebar and installation
(including forming, but excluding anchor bolts)
1.9 cu yd x 9135/cu yd = 9256.50
Anchor bolts = 920.88
Total bare cost estimate for foundations : _277.38
(5) Summary:
Structural Steel System Cost:
Structure Cost = 9404.05
Foundation Cost = 9277.38
Total Bare Cost Estimate = _681.43
25 percent for 0+P = 9170.36
15 percent for Contingency = 9102.21
Total Estimated Cost = _954.00
Aluminum System Cost:
Structure Cost = 9405.90
Foundation Cost = _277.38
Total Bare Cost Estimate = 9683.28
25 percent for 0+P = 9170.82
15 percent for Contingency = 9102.49
Total Estimated Cost = 9956.59
Cold-formed Steel System Cost:
Structure Cost : 9157.35
Foundation Cost = 9277.38
Total Bare Cost Estimate = 9434.73
25 percent for O+P : 9108.68
15 percent for Contingency = 965.21
Total Estimated Cost = 9608.62
Based on this analysis, the colo-formed structural steel system shoula
be chosen. Other considerations, however, may dictate use of one of
the other systems.
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Note: The above cost analysis is based on estimated costs in 1979
dollars and includes only the bare costs for the structures and their
foundations.
5.2 Design Example 2: 200 Wp Dedicated (Metric Calculations)
A. Description
Site location: Near Lima, Peru (Latitude = 12o S, Longitude
= 75.3 ° W)
Site conditions: Level site, no size or shape restrictions on
array field, and no shading from nearby tress
or structures.
Weather conditions: Temperate, semi-arid area with temperature
range of approximately 5o to 25oc (no
frost or snow); assume maximumwind velocity
of 130 km/hr.
Tilt angle: Design for fixed tilt of 12o (see Step 1,
item (b) in Section 2.0).
Array orientation: Orient array so that it faces due North.
B. Module Determination
34.5 watts (peak)module (7.2 percent efficiency)
Size: 0.4 m x 1.2 m
Weight: 8.2 kg/m2
C. Array Size
Six 34.5-watt modules are required for the array. This assumes that
this combination of modules will provide the desired voltage (see Step
1, item (b) in Section 2.0). In this case the array size is 2.88 m_.
D. Array Layout and Structural Material Selection
Since there are no apparent restrictions for the site, a one-tier
one-bay structure was chosen for this example. The structural system
chosen is illustrated in the following figure:
j_ 2.4m _i_
"_A
Use structural steel as the structural material for this example.
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E. Loads
(a) Dead Load:
DL : weight of structure + weight of modules
9.8N
DL = 200 N/m2 (est.) + 8.2 km--_2x _ - 280.36 N/m2
(b) Live and other loads: The maximumwind velocity for the site is 130
km/hr. Using Table 3.7 of the reference given in Section 7.4 and
converting to English Units and then back to metric units yields a wind
pressure of 785 N/m_ at heights of less than 9 meters. The seismic
load is V = 0.24 DL = 0.24 x 280.36 N/m_ = 67.3 N/m_. There are no
snow or ice loads for the site. The maintenance load is 718 N/m2
(See Section 4.3.2.).
Using the method given in Section 4.3.9:
Total Load = Dead Load + Wind Load + 280.36 N/m2 + 785 N/m2 = 1065
N/m2.
Use total load of 1070 N/m2 as the design criterion.
F. Structural Design
See Section 4.7.1.2, Structural Design Procedure and Figures 11A, 14B,
and 16A
(a) Determine W: Uniform load applied to top and bottom beams.
W = Total Load x L'/2
where
L' height of one module
W = 1070 N/m2 x 1.2 m x 1/2 = 642 N/m
(b) Determine M: The maximummoment developed in top and bottom beams.
For single span beams:
M = 1.25 WL2/8
where
L span length between support frames
M = 1.25 x 642 N/m x (2.4 m)2 x 1/8 = 577.8 N-m
(c) Determine R: The maximumreaction for the top and bottom beams.
For single span beams:
R = WL/2
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where
L span length between support frames
R = 642 N/m x 2.4 m x 1/2 = 770.4 N
(d) Determine sections to be used for top and bottom beams.
Use Structural Steel
For top and bottom beams (See Table III): Use L2-1/2x2x3/16 or metric
equivalent.
(e) Determine lengths of members AC and BC.
AC = AB = height of moaule + 7.6 cm + 1.3 cm = 1.29 m = L"; tilt =
12o up from horizontal.
BC =_ 2 L''2 - 2 L" cos
BC =_2 (1.29) 2 (1.29) 2 cos 12o = 0.270 m
(f) Determine sections to be used for members AC and BC.
Use Structural Steel
For Member AC (See Table IV): Use Llxlxl/8 or metric equivalent.
For Member BC (See Table IV): Use L1xlx1/8 or metric equivalent.
(g) Determine connection details (See Figure 13A):
Frame connections at C: Details are given in Figure 19 for connecting
the top and bottom beams to members AC and for connecting members BC to
members AC. Use bolted connection (10 mmdiam. ASTMA325 bolts and
nuts, or equivalent) for connecting members BC to members AC. Use 12
mmdiam. ASTMA307 bolts and nuts for connecting the top and bottom
beams to the clip angles attached to members AC.
Note: Since this is a relatively small structure at a very low tilt
angle, diagonal bracing in the "BC" plane is not needed.
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(h) Determine foundation required (See Section 4.7.1.5 ana Table XXlll):
Foundation types required are:
At support point A: 39 c
At support point B: 29 c
Specifications for the foundation types are given in Table XXII and
Figure 38.
Foundation Details
For foundations at point A: Use type 39 c reinforced concrete pier
with following dimensions: diameter, 30 cm; height above finished
grade, 0.15 m; and depth below grade, 0.84 m.
For foundations at point B: Use type 29 c reinforced concrete pier
with following dimensions: diameter, 30 cm; height above finished
grade, 0.15 m; and depth below graae, 0.91 m.
Use number 5 reinforcing bar, arranged and tiea as indicatea in Figure38.
(i) Determine connection details for members AC and BC to the foundation:
Foundation connection at point A (See Figures 39 and 40 and Table VI).
Use Type 1 connection with 11.4 cm by 10 cm by 6.53 mmthick ASTMA36
baseplate and 12.7 mmdiam. x 15 cm long ASTMA307 anchor bolts and
nuts. Embedbolts 10.2 cm into concrete.
Foundation connection at point B (See Figures 39 and 40 and Table VII):
Sameas above, except use 7.94 mmthick steel plate.
5.3 Design Example 3: 4 kWp Dedicated (English Calculations)
A. Description
Site location: Tucson, Arizona (Latitude = 32.2 o N,
Longitude = 111o W).
Site conditions: Level site, no size or shape restrictions on
array field, and no shading _rom nearby trees
or structures.
Weather conditions: Consult tables and figures.
Tilt angle: Design for permanent (fixed) tilt of 30o
(see Step 1, item (b) in Section 2.0).
Array orientation: Orient array so that it faces due south.
Other information: Space structures so as to avoid array shading
after 0900 hours local time.
B. Module Determination
25 watt (peak) module (6.7 percent efficiency)
Size: 2 ft x 2 ft
Weight: 2.5 Ib/ft 2
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C. Array Size
160 25-watt modules are required for the array. Therefore, the array
size must be 160 x 2 ft x 2 ft = 640 ft 2. This assumes that this
combination of moaules will proviae integral sets of modules (strings)
to produce the desired voltage. For this example, assume a string
consists of eight modules (See Step i, item (b) in Section 2.0).
D. Array Layout and Structural Material Select(on
Since there are no apparent restrictions for the site, a two-tier
two-bay structural system consisting of four rows was chosen for this
example. This arrangement requires four structures 40 ft long with
each structure housing 40 solar cell modules. The structural system
chosen is illustrated in the following figure:
Use structural steel as the structural material.
E. Loads
(a) Dead Load:
DL = Weight of structure + Weight of modules
DL = 4 psf (est.) + 2.5 psf = 6.5 psf
(b) Live and other loads: The wina map (Figure 9) indicates a 20 psf wind
pressure for the site. Design for 15 psf since structure is less than
30 ft above ground. The seismic load, V = 0.24 DL = 0.24 x 6.5 psf =
1.56 psf. The snow map (Figure i0) indicates a 5 psf snow pressure for
the site. Reduction is not done because snow load is less than 15
psf. Ice loads are not considered significant for the area.
Maintenance load is 15 psf.
Using the method given in Section 4.3.9:
Total Load = Dead Load + Wind Load = 6.5 psf + 15 psf : 21.5 psf
Use total load of 22 psf as the design criterion.
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F. StructuralDesign
See Section4.7.1.1,StructuralDesign Procedureand Figures11D, 14A,
and 16B
(a) DetermineW: Uniformload appliedto the beams.
For top and bottom beams:
W = Total Load x L'/2
where
L' height of one module
W = 22 psf x 2 ft/2 = 22 Ib/ft
For middle beam:
W = Total Load x L'
W = 22 psf x 2 ft = 44 lb/ft
(b) Determine M: The maximummoment developed in the beams.
For two continuous span beams
For top and bottom beams:
M = 1.25 LW2/8 = 1.25 x 22 Iblft x (20 ft) 2 x 1/8 x 12 in./ft x
0.001 k/Ib = 16.5 k-in.
For middle beam:
Mm = MTB x 2 = 16.5 k-in.x 2 = 22 k-in.
(c) Determine R: The maximum reaction for the top and bottom beams.
For two continuous span beams:
R = 1.25 WL = 1.25 x 22 Ib/ft x 20 _t x 0.001 k/Ib = 0.550 k = 1.25 WL
(d) Determinesectionsto be used for top, bottom,and middle beams.
Use StructuralSteel
Top and bottom beams (See Table III): Use C3x4.1.
Middle beam (See Table Ill): Select a T (tee)or wide flange;depth of
top and bottom beams can be adjustedwhen connectedto membersAC' so
that top surfacesalign with top surfaceof middle beam when beams
chosen are of differentdepths. Use WT5x6.
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(e) Determine lengths of members AC' and BC.
l
2L" _'_
A_ 3o°
AC' = AB = height of two modules + 3 in. = 4.25 ft = 2 L", tilt = 30o
up from horizontal.
BC = _ 6.25 L''2 - 6 L''2 cos
BC = _ 6.25 (4.25/2 ft) 2 - 6 (4.25/2 ft) 2 cos 30o = 2.18 ft
(f) Determine sections to be used for members AC' and BC.
For member AC' (See Table V): Use C3x4.1°
For member BC (See Table V): Use L1-i/2x1-1/2xl/8.
(g) Determine connection details (See Figure 16B)
Beamsplicing (See Section 4.7.1.2): Beamsplicing, if required, shall
be as per Figure 17.
Beamconnections to members AC': Connection of the top and bottom beam
to members AC' are identical to that for one-tier structures. The
details for these connections may be developed from Figure 20. Details
for connecting the middle beam to membersAC' are given in Figure 21.
Use 5/8 in. diam ASTMA307 bolts and nuts for connecting the beams to
the clip angles attached to members AC'.
Frame connections at C: Details for connecting members BC to members
AC are given in Figure 22A. Use welaed connection, as indicated.
(h) Determine bracing details:
Bracing shall be provided as indicated in Figure 23B for a two-bay,
two-tier structure. Details for the bracing requirements may be
developed from Table VIII and Figures 24A, 25, 29, and 30. Use 3/8 in.
diam. ASTMA36 rods threaded on both ends with 3/8 in. N.C. threads as
both the horizontal strut and diagonal bracing members, and ASTMA307
nuts and lockwashers. Use 3J16 in. thick ASTMA36 steel baseplates
welded to the center frame members (AC' and BC) for the mid-frame
horizontal strut and diagonal bracing connections. Connections to
members AC' and BC shall be made in accordance with Figures 24A, 25,
29, and 30.
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(i) Determine foundation required (See Section 4.7.1.5 and Table XXIV):
Foundation types required are:
At support point A: 18 c
At support point B: 41 c
Specifications for the foundation types are given in Table XXll and
Figure 38.
Foundation Details
For foundations at point A: Use type 18 c reinforced concrete pier
with following dimensions: diameter, 18 in.; height above finished
grade, 12 in.; and depth below grade, 5.75 ft.
For foundations at point B: Use type 41 c reinforced concrete pier
with following dimensions: diameter, 24 in.; height above finished
grade, 12 in.; and depth below grade, 5.50 ft.
Use number 5 reinforcing bar for type 18 c and number 7 for type 41 c,
arranged and tied as indicated in Figure 38.
(j) Determine connection details for membersAC' and BC to the foundation:
Foundation connections at points A and B may be developed from Figures
39 and 41 and Tables VI and VII. Use 1/4 in. thick ASTMA36 baseplate
and 1/2 in. diam. by 6 in. long (N.C. thread) ASTMA307 anchor bolts
and nuts. Embedbolts four inches into concrete.
(k) Determine row spacing to avoid shading after 0900 hours on December 22.
Using the method given insection 3.5.1:
From Tables IIA and liB:
d : (-23.45o), ET = 0.030 hours and TZN = +7
h = 15 (t - 12 + TZN + ET) - Long
h = 15O/hr (9 - 12 + 7 + 0.03) hr - Iii ° = 50.55 o
h' = cos-1 (-tan Lat.)(tan d)
h' = cos-1 [-tan 32.2°][tan (-23.45°)] = 74.15 o
Jh j < Jh'J , therefore the time chosen to avoid shading is after
sunrise.
Sunrise at the site on December 22 is:
SRT= 12 - (h'/15) - ET - TZN + (Long/15)
SRT= 12 - 74.15/15 - 0.030 - 7 + (111/15) = 7.427 hr = 7:26 a.m. MST
SALT : sin -1 (cos Lat. cos h cos d + sin Lat. sin d)
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SALT = sin -1 [cos 32.2 o cos (-50.55 o) cos (-23.45 o)
+ sin 32'2 o sin (-23.45°)]
SALT = 16.33 o
SAZM= sin -1 [cos d sin h/cos (SALT)]
SAZM= sin -1 [cos (-23.45 o ) sin (-50.55°)/cos 16.33°]
SAZM= -47.58 o or 47.58 o East of South.
Y sin (a +T)
SPACE1 - sln y
r °ncos(SALT)Ia j: [tana = arc tan L arc tan 23.47 oLCOS47.58 °J
SPACE1= (4 ft) sin (23.47 o + 30o ) = 8.06 ftsin 23.47 o
SPACE2 X sin (a + _) x 1= sln a sin T cot (SALT)sin a
(40 ft) sin (23.47 o + 30) o 1
SPACE2 : xsin 23.47 o sin 30o cot 16.33 o sin 47.58 o
SPACE2 = 64.06 ft
Since either SPACE1 or SPACE2 ensures no shading, use 8.06 ft as
spacing between the rows in the South to North direction.
5.4 Design Example 4: 1 kWp Portable (Metric Calculations)
A. Description
Site location: Tangaye, Upper Volta (Latitude = 12.5 o N,
Longitude = 0°)
Site conditions: This is to be a portable array capable of
being moved from site to site with a minimum of
effort. It is assumed that all sites will be
level with no size or shape restrictions on
the array field and selected so as to avoid
shading from nearby trees or structures.
Weather conditions: Temperature range of 7° to 49o C (no frost
or snow); maximumwind velocity = 130 km/hr.
Tilt angle: Design for fixed tilt of 12.5 o (see Step 1,
item (b) in Section 2.0).
Array orientation: Assume array will be oriented so that it facesdue south.
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B. Module Determination
84 watt (peak) module (12.5 percent efficiency)
Size: 0.56 m x 1.2 m
Weight: 13.6 kg/m2
C. Array Size
Twelve 84-watt modules are required for the array. This assumes that
this combination of modules will provide the desired voltage (see Step
1, item (b) in Section2.0). In this case the array size is 8 m_.
D. Array Layout and StructuralMaterialSelection
Since the array is intendedto be portable,i.e.,capableof being
easilymoved from one site to anotherwithin a locality,a one-tier,
one-baystructuralsystem consistingof four portableunits was chosen
for this example. This arrangementrequiresfour separatestructures
1.68 meters long with each structurehousingthree solar cell modules.
The structuralsystemchosen is illustratedin the followingfigure:
Use aluminum as the structural material.
E. Loads
(a) Dead Load:
DL : Weight of structure + Weight of modules
DL = 100 N/m2 (est.) + 13.6 kg/m2 x 9.8 N/kg = 233.28 N/m2
(b) Live and other loads: The maximumwind velocity for the locality is
130 km/hr. Using Table 3.7 of th_ reference given in Section 7.4
yields a wind pressure of 785 N/mL at heights of less than 9 meters.
The seismic load is V = 0.24 DL = 0.24 x 233.38 N/m2 = 56 N/m2.
There are no snow or ice loads for the locality. The maintenance load
is 718 N/m2 (See Section 4.3.2).
Using the method given in Section 4.3.9:
Total Load = Dead Load + Wind Load = 233.28 N/m2 + 785 N/m2
= 1018.28 N/m2
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Use total loaa of 1020 N/m2 as the aesign criterion.
F. Structural Design
See Section 4.7.1.1, Structural Design Procedure and Figures 13D ana 16A
(a) Determine W: Uniform load appliea to top ana bottom beams.
W : Total Load x L'/2
where
L' height of one module
W = 1020 N/m2 x 1.2 m x 1/2 = 612 N/m
(b) Determine M: The maximummoment developed in top ana bottom beams.
For single span beams:
M : 1.25 WL2/8
where
L span length between support frames
M = 1.25 x 612 N/m x (1.68 m)2 x 1/8 = 269.9 N-m
(c) Determine R: The maximumreaction for the top and bottom beams.
For single span beams:
R = WL/2
where
L span length between support frames
R = 612 N/m x 1.68 m x 1/2 : 514 N
(d) Determine sections to be used for top and bottom beams:
Use Aluminum
Top and bottom beams (see Table IX): Use L2x1-i/2xl/8 or metric
equivalent.
(e) Determine lengths of members AC and BC.
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(e) Determine lengths of members AC and BC.
A B
AC = AB = height of module + 7.6 cm + 1.27 cm = 1.29 m = L"; tilt =
12.5 o up from horizontal.
BC =_ 2 L''2 - 2 L''2 cos e
BC =_2 (1.29) 2 - 2 (1.29) 2 cos 12.5 o = 0.281 m
(f) Determine sections to be used for membersAC and BC.
Use Aluminum
For MemberAC (see Table X): Use L1-i/2xl-i/2xl/8 or metric equivalent.
For Member BC (see Table X): Use L1-1/2xl-1/2xl/8 or metric equivalent.
(g) Determine anchoring requirements for the portable structures:
For one-tier structure
Uplift and lateral loads at support points A and B due to wind:
I l
B = R /tan B (See Section 4.7.1.1)X
! I
B =R
Y
I I I
A = 2 R sin e - R /tanX
I I I
A : 2 R cos e - R
Y
: (180 - e)/2 = (180o - 12.5°)/2 = 83.75 °
Determine wind load W': uniform wind load applied to top and bottom
beams.
W' = wind load x L'/2
where
L height of one module
W' = 785 N/m2 x 1.2 m x 1/2 = 471 N/m
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Determine R': The maximumreaction for the top and bottom beams due to
wind load alone.
For single span beams:
R' = W'L/2
where
L span length between support frames
R' = 471N/m x 1.68 m x 1/2 = 395.64 N
Lateral loads at B due to wind:
I
B = (395.64 N)/tan 83.75 o = 43.33 NX
Uplift loads at B due to wind:
I I
B = R = 395.64 N
Y
Lateral loads at A due to wind:
A' = 2 (395.64 N) sin 12.5 o - 395.64 N/tan 83.75X
I
A = 127.93 N
X
Uplift loads at A due to wind:
A' = 2 (395.64 N) cos 12.5 o - 395.64 NY
I
A = 376.88 N
Y
Therefore, the weight which must be placed at support B to resist both
uplift and sliding due to wind is 396 N. The weight which must be
placed at support A to resist both uplift and sliding due to wind is
377 N.
One option is to connect the frame support points A and B together with
spreader bars and then applyweights, such as sand bags, to the bars to
provide resistance to overturning and/or sliding due to wind. In this
case, it is assumed that the sand bags are concentrated as close as
possible to the support points. If the weights are concentrated within
1/3 meter of the support points A and B, then the maximummoment in the
spreader-bars is
M = 1/3 m x 396 N = 132 N-mmax
BAR
From Table IX: Use Li-3/4xl-1/4x1/8 or metric equivalent.
Note: If the structures are to be left in one place for a year or more,
it is suggested that the weights be increased by 1-1/2 times the
calculated weights needed to resist uplift and sliding. Also if the
structures are to be relocated to sites outside the locality for which
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they were designed, then they should be reevaluated for the wind
conditions for the new site.
(h) Determine connection details (see Figures 13D and 16A)
Frame connections at C: Details are given in Figure 19 and Section
4.7.1.3 for connecting the top and bottom beams to members AC and for
connecting members BC to members AC. Use bolted connection (1.27 cm
diam. aluminum alloy 2024-T4 bolts and 6061-T6 nuts, or equivalent) for
connecting members BC to members AC and for connecting the
spreader-bars to members AC and BC. Use 1.27 cm diam. aluminum alloy
2024-T4 bolts and 6061-T6 nuts, or equivalent, for connecting the top
and bottom beams to the clip angles attached to membersAC.
Note: Since this is a relatively small structure at a very low tilt
angle, diagonal bracing in the BC plane is not needed.
5.5 Design Example 5: 200 WpPole-Mounted (English Calculations)
A. Description (See Section 4.7.2)
Site location: Hawaii (Latitude = 18o54'N, Longitude =
i55 5'w)
Site conditions: Level site, clear of obstructions
Weather conditions: Average temperature 65 to 70o F (no frost or
snow); maximumwind velocity : 80 mph.
Tilt angle: Maximumvariable tilt that will be used is
34 .
Array orientation: Orient array so that it faces due south.
B. Module Determination
20 watt (peak) module (7.5 percent efficiency)
Size: 3/4 ft x 4 ft
Weight: 2.8 Ib/ft 2
C. Array Size
Ten 20-watt modules are required for the array. This assumes that this
combination of modules will provide the desired voltage (see St_p 1,
item (b) in Section 2.0). In this case the array size is 30 ft L.
D. Array Layout, Height of Pole and Structural Material Selection
Use single row of ten modules in side-by-side configuration., This
means that the array must be 4 ft high (L') by 7.5 ft wide (L).
Use a pole height (HT) of 6 ft.
Use aluminum as the structural material.
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E. Loads
(a) Dead Load:
DL : weight of structure + weight of modules
DL = 3 psf (est.) + 2.8 psf = 5.8 psf
(b) Live and other loads: The maximumwind velocity given for the site is
80 mph. From Table 3.7 of the reference given in Section 7.4, this
corresponds to a wind load of 16.4 psf at heights of less than 30 ft.
The seismic load is V : 0.24 DL = 0.24 x 5.8 psf = 1.4 psf. There are
no snow or ice loads for the site. The maintenance load is 15 psf (see
Section 4.3.2).
Using the method given in Section 4.3.9:
Total Load = Dead Load + Wind Load = 5.8 psf + 16.4 psf = 22.2 psf.
Use total load of 23 psf as design criterion.
F. Structural Design
See Section 4.7.2.1, Structural Design Procedure and Figures 12, 48 and
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(a) Determine W: uniform load applied to the beams.
For top and bottom framing beams:
W= Total Load x L'/2
where
L' height of one module
W = 23 psf x 4 ft/2 = 46 Ib/ft
(b) Determine FR: The maximumresultant force at top of pole.
FR = 1.25 P x L x L"
where
P total load
L span length
L" nominal distance between top and bottom beams
FR = 1.25 x 23 Ib/ft 2 x 7.5 ft x 4 ft : 863 Ib
(c) Determine pole size (see Table XXVl):
Based on a maximumFR of 863 Ib, a maximumtilt angle of 34o, and a
pole height of 6 ft, the pole size required is:
Pole size: 3-1/2 #40 pipe.
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(d) Determine sections to be used for framing members.
(i) Top and bottom framing beams (see Table XXXII):
M = 1.25 WL2/8
= 1.25 (46 Ib/ft) (7.5 ft) 2 x 0.001 k/Ib x 12 in./ft x 1/8
= 4.86 k-in.
Use: L2x2x1/4
(2) Side framing beam (see Table XXXIII):
M = 1.25 WLL'/4
= 1.25 (46 Ib/ft) (7.5 ft) (4 ft) x 0.001 k/Ib x 12 in./ft x 1/4
= 5.18 k-in.
Use: L2x2x1/4
(3) Center beam (see Table XXXIV):
M = 1.25 WL2/2
= 1.25 (46 Ib/ft) (7.5 ft) 2 x 0.001 k/Ib x 12 in./ft x 1/2
= 19.40 k-in.
Use TS2.25x2.25xO.156 with 1/4 in. thick trunion plates.
(4) Angle adjusting member (see Figure 49):
Use L1-1/2xl-i/2xl/8.
(e) Determine connection requirements.
Details for connecting the top and bottom beams to the side framing
beams, the center beam to the side framing beams, center beam to top of
pole, and connection of the angle adjustment member to the frame and
pole are given in Figures 48 and 49.
Bonded connections shall be soldered.
Bolted connections shall consist of aluminum alloy 2024-T4 bolts and
6061-T6 nuts.
Bolt sizes shall be as follows:
Top/Bottom beam to side frame: Use 3/8 in. diam. bolts
Center beam trunion plate to side frame: Use 1/2 in. diam. bolts
Angle adjustment member to frame: Use 3/8 in. diam. bolts
Angle adjustment member to pole: Use 3/8 in. diam. bolts
(f) Determine foundation and baseplate connection requirements (see
Figures 48, 50 and 51):
M = 1.25 FR sin e x HT
where
HT height of pole
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M = 1.25 x 863 Ib x sin 34o x 6 ft x 0.001 k/Ib x 12 in./ft = 43.4
= 43.4 k-in.
(1) Foundation details (Table XXXV):
Use reinforced concrete pier with the following dimensions: diameter,
2 ft; height above finished grade, 2 in.; and depth below finished
grade, 4 ft. Use reinforcing bar arranged and tied as indicated in
Figure B at the top of Table XXXV.
(2) Foundation connection details (Table XXXIX):
Use four-bolt connection with 7.6 in. by 7.6 in. by 3/4 in. thick
aluminum alloy 6061-T6 baseplate soldered to the bottom of the aluminum
mounting pole. Use 3/4 in. diam. by 7 in. long (N.C. thread) ASTMA307
anchor bolts and nuts. Embed bolts 4 inches into concretel
6.0 GLOSSARY
6.1 Symbols and Acronyms
AISC American Institute of Steel Construction
AITC American Institute of Timber Construction
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
AWS American Welding Society
BBC Basic Building Code (also known as BOCA)
cm centimeter
cu yd cubic yard
FR resultant force developed at top of pole under design load
FT (ft) feet
HR (hr) hours
HT height of pole
I current
IN (in.) inches
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
K (k) kip (i000 Ibf) or kilo (1000)
kgf kilograms force
km/hr kilometer per hour
L span length between support frames
L' height of one module (Figure 14)
L" nominal distance between beams (Figure 13 or Table IV)
Lc maximumunbraced length of compression member
Ibf pounds force
Mm maximummoment developed in middle beam under loads
max maximummoment capacity
TB maximummoment developed in top and bottom beams
MPH(mph) miles per hour
N Newton
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NBC National Building Code
NEC National Electric Code
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
P combined loads
PSF (psf) Ibf/ft 2
R reaction load carrying capacity
RTB reaction developed in top and bottom beams under design load
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SSBC Southern Standard Building Code
T Temperature (oc)
UBC Uniform Building Code
V Voltage (volts)
w uniform load applied to beams
Wm uniform load applied to middle beam
Wp peak power (watts)
WTB uniform load applied to top and bottom beams
e tilt angle (degrees up from horizontal) : _ (Section 3.5.1
and Figure 8C)
bolt size (diameter)
6,2 Conversions
A. Lenat______h
1 meter (m) = 100 centimeters (cm) = i000 millimeters (mm) = 3.2808 ft
1 inch (in.) : 2.54 cm
I foot (ft) = 0.3048 m
B. Area
I ft 2 = 0.0929 m2
i m2 = 10.764 ft 2
C. Volume
i ft 3 = 0.0283 m3
I m3 = 35.313 ft 3
D. Force
i Newton (N) = 0.2248 Ibf = 0.102 kgf
I kgf : 9.807 N
i Ibf = 4.448 N
1 kip (k) : 1000 Ibf = 4448 N
E. Pressure
1N/m 2 _ 0.02089 Ibf/ft 2 (PSF)1 kgf/m = 0,2048 Ibf/ft 2 = 9,80665 N/m2
I Ibf/ft 2 : 4.8824 kgf/m 2 = 47.88 N/m2
F. Moment
1N-m = 8.851 Ibf-in. = 0.7376 Ibf-ft
i ft-lbf = 1.356 N-m
G. Velocity
I kilometer/hr (km/hr) : 0.621 miles/hr (MPH)
1MPH = 1.609 km/hr
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7.0 REFERENCES
7.1 General References
A. Additional Design Sources
(a) Structural Engineering Handbook (1979 Edition)
Gaylord and Gaylerd
McGraw-Hill Book Company
New York, New York
(b) Wind Loading on Buildings (1975 Edition)
Angus J. MacDonald
Applied Science Publishers, Ltd.
London, England
B. Other Sources
(a) Thermal Environmental Engineerin_ (1970 Edition)
James L. Threlkeld
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
(b) Solar Energy Thermal Process (1974 Edition)
John A. Duffie and William A. Beckman
A Wiley-lnterscience Publication
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
New York - London - Sydney - Toronto
7.2 Applicable Industry Codes and Standards
A. Codes: See list in Section 4.2.
B. Material Standards
(a) Manual of Steel Construction (8th Edition)
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(b) Timber Construction Manual (2rid Edition, 1974)
American Institute of Timber Construction
333 West HampdenAvenue
Englewood, Colorado 80110
(c) CRSI Handbook (1980 Edition)
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute
180 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, lllinois 60601
(d) Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual (1977 Edition)
American Iron and Steel Institute
i000 16th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
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(e) Handbook of Plastics and Elastomers (1975 Edition)
Charles A. Harper, Editor-in-Chief
McGraw-Hill Book Company
New York, New York
(f) Manual of Cold Form Welded Structural Steel Tubin 9 (1st Edition)
Welded Steel Tube Institute, Inc.
Structural Tube Division
522 Westgate Tower
Cleveland, Ohio 44116
(g) Manual of Standard Practice for Detailing Reinforced
Concrete Structures (ACI-315-74, 1974 Edition)
Manual of Concrete Practice (1977 Edition)
American Concrete Institute
Box 19150, Redford Station
Detroit, Michigan 48219
(h) Welding Aluminum (1972 Edition)
American Welding Society
2501NW 7th Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(i) Aluminum Standards and Data (1979 Edition)
Specifications for Aluminum Structures (1976 Edition)
Engineering Data for Aluminum Structures (1975 Edition)
The Aluminum Association, Inc.
818 Connecticut Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
7.3 List of Manufacturers and Suppliers of Equipment Components and
Materials
7.3.1 Materials
A. Steel: American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc. (New York, New
YorkT
B. Wood: American Institute of Timber Construction (Englewood, Colorado)
C. Cold-Formed Steel: American Iron and Steel Institute (Washington, D.C.)
D. Aluminum: The Aluminum Association (Washington, D.C.).
E. Concrete: Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (Chicago, lllinois)
7.3.2 Mechanical Components
The following is a partial list of mechanical component manufacturers.
A. Columbia Nut and Bolt Corp. (New York, NewYork)
B. Fasteners and Metal Products Corp. (Waltham, Massachusetts)
C. H-P Products (Louisville, Ohio)
D. Jarvis Steel & Lumber Co., Inc. (Baltimore, Maryland)
E. Kee Klamp (Buffalo, New York)
F. P.G. Structures, Inc. (New York, New York)
Go Unistrut (Baltimore, Maryland)
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7.3.3 Electrical Components
The following is a partial list of electrical component manufacturers.
A. Air Born Connectors (Columbia, Maryland)
B. Ampheno I (Bunker Ramo) (Broadview, lllinois)
C. Brad Harrison (La Grange, lllinois)
D. Camolok (Cincinnati_ Ohio)
E. General Connector Corporation (Newton, Massachusetts)
F. ITT Cannon (Santa Ana, California)
G. Winchester Electronics (Oakville, Connecticut)
7.3.4 Modules
A. Amperex Electronic Corporation (Slatesville, Rhode Island)
B. ARCOSolar (Chatsworth, California)
C. Mobil Tyco Solar Energy (Waltham, Massachusetts)
D. Motorola Solar Systems (Phoenix, Arizona)
E. Optical Coating Laboratories, Inc. (OCLI) (City of Industry, California)
F. SES (Newark, Delaware)
G. Sensor Technology (Chatsworth, California.)
H. Silicon Material, Inc. (Mantain View, California)
I. Silicon Sensor, Inc. (Dodgeville, Wisconsin)
J. Solar Power Corp (North Billercia, Massachusetts)
K. Solarex (Rockville, Maryland)
L. Solenergy Corp. (Wakefield, Massachusetts)
M. Solec International (Los Angeles, California)
N. Sollos_ Inc. (West Los Angeles, California)
O. Tideland Signal (Houston, Texas)
P. Texas Instruments (Dallas, Texas)
7.4 Wind Load Design Criteria
The information in this section was reproduced from the American
Institute of Timber Construction Timber Construction Manual, Second
Edition, copyrighted 1974, published by John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, New York.
Reproduced with permission of:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
605 3rd Avenue
New York, New York 10016
and
American Institute of Timber Construction
333 West HampdenAvenue
Englewood, Colorado 80110
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WIND LOADS
General
Designing structures to resist wind loading is, like the analysis for snow
loading, a very complex engineering problem. Considerable research has
been conducted to evaluate wind effects on various structures that has
resulted in the establishment of design pressure coefficients that account
for building shape and wind direction. In addition, extensive studies of
basic Wind velocities related to geographical location have resulted in the
development of detailed wind velocity maps for the United States. Other
studies of surface resistance relative to the degree of land development and
gust characteristics at a given location have provided a method for a further
refinement of the basic wind velocity and its effect on structures. However,
much work remains to be done to relate further the dynamic behavior of
structures to wind forces that are attributable to gusting and turbulence.
The wind load analysis information presented here is intended to pro-
vide the engineer with a design procedure that accounts for the basic
parameters affecting wind loading of structures. The material has been
compiled from a variety of sources, including the American National
Standard Building Code Requirementsfor Minimum Design Loads in Buildings
and Other Structures, American National Standards Institute; Wind Forces
on Structures, Paper No. 3269, Final Report of the Task Committee on
Wind Forces of the Committee on Loads and Stresses of the Structural
Division, ASCE; New Distributions of Extreme Winds in the United States by
H. C. S. Thorn, Vol. 94, ST 7, July 1968,Journal of the Structural Division,
ASCE; Strength of Houses, Building Materials and Structures Report 109,
National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce; and Struc-
tural Information for Building Desig'n in Canada, 1965, Supplement No. 3 to
the National Building Code of Canada.
Basic Wind Velocities
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 represent wind probability maps for 50- and 100-year
mean recurrence intervals, respectively. These figures provide basic wind
velocities for observed air flows in open, level country at a height of 30 ft
above the ground. For the design of most permanent structures, a basic
v,,ind speed with a 50-year mean recurrence interval should be applied.
However, if in the judgment of the engineer or authority having jurisdic-
tion, the structure presents an unusually high degree of hazard to life and
property in case of failure, a 100-year mean recurrence interval wind
velocity should be used for design. Similarly, for temporary structures or
structures having negligible risk of human life in case of failure, a design
wind velocity based on a 25-year mean recurrence interval may be used.
Additional wind velocity maps for various mean recurrence intervals are
given in New Distribution of Extreme Winds in the United States, by H. C. S.
Thorn, Vol. 94, ST 7,July 1968,Journal of the StructuralDivision, ASCE.
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Since the wind velocities given in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are for a height of
30 it, it is necessary to modify this value for other design heights. An ac-
cepted procedure is to apply an exponential formula of the form
, (h V'"
where I.'h = wind velocity at an)' height
I% = wind velocity at a height of 30 ft
h --- height
x = exponent depending upon general site exposure conditions
such as follows:
For level or slightly rolling terrain with minimal obstructions such as
airports, x may be taken as 7; for rolling terrain with numerous obstruc-
tions such as suburban areas, a value of 5 may be assumed; and for urban
areas, a value of 3 is recommended.
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"'" .L.,._'_ "
Figure 3.3. ISOTACH 0.01 QUANTILES, IN MPH: ANNUAL EXTREME-MILE 30 FT ABOVE GROUND, 100.YR
MEAN RECURRENCE INTERVAL. Source: New Distribution qfExtreme ;Vi_ in the United States, by [!. C. S. Thorn, Paper
No. 6038, Vol. _1, ST7, J uly I_._8,Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE.
Thus for open, relatively level areas similar to those from which the data
given in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are derived, the following equation is applicable:
{ h1'"
This is commonly referred to as the _tth power law for determining wind
velocities.
Based on the use of this relationship, Table 3.6 gives wind velocities for
various height zones based on multiplying the basic wind velocity obtained
from Figure 3.2 or 3.3 by an average correction, factor for that height zone.
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TABLE 3.6
WIND VELOCITIES CORRESPONDING TO VARIOUS HEIGHTS
Basic Wind Velocities, mph
Height, Approximate Correction
h. ft Height Zone Factor a 60 70 80 90 100 I10
30 20 to 4Oft 1.00 60 70 80 90 100 110
60 41toSOft 1.10 66 77 88 99 110 121
110 81 to 140ft 1.20 : 72 84 96 108 120 132
190 141 to 240ft 1.30 78 91 104 117 130 143
320 241to400 ft 1.40 84 98 112 126 140 154
i
aBased on the relationship I,'^= I'3o(h130)It7.
250
= i /llE200 )
= 150 1
b_
R=("/_o)'c
.S"
lOO /
/
oo i///
0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40
Heightcorrectionfactor
• Figure 3.,I. HEIGHT CORRECTION FACTOR BASED ON l/7th
POWER LAW.
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Similarly, Figure 3.4 can be used to determine a height correction factor
based on the kth power law for any specific height to be analyzed in design.
In addition to adjusting the basic wind velocities for height and site ex-
posture conditions, it is also possible to apply a gust response factor in the
determination of design velocity pressures. The concept of determining
gust response factors is very complex and the engineer is referred to the
following ASCE papers for a detailed analysis of gust loading of structures:
Gust Loading Factors by Davenport, Vol. 93, ST 3, June 1967,Journal of the
Structural Division, and Gust ResponseFactorsby Vellozzi and Cohen, Vol, 94,
ST 6,June 1968,Journal of the Structural Division.
As a general guide, the gust response factor is primarily a function of the
size and height of the structure and the surface roughness and obstruc-
tions existing in the surrounding area. For small-to-medium size structures
located in open, relatively level terrain and ranging in height up to approxi-
mately 100ft, a gust responst factor of 1.3 is commonly assumed. Similarly,
for taller buildings of approximately 400 ft in height, a gust response factor
of 1.1 can be used for design purposes.
It is recommended that the designer use a dynamic analysis accounting
for wind turbulence and the size and natural frequency of the structure to
determine gusting effects on structures greater than 400 ft in height. There-
fore, a design wind velocity is determined by modifying the basic wind
velocity obtained from either Figure 3.2 or 3.3 for height, site exposure,
and the gust effect. For additional information related to the effect of site
exposure on wind velocity, the engineer is referred to the American National
Standard Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in Buildings
and OtherStructures, ANSI A 58.1-1972.
Velocity Pressures
For standard air (0.07651 pcf, corresponding to 15°C at 760 mm of mer-
cury) and velocity of wind, V, expressed in miles per hour, the velocity
(dynamic) pressure, q, in psf, is given by
q = 0.00256V 2
Thus the dynamic pressure for any given combination of geographic loca-
tion, height of structure, and basic wind velocity can be determined by
using the design wind velocity in the above equation. Table 3.7 gives vel-
ocity pressure values for various heights and basic wind velocities for a site
located in open, level terrain. The gust response factor has not been incor-
porated in this table but can easily be accounted for in a separate calculation
by multiplying the tabulated values by the applicable gust response factor.
Therefore, for general design purposes, the effective velocity pressure
for any height, h, may be determined from the relationship
qh= (0.00256) (V3o)Z(hl30) 2_(Gr)
where V30= basic wind velocity obtained from Figure 3.2 or 3.3
h = height of building
x = exponent depending upon general site exposure conditions
Gr = gust response factor
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TABLE 3.7
VELOCITY PRESSURES,aq, CORRESPONDING TO BASIC
WIND VELOCITIES, V
BasicWind Velocity,mph"
Height,b ft 60 70 80 90 100 110
30 9.2 12.5 16.4 20.7 25.6 31.0
60 11.2 15.2 20.0 25.2 31.2 37.8
110 13.3 18.1 23.8 30.0 37.1 44.9
19q 15.6 21.2 27.8 35.1 43.4 52.5
320 18.1 24.6 32.3 40.8 50.4 61.1
510 20.7 28.1 36.9 46.6 57.6 69.7
aVelocity pressure based on qs0= 0.002561"302.
bHeight correction based on qh = q3o(h/30) 2'7.
CFrom Figure 3.2 or 3.3.
Example. Calculate the effective velocity pressure acting on a permanent
structure to be located in relatively open, level terrain near Cheyenne,
Wyoming. Assume the design height to be 100ft and that a 50-year mean
recurrence interval wind velocity is applicable.
From Fig. 3.2, a basic wind velocity of 80 mph for a height of 30 ft is
applicable for Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Since the height of the structure is 100 ft, and the structure is to be
located in relatively open, level terrain, a gust response factor of 1.3 is
applied.
Also for this type of site exposure it is recommended that an exponential
value of x be taken as 7. The effective velocity pressure for this condition is:
(100_''7
q_00= 0.00256(80) z \ 30/ (1.3)
qt00= 30.0 psf
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7.5 Wina Loaa Data
The information in this section was reproduced from the U.S. Army and
Air Force Manual TM5-809-1/AFM 88-3 with permission of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers.
Note: Whenavailable, the American National Standards Institute's
AN_rs) Builain9 Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loaas in Builaings
ana Other Structures (A58-I) should be use_ insteaa of the "Peak Velocity"
aata given in these tables.
TABLE II. WIND, SNOW,AND FROST DATA
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration,
Location MPH PSF Inches
C-ONTIGUOUSUNITED STATES:
ALABAMA
Brookley AFB 120 20 6
Maxwell AFB 90 20 9
Mobile 120 20 6
Montgomery 90 20 6
ARIZONA
DavisMonthanAFB 80 20 5
LukeAFB 90 20 7
Williams AFB 80 20 7
Phoenix 80 20 7
ARKANSAS
Little Rock AFB 90 15 12
CALIFORNIA
Castle AFB 80 20 5
Hamilton AFB 85 20 5
MarchAFB 80 20 5
Mather AFB lO0 20 5
Travis AFB 80 20 5
VandenbergAFB 80 20 5
San Diego 80 20 0
Pasadena 80 20 0
Long Beach 80 20 0
San Francisco 85 20
Oakland 85 20 5
MareIsland 85 20 5
Sacramento 105 20 5
Stockton 90 20 5
COLORADO
Lowry AFB 80 20 60
Denver 80 20 60
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetratioz
Location MPH PSF Inches
CONNECTICUT
New London 80 20 35
New Haven 80 20 35
DELAWARE
Dover AFB 95 20 20
FLORIDA
Eglin AFB 125 20 5
Homestead AFB 125 20 0
MacDill AFB 90 20 2
Patrick AFB 125 20 2
Jacksonville 105 20 2
Miami 125 20 0
Key West 125 20 O
Pensacola 125 20 2
Tampa 90 20 2
GEORGIA
'HunterAFB 105 20 5
Robins AFB 80 20 5
Turner AFB 85 20 5
Augusta 85 20 5
Atlanta 85 20 7
Savannah 105 20 3
Macon 85 20 5
IDAHO
Mountain Home AFB 85 20 hO
ILLINOIS
Chanute AFB 95 20 35
Scott AFB 80 20 35
Chicago 85 20 hO
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Table II (C_ntinued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
INDIANA
Fort Wayne 90 20 40
Indianapolis 105 20 30
IOWA
-_oux City lO0 20 54
KANSAS
F--_e s AFB II0 20 30
Schilling AFB I00 20 24
KENTUCKY
Le_ngton 90 20 18
Louisville 90 20 18
LOUISIANA
_ks_le AFB 80 20 5
Chennault AFB 120 20 4
New Orleans 120 20 2
MAINE
Do------_AFB lO0 40 75
Loring AFB 90 40 75
Portland 100 40 65
Bangor I00 40 72
MARYIAND
Andrews AFB 90 20 25
Baltimore 90 20 22
MASSACHUSETTS
L. G. Hanscom Field ii0 25 50
Otis AFB 120 20 50
Westover AFB 85 30 70
Boston llO 25 50
Springfield 85 30 70
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
.Location MPH PSF Inches
MICHIGAN
KinchelowAFB 95 40 65
Selfridge AFB 80 20 50
Detroit 80 20 50
MINNESOTA
Minn-St.Paul lAP 90 35 75
Minneapolis 90 35 75
Duluth i00 40 75
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson 105 20 3
MISSOURI
Kansas City I00 20 28
St. Louis 80 20 27
MONTANA
MalmstromAFB 85 25 75
NEBRASKA
AFB 95 25 55
Omaha 95 25 55
NEVADA
_is AFB 90 20 8
Stead AFB 90 25 23
Fallon 90 25 12
Hawthorne 90 25 30
Reno 95 25 23
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Pease AFB 105 30 60
Portsmouth 105 30 60
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) I_iveLoad Penetration
Location MPH PSF Xnches
L
NEW JERSEY
McGuire AFB 85 20 30
Atlantic City i00 20 20
Bayonne 85 20 30
NEW MEXICO
Cannon AFB 80 20 15
Holloman AFB 80 20 20
Walker AFB 85 20 15
Albuquerque i00 20 17
NEW YORK
Griffis AFB 80 hO 50
Plattsburg AFB 90 35 70
Stewart AFB 90 25 45
Buffalo 90 30 35
Albany 80 30 54
New York 85 20 40
Syracuse 80 hO 56
NORTH CAROLINA
Pope AFB 80 20 9
Charlotte 90 20 8
Wilmington 130 20 5
NORTH DAKOTA
Grand 'ForksAFB I00 25 85
Minot AFB 1OO 20 80
OHIO
Wr----'ight-PattersonAFB 90 20 40
Columbus 90 20 40
Cincinnati 90 20 20
0KLAHCMA
Tinker AFB 90 20 20
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or -Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
OREGON
_6-#_landInt. Apt. ll5 20 6
P ortland ll5 20 6
PENNSYLVANIA
Olmsted AFB 80 20 35
Harrisburg 85 20 30
Pittsburg 85 20 38
Philadelphia 80 20 30
RHODE ISLAND
'Providence 115 20 45
SOUTH CAROLINA
Shaw AFB 80 20 6
Charleston 120 20 3
SOUTH DAKOTA
Ell'sworth'-AFB I05 20 55
TENNESSEE
Sewart AFB 95 20 i0
Memphis 90 20 i0
TEXAS
Amarillo AFB 120 20 20
Bergstrom AFB 85 20 h
Biggs AFB 90 20 6
Carswell AFB 85 20 12
Dyess AFB I00 20 I0
Ellington AFB 90 20 3
Kelly AFB 90 20 4
Reese AFB 85 20 15
Sheppard AFB 85 20 15
Corpus Christi i00 20 2
E1 Paso 90 20 6
Fort Worth 80 20 i0
_alveston I00 20 3
Houston 90 20 3
San Antonio 80 20 4
Amarillo 120 20 20
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
UTAH
Hill AFB 95 30 35
Salt Lake City 90 25 35
VERMONT
Burlington 90 35 72
VIRGINIA
Langley AFB Ii0 20 6
Newport News 105 20 IO
Norfolk 105 20 10
Richmond 90 20 14
WASHINGTON
Fairchild AFB 90 25 65
LarsonAFB 80 25 35
McChordAFB 85 20 I0
Bremerton 85 20 9
Seattle 85 20 8
Spokane 90 20 30
Pasco 80 30 25
Tacoma 85 20 8
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston 80 20 30
_SCONSIN
Truax Field 115 25 50
Milwaukee ii0 25 54
Green Bay I00 25 54
WYOMING
Francis E. Warren AFB i00 20 70
WASHINGTON, DC 90 20 20
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
AFRICA:
Libya
Wheelus AB 85 20 0
Morocco
Casablanca 85 20 0
Port Lyautey NAS 85 20 0
ASIA:
India
Bombay 85 20 O
Calcutta 105 20 0
Madras 85 20 0
New Delhi 85 20 0
Japan
Itazuke AB 90 20 6
Johnson AB 105 20 6
Misawa AB 95 20 18
Tachikawa AB I00 20 6
Tokyo I00 20 6
Wakkanai ll5 40 36
Korea
Kimpo AB 80 20 30
Seoul 80 20 30
Uijongbu 80 20 36
Pakistan
Peshawar 80 20 6
Saudia Arabia
Bahrain Island 80 20 0
DhahranAB 80 20 O
Taiwan
Tainan 120 20 O
Taipei 130 20 0
Thailand
Bangkok 80 20 0
Turkey
Ankara 90 20 24
Karamursel 105 20 12
Viet Nam
Saigon 95 20 0
J
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
ATLANTIC OCEAN AREA:
Ascension Island 80 20 O
Azores
Lajes Field 115 20 0
Bermuda
Bermuda NAS Ii0 20 0
KindleyAFB 125 20 0
CARIBBEAN SEA:
Bahama Islands
Eleuthera Island 140 20 0
Grand Bahama Island 1LO 20 0
Great Exuma Island 140 20 0
Cuba
Guantanamo NAS 80 20 0
Leeward Islands
Antigua Island lhO 20 0
Puerto Rico
Raney AFB 95 20 0
San Juan 115 20 0
ViequestIsland 140 20 O
Trinidad Island
Port of Spain 80 20 0
Trinidad NS 80 20 0
CENTRALAMERICA:
Canal Zone
AlbrookAFB 80 20 0
Balboa 80 20 0
Coco Solo 80 20 0
Colon 80 20 0
Cristobal 80 20 0
France AFB 80 20 0
EUROPE:
England
Birmingham 85 20 12
London 90 20 12
Mildenhall AB 95 20 12
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Table ll(Continued)
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
EUROPE:
England
Plymouth 85 20 12
Sculthorpe AB 90 20 12
Southport 95 20 12
South Shields 90 20 12
Spurn Head 90 20 12
France
Nancy 80 20 18
Paris/Le Bourget 95 20 18
Rennes lO0 20 18
vic l!5 25 2h
Germany
Bremen 80 25 30
Munich-Riem 90 40 36
Rhein-Main AB 80 25 30
Stuttgart AB 85 40 36
Greece
-'-'_ns 85 20 O
Italy
Aviano AB 80 20 18
Brindisi lO0 20 6
Scotland
Aberdeen 85 20 12
Edinburgh 90 20 12
Edzell 85 20 12
Glasgow/Renfrew
Airfield 95 20 12
Lerwick, Shetland
Islands 105 20 18
Londonderry 125 20 12
Prestwick 95 20 12
Stornoway II0 20 12
Thurso I00 20 12
Madrid 80 20 6
Rota 85 20 0
San Pablo ii0 20 6
Zaragoza ii0 20 6
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
NORTH AMERICA:
Alaska
Adak, Aleutian Is. 125 20 24
Anchorage 95 35 60
Annette 95 20 24
Attu 180 35 24
Barrow i00 20 Permafrost
Bethel 95 35 60
Cold Bay llO 20 36
Cordova 95 40 48
EielsonAFB 80 35 60
ElmendorfAFB 95 35 60
Fairbanks 80 35 60
Gambell 130 25 48
Juneau 90 40 36
King Salmon 115 20 60
Kodiak 115 20 48
Kotzebue 120 20 Permafrost
McGrath 85 40 84
Middleton Island AFS 125 40 48
Nikolaski,UmnakIs. 130 25 36
Nome 120 40 Permafrost
NortheastCapeAFS,
St.LawrenceIs. 135 25 48
Shem_a Island 180 35 24
St. Paul Island 105 25 36
Umiat ii0 30 Permafrost
Wales 105 40 Permafrost
Yakutat i00 hO 36
Canada
Argentia NAS, Nfld. 105 40 36
Churchill, Manitoba lO0 40 Permafrost
Cold Lake, Alberta 80 40 72
Edmonton, Alberta 80 30 60
E. HarmonAFB,NFId. 105 40 60
Fort William, Ontario 80 40 60
Frobisher, N.W.T. 100 hO Permafrost
Goose Airport, Nfld. 85 40 60
Ottawa,Ontario 85 40 48
St. John's, Nfld. 105 I_0 36
Toronto, Ontario 85 40 _6
Winnipeg, Manitoba 80 hU %o
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Table II (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
NORTH AMERICA:
Greenland
Narsarssuak AB 130 30 60
Simiutak AB 155 25 60
Sondrestrom AB ii0 20 Permafrost
Thule AB 130 25 Permafrost
Iceland
Keflavik 115 30 24
Thorshofn 135 30 36
PACIFIC OCEAN AREA:
Caroline Islands
Koror, Palau Islands 95 20 0
Ponape ii0 20 0
Hawaii
Barberls Point 80 20 O
HickamAFB 80 20 0
Kaneohe Bay 85 20 O
Wheeler AFB 80 20 0
Johnston Island 80 20 0
Mariana Islands
Agana, Guam 155 20 0
Andersen AFB, Guam 155 20 O
Saipan 150 20 0
Tinian 150 20 0
Marshall Islands
Kwajalein 105 20 O
Eniwetok 105 20 O
Marcus Island 150 20 0
Midway Island 85 20 0
Okinawa
Kadena AB 185 20 0
Naha AB 180 20 0
Phil_ppine Islands
Clark AFB 85 20 0
Sangley Point 80 20 0
Subic Bay 80 20 0
2O2
TableII (Continued).
Peak Velocity Roof Snow or Max. Frost
(Gust included) Live Load Penetration
Location MPH PSF Inches
PACIFIC OCEAN AREA:
Samoa Islands
Apia, Upolu Island 145 20 0
Tutuila,TutuilaIsland 145 20 0
VolcanoIslands
Iwo Jima AB 205 20 0
Wake Island 85 20 0
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7.6 Seismic Loaa Design
The information in this section was reproduced from the 1976 E_ition of
the Uniform Building Code, copyright 1976, with permission of the publisher,
the International Conference of Building Officials.
for these individual members).
(h) Miscellaneous Structures. Greenhouses, lath houses and agricultural
buildings shall be designed for the horizontal wind pressures as set forth in
Table No. 23-F, except that, if the height zone is 20 feet or less, two-thirds
of the first line of listed values may be used. The structures shall be de-
signed to withstand an uplift wind pressure equal to three-fourths of the
horizontal pressure.
(i) Moment of Stability. The overturning moment calculated from the
wind pressure shall in no case exceed two-thirds of the dead load resisting
moment.
The weight of earth superimposed over footings may be used to
calculate the dead load resisting moment.
(j) Combined Wind and Live Loads. For the purpose of determining
stresses all vertical design loads except the roof live load and crane loads
shall be considered as acting simultaneously with the wind pressure.
i_il EXCEPTION:Wheresnow loadingis required in the design of roofs, at
.... least50percent of such snowload shallbe consideredacting in combination
_i_i with the windload. The BuildingOfficialmay require that a greater percen-
tageof snowload be considereddue to localconditions.
Earthquake Regulations
!i: Sec. 2312. (a) General. Every building or structure and every portion
iil thereof shall be designed and constructed to resist stresses produced by
ii! lateral forces as provided in this Section. Stresses shall be calculated as the
i:_iieffect of a force applied horizontally at each floor or roof level above the
base. The force shall be assumed to come from any horizontal direction.
Structural concepts other than set forth in this Section may be approved
by the Building Official when evidence is submitted showing that
:ii equivalent ductility and energy absorption are provided.Where pres ribed wind loads produce higher stress s, such loads shall be
i used in lieu of the loads resulting from earthquake forces.
::: (b) Definitions. The following definitions apply only to the provisions
of this Section:
!i:! BASE is the level at which the earthquake motions are considered to be
_: imparted to the structure or the level at which the structure as a dynamic
::ilvibrator is supported.
ii_: BOX SYSTEM is a structural system without a complete vertical load-
: carrying space frame. In this system the required lateral forces are
resistedby shear walls or braced frames as hereinafter defined.
_:_ BRACED FRAME is a truss system or its equivalent which is provided
to resist lateral forces in the frame system and in which the members are
subjected primarily to axial stresses.
iii: DUCTILE MOMENT RESISTING SPACE FRAME is a moment$
i: resisting space frame complying with the requirements for a ductile mo-
_ii_ ment resisting space frame as given in Section 2312 (j).
:!i!i ESSENTIAL FACILITIES--See Section 2312 (k).
_i::_ LATERAL FORCE RESISTING SYSTEM is that part of the structural
ii::system assigned to resist the lateral forces prescribed in Section 2312 (d) I.
::_i::::::MOMENT RESISTING SPACE FRAME is a vertical load carrying
if!!space frame in which the members and joints are capable of resisting
ii forces primarily by flexure.SHEAR WALL is a wall designed to resist lateral forces parallel to the
iiiiiwall.
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SPACE FRAME is a three-dimensional structural system without bear- i_
ing walls, composed of interconnected members laterally supported so as _iil
to functionas a completeself-containedunitwith or withouttheaid of ::::::_::
horizontal diaphragms or floor bracing systems.
VERTICAL LOAD-CARRYING SPACE FRAME is a space frame
designed to carry all vertical loads.
(c) Symbols and Notations. The following symbols and notations apply _::i::
only to the provisions o f this Section: ......
C = Numericalcoefficient as specifiedin Section 2312 (d)1.
Cp= Numerical coefficient as specifiedin Section 2312 (g)and as
set forth in Table No. 23-J.
D = The dimension of the structure, in feet, in a direction parallel:,!_il
to the applied forces. _
_i _n = Deflectionsat levels i and n respectively,relative to the base, dueto _:_::_:_
appliedlateral forcesor as determined inSection2312 (h).
FiF.Fx = Lateral force applied to level i, n, orx, respectively.
Fp = Lateral forces on a part of the structure and in the direction
under consideration.
Ft = That portion of V considered concentrated at the top of the
structure in addition to F,. :....
g = Acceleration due to gravity.
h,h,,hx = Height in feet above the base to level i, n, or x respectively.
I = Occupancy Importance Factor as specified in Table No. 23-K.
K = Numerical coefficient as set forth in Table No. 23-I.
Level i
1 = Level of the structure referred to by the subscript i.
i = I designates the first level above the base. _
Level n ::i::i
= That level which is uppermost in the main portion of the i::i::i
structure. _:_:_
.::i:i
Level x i_!:i:i
= That level which is under design consideration. :i_i::....
x = 1 designates the first level above the base. _i
N = The total number of stories above the base to level n.
S = Numerical coefficient for site-structure resonance. '_:_:_
T = Fundamental elastic period of vibration of the building or :::::_i_
I structure in seconds in the direction under consideration.
T_ = Characteristic site period.
V = The total lateral force or shear at the base. :_:
I W = The total dead load as defined in Section 2302 including the il
partition loading specified in Section 2304 (d) where ap- ii::i::
plicable. _
EXCEPTION:"IV" shall beequalto the total deadload plus 25percent ......
of the floorliveloadin storageandwarehouseoccupancies.Wherethe design _
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:_: snowload is 30 psf or less, no partneedbe includedin the valueof "W."
_!i Where the snowload isgreater than 30psf, the snowload shallbe included;
_ however,where the snowload duration warrants, the BuildingOfficialmay
_ allowthe snowload to be reducedupto 75percent.
i$iiii WiWx= That portion of W which is located at or is assigned to level i
or x respectively.
Wp = The weight of a portion of a structure.
i Z = Numerical coefficient dependent upon the zone as determined
by Figures No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 in this Chapter. For loca-
tions in Zone No. 1, Z = ¾6. For locations in Zone No. 2,
Z = g. For locations in Zone No. 3, Z = ¾. For locations
:iii!i!ii in Zone No. 4, Z = 1.
ii (d) Minimum Earthquake Forces for Structures. Except as provided in
iii_Section 2312 (g) and (i), every structure shall be designed and constructed
!sslito resist minimum total lateral seismic forces assumed to act non-
il concurrently in the direction of each of the main axes of the structure in
iiiiaccordance with the following formula:
i V = ZIKCSW .................... (12-1)ThevalueofK shallbenotlessthanthatsetforthin TableNo.23-I.The
i_i_value of C and S are as indicated hereafter except that the product of CS
i:i_:ilneednotexceed 0.14.
_:_ The value of C shall be determined in accordance with the following for-
i mula: 1
i!iili C ....................15 VT (12-2)
!.i he value of C need not exceed 0.12.
:::,::::The period T shall be established using the structural properties and
i:!deformational characteristics of the resisting elements in a properly
iii_substantiated analysis such as the following formula:
_i::ii T = 2rr wi6, -- g Fi6i + (Ft + F,,)6n . (12-3):_ •.
i:i::: I L i = I
_:i:i
x:
._!::_iwhere the values of Fi , Fr, _i and _,_shall be determined from the base
i:._i_shear V, distributed approximately in accordance with the principles of
_!!:Formulas (12-5), (12-6) and (12-7) or any arbitrary base shear with a ra-
:i tional distribution. -In the absence of a determination as indicated above, the value of T for
::::iibuildings may be determined by the following formula:
i T = _ (12-3A)
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Or in buildings in which the lateral force resisting system consists of iiil
ductile moment-resisting space frames capable of resisting 100 percent of i_i_:_
the required lateral forces and such system is not enclosed by or adjoined ii!:_
by more rigid elements tending to prevent the frame from resisting lateral iill
forces:
T= O.10N .................. (12-3B) i_z_!
t_i!:
The value of S shall be determined by the following formulas, but shall i_i_i
be not less than 1.0: i_::_
For T/T,= l.0 or less S=I.0+ --0.5 _ i:_
il
........................ (12-4)
For T/T._greater than 1.0 S=1.2+(1.6 .-0"3 _
....................... (12-4A) ii_
WHERE:
T in Formulas (12-4) and (12-4A) shall be established by a properly
substantiated analysis but Tshall be not less than 0.3 second.
The range of values of Ts may be established from properly substan-
tiated geotechnical data, in accordance with U.B.C. Standard No. 23-1, ii
except that Ts shall not be taken as less than 0.5 second nor more than 2.5
seconds. Tsshall be that value within the range of site periods, as determin- ':
ed above, that is nearest to T.
When T_is not properly established, the value of S shall be 1.5. _
!iii
EXCEPTION: WhereT has beenestablishedby a properly substantiated ii
analysisand exceeds2.5 seconds,the valueof S may bedeterminedbyassum- :_
inga valueof 2.5 secondsfor Ts.
(el Distribution of Lateral Forces. 1. Structures having regular shapes i:i_i
or framing systems. The total lateral force V shall be distributed over the :::i:i
height of the structure in accordance with Formulas (12-5), (12-6) and (12- _ii_i_:
7).
V = Ft + F; ................ (12-5)
i=!
ili:
The concentrated force at the top shall be determined according to the
following formula: _ii!i:
i:i
iili!
Ft = O.07TV .................. (12-6) i_13
F, need not exceed 0.25 V and may be considered as 0 where T is 0.'7 sec- :_:i:_i
ond or less. The remaining portion of the total base shear V shall be i::_
distributed over the height of the structure including level n according to iiil
the following formula: if!
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iiii _ tcjhi
At each level designatedas x, the forceFxshall beappliedoverthe area
ii:_!of the buildinginaccordancewith themassdistributionon that level.
i_ii!
_:_ 2. Setbacks.Buildingshaving setbackswhereinthe plan dimensionof
_ii the tower in eachdirectionisat least75 percentof the correspondingplan
i_i_::dimensionof the lower part may be consideredas uniform buildings
_::::_::iwithout setbacksproviding other irregularitiesas defined in this Section
do not exist.
::_ 3. Structures having irregularshapes or framing systems. The distribu-
i:::':ition of the lateral forces in structures which have highly irregularshapes,
i::i!ilarge differences in lateral resistance or stiffness between adjacent stories
iii::ior other unusual structural features shall be determined considering the
ii dynamic characteristics of the structure.
iiii 4. Distribution of horizontal shear. Total shear in any horizontal plane
!izishall be distributed to the various elements of the lateral force resisting
iiiilsystem in proportion to their rigidities considering the rigidity of the
_:_:iihorizontal bracing system or diaphragm.
::::i:: Rigid elements that are assumed not to be part of the lateral force
_i_iresisting system may be incorporated into buildings provided that their ef-
!_ilfeet on the action of the system is considered and provided for in the
i design.5. Horizontal torsional moments. Provisions shall be made for the in-
:_i_icrease in shear resulting from the horizontal torsion due to an eccentricity
i!!:ibetween the center of mass and the center of rigidity. Negative torsional
:!! shears shall be neglected. Where the vertical resisting elements depend on
iii diaphragm action for shear distribution at any level, the shear-resisting
elements shall be capable of resisting a torsional moment assumed to be
equivalent to the story shear acting with an eccentricity of not less than 5
i::::percent of the maximum building dimension at that level.i:i:
_ (f) Overturning. Every building or structure shall be designed to resist
_':;izthe overturning effects caused by the wind forces and related requirements
::::::ispecified in Section 231 l, or the earthquake forces specified in this Sec-
,ion,whichevergoverns
iilii. At any level the incremental changes of the design overturning moment,
if::!m the story under consideration, shall be distributed to the various
ii_iresisting elements in the same proportion as the distribution of the shears
ii in the resisting system. Where other vertical members are provided which
ili!are capable of partially resisting the overturning moments, a redistribution
_ may be made to these members if framing members of sufficient strength
i and stiffness to transmit the required loads are provided.Where a vertical resisting element is discontinuous, the overturning
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moment carried by the lowest story of that element shall be carried down i_,_:
as loads to the foundation, ii!
(g) Lateral Force on Elements of Structures. Parts or portions of struc- ?,
tures and their anchorage shall be designed for lateral forces in ac-i:i_ii
cordance with the following formula: iii::
F,,= ZIC,,S'_ ............... (12-8) !iii
i::ii
EXCEPTION:WhereCo in Table No. 23-J is 1.0or more the value of I iili
and S neednot exceed1.0. _
The distribution of these forces shall be according to the gravity loads ::!_z_
!_i][pertaining thereto. _:_
(h) Drift and Building Separations. Lateral deflections or drift of a _z
story relative to its adjacent stories shall not exceed 0.005 times the story s_
height unless it can be demonstrated that greater drift can be tolerated. !::i::i
The displacement calculated from the application of the required lateral :_,_
forces shall be multiplied by (I.0/K) to obtain the drift. The ratio (I.0/K) ii_i
shall be not less than 1.0. _si!il
All portions of structures shall be designed and constructed to act as an ill
integral unit in resisting horizontal forces unless separated structurally by :._i
a distance sufficient to avoid contact under deflection from seismic action
or wind forces. :s_
(i) Alternate Determination and Distribution of Seismic Forces. _i_:i:_
x.:
Nothing in Section 2312 shall be deemed to prohibit the submission of i_i_i
properly substantiated technical data for establishing the lateral forces and ....
distribution by dynamic analyses, in such analyses the dynamic
characteristics of the structure must be considered.
:i:!
(j) Structural Systems. 1. Ductility requirements. A. All buildings i_:
designed with a horizontal force factor K = 0.67 or 0.80 shall have ductile iii
moment resisting space frames, iii_i
B. Buildings more than 160 feet in height shall have ductile moment i_:,
resisting space frames capable of resisting not less than 25 percent of the iii:_
required seismic forces for the structure as a whole. !il
EXCEPTION:Buildingsmore than 160feet inheight inSeismicZone No. !ii
I may haveconcreteshear wailsdesignedin conformancewithSection2627 :_ilii
of this Codein lieu of a ductile moment resistingspace frame, provideda K :ill
valueof 1.00or 1.33isutilizedin the design. :#
C. In Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 all concrete space frames re-
quired by design to be part of the lateral force resisting system and all :i:i
concrete frames located in the perimeter line of vertical support shall be i_::i::
ductile moment resisting space frames. ::i:::::
EXCEPTION: Frames in the perimeter line of the vertical support of _:::i
buildingsdesignedwith shear walls taking 100percent of the design lateral !_::_:ii
forcesneedonlyconform withSection2312(j) 1D. i:::i
D. In Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 all framing elements not re- ::_::_i
quired by design to be part of the lateral force resisting system shall be in- i:::,!
vestigated and shown to be adequate for vertical load-carrying capacity :/4i
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ii:_and induced moment due to 3/K times the distortions resulting from the
:iliCode required lateral forces. The rigidity of other elements shall be con-
iil sidered in accordance with Section 2312 (e) 4.
iii E. Moment resisting space frames and ductile moment resisting spaceii frames may be enclosed by or adjoined by more rigid elements'which
ili would tend to prevent the space frame from resisting lateral forces where it
can be shown that the action or failure of the more rigid elements will not
impair the vertical and lateral load resisting ability of the space frame.
F. The necessary ductility for a ductile moment resisting space frame
shall be provided by a frame of structural steel with moment resisting con-
nections (complying with Section 2722 for buildings in Seismic Zones
i: No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 or Section 2723 for buildings in Seismic Zone
No. 1)or by a reinforced concrete frame (complying with Section 2626 for
_:ibuildings in Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 or Section 2625 for
buildings in Seismic Zone No. 1).
G. In Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 all members in braced
frames shall be designed for 1.25 times the force determined in accordance
:: with Section 2312 (d). Connections shall be designed to develop the full
if::capacity of the members or shall be based on the above forces without the
:_ii_:one-third increase usually permitted for stresses resulting from earthquake
:iii. forces.
_ Braced frames in buildings shall be composed of axially loaded bracing
!ii_members of A36, A440, A441, AS01, A572 (except Grades 60 and 65) or
_:_:A588 structural steel; or reinforced concrete members conforming to the
requirements of Section 2627.
i_! H. Reinforced concrete shear walls for all buildings shall conform to
i!! the requirements of Section 2627.
I. In structures where K = 0.67 and K = 0.80, the special ductility re-
i_iiliquirements of structural steel (complying with Section 2722 for buildings
il in Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 or Section 2723 for buildings in
:_iiSeismic Zone No. 1) or by reinforced concrete (complying with Section
:i_i2626 for buildings in Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 or with Sec-
::}_:tion 2625 for buildings in Seismic Zone No. 1), as appropriate, shall ap-
:_::iiply to all structural elements below the base which are required to
ii transmit to the foundation the forces resulting from lateral loads.2. Design r quirements. A. Minor alterations. Minor structural altera-
# tions may be made in existing buildings and other structures, but the
i:_i_resistance to lateral forces shall be not less than that before such altera-
i:_tions were made, unless the building as altered meets the requirements of
ii this Section.
:/::?: B. Reinforced masonry or concrete. All elements within structures
:iiiyilocated in Seismic Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 which are of masonry or
i_:_concrete shall be reinforced so as to qualify as reinforced masonry or con-
ii::!icrete under the provisions of Chapters 24 and 26. Principal reinforcement
ilin masonry shall be spaced 2 feet maximum on center in buildings using a
# moment resisting space trame.
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C. Combined vertical and horizontal forces. In computing the effect of _:::_!
seismic force in combination with vertical loads, gravity load stresses in- iiii
duced in members by dead load plus design live load, except roof live ilii
load, shall be considered. Consideration should also be given to minimumgravity loads acting in combination with lateral forces.
:!_i!
D. Diaphragms. Floor and roof diaphragms shall be designed to resist iiii
the forces set forth in Table No. 23-J. Diaphragms supporting concrete or i_z_
masonry walls shall have continuous ties between diaphragm chords to _ii:_::
distribute, into the diaphragm, the anchorage forces specified in this ::i_i:_
Chapter. Added chords may be used to form sub-diaphragms to transmit ii!
the anchorage forces to the main cross ties. Diaphragm deformations shall iiiil
be considered in the design of the supported walls. See Section 2312 (j) 3 A i_!
for special anchorage requirements of wood diaphragms.
3. Special requirements. A. Wood diaphragms providing lateral sup- iliil
port for concrete or masonry walls. Where wood diaphragms are used to ili_
laterally support concrete or masonry walls the anchorage shall conform iil
to Section 2310. In Zones No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 anchorage shall not be i_::
accomplished by use of toe nails, or nails subjected to withdrawal; nor i[
shall wood framing be used in cross grain bending or cross grain tension. Y:
B. Pile caps and caissons. Individual pile caps and caissons of every iiil
building or structure shall be interconnected by ties, each of which can i_
carry by tension and compression a minimum horizontal force equal to 10 :::::::,::
percent of the larger pile cap or caisson loading, unless it can be iiii
demonstrated that equivalent restraint can be provided by other approved iil
methods. ::_!i:!i
C. Exterior elements. Precast, nonbearing, nonshear wall panels or ilili
similar elements which are attached to or enclose the exterior, shall ac- !ii
commodate movements of the structure resulting from lateral forces or ::i::::::_
temperature changes. The concrete panels or other elements shall be sup- i_i_
ported by means of cast-in-place concrete or by mechanical fasteners in :i_
accordance with the following provisions.
Connections and panel joints shall allow for a relative movement be- iii::i
tween stories of not less than two times story drift caused by wind or !i!ili
(3.0//O times story drift caused by required seismic forces; or _Ainch, i_:il
whichever is greater, iii
Connections shall have sufficient ductility and rotation capacity so as to :i_
preclude fracture of the concrete or brittle failures at or near welds. Inserts :!ii
in concrete shall be attached to, or hooked around reinforcing steel, or _i_s_
otherwise terminated so as to effectively transfer forces to the reinforcing i!
steel.
Connections to permit movement in the plane of the panel for story drift
shall be properly designed sliding connections using slotted or oversize
holes or may be connections which permit movement by bending of steel
or other connections providing equivalent sliding and ductility capacity.
(kl Essential Facilities. Essential facilities are those structures or
Eli
buildings which must be safe and usable for emergency purposes after an
earthquake in order to preserve the health and safety of the general public.
Such facilities shall include but not be limited to:
I. Hospitals and other medical facilities having surgery or emergency
treatment areas.
2. Fire and police stations.
3. Municipal government disaster operation and communication
ii:. centers deemed to be vital in emergencies.
_:ili The design and detailing of equipment which must remain in place and
iiillbe functional following a major earthquake shall be based upon the re-
i_iiquirements of Section 2312 (g) and Table No. 23-J. In addition, their
_:iidesign and detailing shall consider effects induced by structure drifts of
_' not less than (2.0//O times the story drift caused by required seismic forces
ill!nor less than the story drift caused by wind. Special consideration shall
!i_also be given to relative movements at separation joints.
iliii (1) Earthquake Recording Instrumentations. For earthquake recording
_!!::instrumentations see Appendix, Section 2312 (1).
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•"SeeSection 2306 for live load reductions. The rate of reduction r in Section
2306 Formula (6-I) shall be as indicated in the Table. The maximum reduc-
tion R shall not exceed the value indicated in the Table.
'As defined in Section 4506.
TABLE NO. 23-D--MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DEFLECTION
FOR STRUCTURAL MEMBERS'
MEMBERLOADEDWITH
MEMBERLOADEDWITH LIVELOADPLUS
LIVE LOADOHLY DEADLOAD
TYPEOF MEMBER ELL.) (L.L. + KD.L.)
Roof Member Supporting
Plaster or Floor Member L/360 L/240
'Sufficient slope or camber shall be provided for flat roofs in accordance
with Section 2305 (f).
L.L. = Live/oad
D.L. = Dead load
K = Factor as determined by Table No. 23-E
L = Length of member in same units as deflection
TABLE NO. 23-E--VALUE OF "K"
WOOD
Unseasoned SeasonedI REINFORCEUONCRETE_ STEEL
1.0 0.5 [2 - 1.2 (A',/A_)] >=0.6 0
'Seasoned lumber is lumber having a moisture content of less than 16 percent
at time of installation and used under dry conditions of use such as in
covered structures,
'See also Section 2609.
A;- = Area of compression reinforcement.
As = Area of nonprestressed tension reinforcement.
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TABLE NO. 23-F--WIND PRESSURES FOR VARIOUS HEIGHT
ZONES ABOVE GROUND'
WIND-PRESSURE-MAPAREAS
HEIGHT ZONES (pounds per square foot)
(in feet) 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Less than 30 15 20 25 25 30 35 40
:30to 49 20 25 8,0 35 40 45 50
50 to 99 25 30 40 45 50 55 60
i00 to 499 30 40 45 55 60 70 75
500 to 1199 35 45 55 60 70- 80 90
1200 and over 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
'See FigureNo. 4. Wind pressurecolumnin the table shouldbe selectedwhich
is headed bya value correspondingto the minimumpermissible,resultant
windpressureindicatedfor the particularlocality.
The figuresgivenare recommendedas minimum.These requirementsdo not
providefor tornadoes.
TABLE NO. 23-G--MULTIPLYING FACTORS FOR WIND
PRESSURES--CHIMNEYS, TANKS, AND SOLID TOWERS
HORIZONTAL CROSSSECTION FACTOR
Square or rectangular 1.00
Hexagonal or octagonal 0.80
Round or elliptical 0.60
TABLE NO. 23-H--SHAPE FACTORS FOR RADIO TOWERS
AND TRUSSED TOWERS
TYPEOFEXPOSURE FACTOR
1. Wind nonnal to one face of tower
Four-cornered, flat or angular sections, steel or wood 2.20
Three-cornered, flat or angldar sections, steel or
wood 2.00
2. Wind on corner, four-cornered tower, fiat or angular
sections 2.40
3.Wind parallel to one faee of three-eorneredtower,
flat or angular sections 1.50
4.Factors for towers with eylindriealelementsare ap-
proximatelytwo-thirds of those for similar towers
with flat or angular sections
5.Wind on indRqdual members
Cylindrieal members
Two ineh_ or less in diameter 1.00
Overtwo inehes in diameter 0.80
Fiat or angular sections 1.30
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TABLE NO. 23-I--HORIZONTAL FORCE FACTOR "K" FOR
BUILDINGS OR OTHER STRUCTURES'
VALUE'OF
TYPE OR ARRANGEMENT OF RESISTING ELEMENTS K
1. Allbuilding framingsystemsexceptas hereinafterclassified 1.00
2. Buildings with a box system as specified in Section 2312 (b) 1.33
3. Buildings with a dual bracing system consisting of a
ductile moment resisting space frame and shear walls or
braced frames using the follov, ing design criteria:
a. The frames and shear walls shall resist the total lateral
force in accordance with their relative rigidities consider-
ing the interaction of the shear walls and frames 0.80
b. The shear walls acting independently of the ducfi!.e
moment resisting portions of the space frame shall resist
the total required lateral forces
c. The ductile moment resisting space frame shah have
the capacity to resist not less than 25 percent of the
required lateral force
4. Buildings with a ductile moment resisting space l'rame
designed in accordance with the following criteria: The 0.67
ductile moment resisting space frame shall ha_e the
capacity to resist the total required lateral force
5. Elevated tanks plus fill contents, on four or more cross-
braced legs and not supported by a building 2.5'
6. Structures other than buildings and other than those set
forth in Table No. 23-J 2.00
\\here _ind load as specifiedin Section2311v,ould producehigher stresses,
this load shallbe usedin lieuof the loads resulting from earthquake forces.
:See FigureNos. 1,2 and 3 this chapter and definitionof "Z" as specified
in Section 2312 (el,
'The minimumvalueof "KC" shallbe 0.12and the maximumvalueof "KC"
neednot exceed0.25.
The tov.ershallbe designedfor an accidentaltorsion of fi',e percentas speci-
fied in Section2312(e) 5. Ele',atedtanks v,hich are supported bybuildings
or do not conform to type or arrangementof supporting elements as de-
scribedabo',e shallbe designedin accordancev,ith Section2312(gl using
"'Cp'"= .'..
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TABLE NO. 23-J--HORIZONTAL FORCE FACTOR "Cp" FOR
ELEMENTS OF STRUCTURES
DIRECTION VALUE OF
PART OR PORTION OF BUILDINGS OF FORCE Cp
. Exterior bearing and nonbearing walls. Normalto :._!_
interior bearing v,alls and partitions, fiat 0.20'
interior nonbearing v,alls and partitions, surface
,.,asonryorconcretef nces
2. Cantilever parapet Normal to :i.ifiat 1.00 (:
surface
3. Exterior and interior ornamentations and Any
appendages, direction 1.00
4. \\hen connected to, part of, or housed ii
v.ithin a building: ::
a. Towers, tanks, towers and tanks plus i:i
contents, chimneys, smokestacks and 0.20: ::_
penthouse ::3
b. Storage racks with the upper storage Any !:i
level at more than 8 feet in height direction 0.20:' .....
plus contents
c. Equipment or machinery not required "
for life safety systems or for continued 0.20: '
operations of essential facilities
d. Equipment or machinery required for
life safety systems or for continued 0.50' '
operation of essential facilities
5. When resting on the ground, tank plus Any :::il
effective mass of its contents, direction O.12 ii!
i!!
6. Suspended ceiling framing systems tAp- Ant',' _
plies to Seismic Zones Nos. 2, 3 and 4 direction 0.20"
only)
7. Floors and roofs acting as diaphragms Any. 0.12" ::;::i
directS.on _i
8. Connections for exterior panels or for Any :!i!:
elements complying with Section 2312 direction 2.00
O)3C. i:
9. Connections for prefabricated structural Any :_
elements other than _.'alls, v,ith force direction 0.30'
applied at center of gray ty o" assembb; _:;_
'See alsoSection2309tb) for minimumload on deflectioncriteria for interior
partitions.
:_'hen located in the upperportion of any buildingwherethe hn/D ratio is
fi,,e.to-oneorgreaterthevalueshallbe increasedby50percent.
'14"pfor storageracks shall be the ,,,,eight of the racks plus contents. The
valueof .Cpfor racks over t'*o storage support levels in height shall be0.16 for the levelsbelowthe top tv,o levels.In lieuof the tabulated ,,alues
steel storageracks mav be designedin accordance _ith U.B.C. StandardoNo.27-I1.
(Continued)
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i Where a number of storage rack units are interconnected so that there are aminimumof fourverticalelementsin eachdirectionon eachcolumnlinedesignedto resisthorizontalforces, thedesigncoefficientsmaybe as fora
buildingwith K valuesfrom TableNo. 23-1,CS = 0.20 forusein thefor-
mula V = ZIKCSWand Wequal to thetotaldeadloadplus50percentof
the rackratedcapacity.Wherethe designandrackconfigurationsare in
accordancewiththis paragraphthe designprovisionsin U.B.C. Standard
i! No. 27-11donot apply.'Forflexibleand flexiblymountedequipmentandmachinery,the appropriate
values of CD shall be determinedwith considerationgiven to both the
dynamicpr6pertiesof theequipmentandmachineryandto thebuildingor
structurein which it is placed butshallnot be less than the listedvalues.
i Thedesign of the equipmentand machineryandtheir anchorage is an in-
tegral part of the design and specification of such equipment and
machinery.
i::i::i 'For EssentialFacilitiesand life safety systems,the designand detailingof
iiilii equipmentwhichmustremaininplaceandbe functionalfollowinga major
:::: earthquake shall considerdrifts in accordancewithSection2312(k). The
i_ii:: productof IS neednotexceed1.5.
ii:il 'Ceilingweightshall includeall light fixturesandotherequipmentwhichare
:iliil laterallysupportedbythe ceiling.For purposesof determiningthe lateralforce, a ceiling weightof not lessthan 4 poundspersquarefoot shallbe
!i:.i used.
iii 'Floors and roofs actingas diaphragmsshall be designedfor a minimum
iii} f°rce resultingfr°m a C° °f 0"12appliedt° Wxunlessa greaterf°rceresultsfromthedistributionoflateral forcesinaccordancewithSection2312_eLiilii
'The W.nshall include 25 percentof the floor live load in storage and
waretiouseoccupancies.
i TABLE NO. 23-K
VALUES FOR OCCUPANCY IMPORTANCE FACTOR I
TYPE OF OCCUPANCY I
Essential Facilities' 1.5
::iii Any building where the primary occupancy 1.25
is for assembly use for more than 300 persons(in one room)
All others 1.0i:!
i!il 'Seefacilities.Section2312(k)for definitionand additional requirementsfor essential
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7.7 Snow Load Design
The information in this section was reproduced from the American
Institute of Timber Construction Timber Construction Manual, Second Eaition,
copyrightea 1974, published by John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, New York.
Reproduced with permission of:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
605 3rd Avenue
New York, New York 10016
and
American Institute of Timber Construction
333 West HampdenAvenue
Englewood, Colorado 80110
SNOW LOADS
Basic Snow Loads
Snow loads on roofs vary widely throughout the United States. Factors
affecting snow load accumulation on roofs include climatic variables of
elevation, latitude, wind frequency and duration of snowfall, roof geometry,
and site exposure. In addition, snowfall varies from year to year, and either
a mean recurrence interval must be established for design purposes or
design should be based on the maximum recorded snow load for which
data is available. Snow loads should be as stipulated by the governing build-
ing code, but in the absence of such a code, snow loading used for design
should be based on local investigation, or by the use of accepted snow load
maps.
Before discussing roof loads, it is necessary to consider ground snow loads
since these form the basis for determining roof loads. Several researchers
and agencies have measured ground snow load distribution and plotted
appropriate isogram maps depicting these loads. Figure 3.1 presents maxi-
mum snow loads on the ground based on records of the U.S. Weather Bur-
eau. Recent data reported by H. C. S. Thom of the Environmental Data
Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, in "Distribution of Maximum
Annual Water Equivalent of Snow on the Ground" and published in the
Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 94, No. 4, 1966, provides snow load maps
based on 25-, 50-, and 100-year mean recurrence intervals. In general, the
50-year mean recurrence data as prepared by Thom corresponds generally
to the values listed in Figure 3.1 with slightly higher values recorded for the
Northeastern states and somewhat lower values plotted for the Western
states.
For the Western states, Figure 3.1 indicates that the snow loads for these
regions should be established based on local experience. Actual snow pack
in these regions of over 700 psf has been recorded and man)' of the in-
habited regions have snow loads ot 100, 200, or 300 psf.
L. W. Neubauer, in his paper "Snow Loads on Roofs in Mountain Re-
gions," published in Transactions, ASAE, Vol. 12, No. 3, 1969, proposes the
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Figure 3.1. SNOW LOAD IN PSF ON rilE GROUND, 5O·YR MEAN RE·
CURRENCE INTERVAL. Source: l· .5. \feather Bureau. \\·ashington. D.C.
use of the following equation to estimate ground snow loads in the Western
mountain regions, based on a number of held studies conducted:
( L ~)2SL = 2.3 El. + 4"- 8.:>
where S1. = ground snow load. psf
El. = elevation, ft/1,OOO
L = latitude. degrees
Although this equation is strictly empirical, it should be helpful in estimat-
ing snow loads at various elevations and latitudes when satisfactory snow-
load maps or data are not available.
Roof Snow Loads
Based on a determination of the ground snow load as specified by the
governing building code. through the use of maximum snow load maps
such as given in Fig. 3.1, by the use of snow load maps based on a specific
mean recurrence interval as developed by Thorn, or by the use of an
equation such as the one suggested by ;\'eubauer. it is next necessary to
determine the actual snow loads to be expected on the roof surface. As
indicated, the roof snow load is a function of the geometry of the roof and
the exposure to wind forces.
These factors can be accounted for in design by applying appropriate
snow load coefficients to the basic ground snow loads. Specific snow load
coefficients have been developed to relate roof snow load to ground snow
load based on comprehensive surveys of.actual conditions. This approach
has been adopted by Canada and is included in the National Building Code
of Canada.
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For the design of both ordinary and multiple series roofs, either flat,
pitched, or curved, a basic snow load coefficient of 0.8 should be used to
convert ground snow load to a roof snow load. This value should then be
increased or decreased if necessary because of specific roof geometry
conditions, such as decreasing for roof slopes exceeding 200 and increasing
for roofs having valleys formed by multiple series or other similar geometry
conditions. When roof slopes exceed 20°, the design load in PSF may be
decreased by (SL/40-Y;) for each 1° of slope over 20°. Specific coefficients
for these roof configurations are given in the American National Standal'fi
Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in Buildings and
Other Structures by the American 'National Standards Institute.
For roofs exposed to winds of sufficient intensity to blow snow off, the
basic snow load coefficient can be reduced to 0.6. This coefficient is only
applicable if (a) the roof is not shielded from the wind on any side or is not
likely to become shielded by obstructions higher than the roof within a
distance of IOh from the building (Uh" is the height of the obstruction
above the roof level), and (b) the roof does not have any projections, such
as parapet walls, which may prevent the snow from being blown off by the
wind.
Since unbalanced loading can <?ccur as the result of drifting, sliding,
melting and refreezing, or physical removal of snow, structural roof
members should be designed to resist the full snow load as defined above
distributed over the entire roof area, the full snow load distributed on any
one portion of the area, and dead load only on the remainder of the area,
depending on which load produces the greatest stress on the member con-
sidered. With respect to duration of load, snow load duration is the
cumulative time during which the maximum design load is 0'.l the structure
over its entire life. A 2-month duration is generally recognized as the
proper design level for snow loads. Although some snow remains on roofs
for periods exceeding 2 months in a single year, such snow loads seldom
approach the design load.
Although the analysis of roofs for snow loading is complex due to the
many variables involved, recent technical data developed as discussed in
the preceding paragraphs have provided the engineer with sufficient in-
formation to make a realistic analysis.
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8.0 APPENDICES
Appendix A
Alternate Systems and Materials
Space Frames
Structural space frames are based on the use of a few simple repetitive
units. These units are fabricated with square tube, angle, pipe or other
shapes in steel, aluminum or stainless steel. Sizes, depths and space frame
dimensions ana support locations are flexible. The basic unit (or mOdule)
can be expanded into larger units by simply connecting repetitive units.
This repetitive technique allows the designer to construct virtually any
size structure he chooses.
Space frames are usually fabricated and erected by various combinations of
shop fabrication with field assembly, depending on frame type (tube, pipe,
angle, flange) design requirements and local conditions. Numbers of
members, joints, and bolts per joint are kept to a minimum, reducing the
number and size of field connections, thus reducing fiela erection time and
costs.
Some advantages to consider are:
• Standard units available from stock, quick aelivery
• Easy transport, handling and stacking
• Fast, economical fabrication and erection
Publications covering standard details and structural performance data for
space frames are readily available from the various manufacturers. The
general comprehensive nature of these publications allow the designer ease
in calculating for required loads.
Stock Framing Systems
There are two basic stock framing system types available; one employing
channels as the main structural member and the other employing pipe.
The IIchannel type" consists of various sizes of channel (some perforated)
utilizing a special spring-loaded nut. This special nut can be inserted
anywhere along the continuous channel slot, held in position by the spring,
allowing for the securing with bolts, appropriate fittings. The leaaing
manufacturer of this type of system offers over a dozen basic channels,
dozens of combination channels and over a thousand different types of
fittings, making it possible to construct an infinite variety of forms and
structures.
Care should be taken in designing with this type of system to remain
cost-competitive with traditional materials.
The designer/engineer might consider the use of components of this system
with other techniques. Many of the fittings offered by this system can be
readily used with other forms.
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The second type in this category is the IIpipe and slip-on ~ipe fitting"
system. This system is designed to be used with standard lron 1.3 to 5.1 cm
(1/2 to 2 in.) pipe, available from any plumbing or mill supply house. The
fittings are usually made of malleable iron with from one to five case
hardened set screws to each fitting depending upon the number of pipes to be
joined at one point. Several dozen types of fittings are offered giving
unlimited scope to the aesigner/engineer, making possible the fabrication of
the unusual type of structure as well as the simple structure. However,
most structures can be designea from just two or three types of fittings.
Stock Perforated and Slotted Shapes
Stock perforated and slotted shapes are a versatile framing material usually
made from 2.7 to 1.5 mm thick (12 to 16 gage) cold-formed steel. Among the
shapes available are even and uneven leg angles and channels, in 1.2 to 6.1
meter (4 to 20 ft) lengths. Slots and holes, either singularly or in
combination, are located at fractional intervals allowing a broad range of
flexibility in design. Individual members are joined together by bolts ana
nuts. Angular fittings can and are often used with this form.
Plastic Shapes
Pultrusions: Pultruded shapes are produced by pulling kesin (polyester,
epoxy, etc.) impregnated fibers (glass, carbon, aramid) through a steel die,
which determines the shape and controls the resin content. Almost any
constant cross section can be formed continuously and by nature of the
machine process, the finished product is uniform.
Pultruded elements have high strength-to-weight ratio ana are virtually
unbreakable in most applications. They're approximately two-thirds the
weight of aluminum, are unaffected by electrolytic corrosion, withstand
chemical corrosion from a wide variety of corrosive liquids and gases,
provide electrical insulation and are excellent thermal insulators.
The following structural shapes and profiles are standard stock items:
equal leg angle, channels, I-beams (W shapes), wide flange beams, round
tube, square tube, rectangular tUbing, round rod, flat sheet and square bar.
The pultruded shapes can be fabricated by most conventional methods such as
sawing, drilling, routing, tapping, or machining.
The individual members or elements can be joined by bonding and bolting, or
bonding and riveting.
Fabrication and engineering manuals available from the manufacturers offer
the designer/engineer a comprehensive profile of this new engineering
materi a1.
Plastic Pipe and Fittings
Another possible, innovative structural system that the designer/engineer
might consider is one employing plastic pipe and plastic fittings. This
form of system is particularly suited to small structures.
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Plastic pipe is made from PVC, CPVC, PE, PP, and PVF, ranging in size from
0.64 to 10.2 cm (1/4 to 4 in.) in diameter in approximately 6 meter (20 ft)
lengths.
Fittings available are: 900 elbows, 450 elbows, tees, reducing tees,
couplings, reducing couplings, flanges, caps, reducing flanges, reducing
bushings, sweeps and long radius bends.
The members and elements of this system can be either threaded or cemented
together. Flanges allow for bolting. Fabrication is easy and assembly in
the field is accomplished with common tools.
Module fastening to this form of structure is by "U" or IIJII bolts or by
drilling through tube. A submember channel or angle might serve as
interface between structure and cell module.
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Appendix B
Photographs of Typical Small Photovoltaic Array Installations
This appendix consists of a series of photographs showing several small
photovoltaic array installations fieldea by the NASA Lewis Research Center
for the Department of Energy ana the Agency for International Development
over the past several years.
While most of the arrays indicated in the photographs pre~ented herein are
different from those covered in the handbook, the photographs serve to show
samplings of some of the different types of solar cell moaules available.
Further, the photographs illustrate the basic mounting techniques and
structures that have been used in past experimental installations. It
should be noted, however, that many of the structures depictea in the
photographs were not very cost efficient. It should also be noted that the
primary objective of these early experiments was to demonstrate the
viability of photovoltaic systems to meet electrical needs in low power
system applications, not cost efficiency.
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